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ABSTRACT

The main success of my thesis has been to establish the mechanism by which antifreeze  

proteins (AFPs) bind irreversibly to ice crystals, and hence prevent their growth. AFPs organize 

ice-like water on their ice-binding site, which then merges and freezes with the quasi-liquid layer  

of ice. This was revealed from studying the exceptionally large (ca. 1.5-MDa) Ca2+-dependent 

AFP from the Antarctic bacterium Marinomonas primoryensis (MpAFP).  The 34-kDa antifreeze-

active region of  MpAFP was predicted to fold as a novel Ca2+-binding  β-helix.   Site-directed 

mutagenesis confirmed the model and demonstrated that its ice-binding site (IBS) consisted of  

solvent-exposed  Thr  and  Asx  parallel  arrays  on  the  Ca2+-binding  turns.   The  X-ray  crystal 

structure of the antifreeze region was solved to a resolution of 1.7 Å.  Two of the four molecules  

within the unit cell of the crystal had portions of their IBSs freely exposed to solvent.  Identical  

clathrate-like cages of water molecules were present on each IBS.  These waters were organized 

by the hydrophobic effect and anchored to the protein via hydrogen bonds.  They matched the  

spacing of water molecules in an ice lattice, demonstrating that anchored clathrate waters bind 

AFPs to ice. 

This mechanism was extended to other AFPs including the globular type III AFP from 

fishes.  Site-directed mutagenesis and a modified ice-etching technique demonstrated this protein 

uses a compound ice-binding site, comprised of two flat and relatively hydrophobic surfaces, to  

bind at  least  two planes of ice.   Reinvestigation of several  crystal  structures of type III  AFP 

identified anchored clathrate waters on the solvent-exposed portion of its  compound IBS that 

matched the spacing of waters on the primary prism plane of ice.  

Ice nucleation proteins (INPs),  which can raise the temperature at which ice forms in 

solution to just slightly below 0ºC, have the opposite effect to AFPs.  A novel dimeric β-helical 

model was proposed for the INP produced by the bacterium Pseudomonas borealis.  Molecular 

dynamics simulations showed that INPs are also capable of ordering water molecules into an ice-

like lattice. However, their multimerization brings together sufficient ordered waters to form an  

ice nucleus and initiate freezing.  
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1 CHAPTER 1 - GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The Earth is presently a cold place relative to our body temperature.  Approximately 70% 

of its surface is covered by water, with greater than 90% of that water at a temperature less than 5  

ºC [1].  Polar regions cover approximately 14% of the Earth's surface, and some polar seas are at  

-1.9 ºC for most of the year.  Roughly 58% percent of the land in the northern hemisphere freezes 

seasonally, and 24% of the land in the Northern hemisphere has permafrost beneath it [2].  While 

temperatures on the Earth have fluctuated greatly throughout its history, cold environments are 

currently widespread.  Yet despite this challenge, life is able to survive in virtually every freezing  

habitat known.  Indeed, at the time of writing, scientists are drilling through more than 4 kms of  

ice in an attempt to reach Lake Vostok, an Antarctic lake that has been sealed off from the world  

for more than 14 million years.  The extremophiles thought to inhabit this isolated and freezing 

milieu will no doubt shed more light on the tenacity of life [3, 4].

Ice is a potentially lethal substance to a living organism.  It can physically rupture a cell  

[5] and alter the balance of water and dissolved ions within an organism [6, 7].   As such, many 

biochemical adaptations have evolved to promote the survival of organisms that inhabit ice-laden 

environments.  For example, some freeze-avoiding species of fish [8] and insects [9] produce high 

levels of glycerol and other polyols to depress the colligative freezing point of their bodily fluids.  

Other freeze-avoiding species of fish [10] and insects [11] produce antifreeze proteins (AFPs) that 

bind  to  the  surface  of  ice  crystals  and  prevent  their  further  growth,  thus  lowering  the  non-

colligative  freezing  point  of  their  body  fluids.   Conversely,  some  freeze-tolerant  organisms, 

including various species of plants  [12, 13], and bacteria  [14] produce AFPs not to prevent the 

growth  of  ice,  but  to  limit  the  damage  it  can  cause  once  formed.   Here,  AFPs  inhibit  the 

recrystallization of ice, where destructive large ice crystals can grow from smaller ones at high  

sub-zero temperatures [15, 16].    
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1.1 AFP structural diversity

AFPs  were originally discovered in the serum of Antarctic fish over 40 years ago [17]. 

Since then they have been found in a wide array of organisms that inhabit ice-laden environments.  

Their diversity in amino acid sequence and tertiary structure is astounding.  Five different types of 

fish AFPs are known.  These include the entirely alpha-helical type I AFP  [18], the globular, 

cystine-rich type II AFP [19], the globular,  β-clip fold of type III AFP [20], the putative four-α-

helix bundle of type IV AFP  [21], and the exteded carbohydrate-rich antifreeze glycoproteins 

(AFGP) [17].  Three different types of insect AFPs have been structurally characterized, including 

the left- and right-handed  β-helices produced by the moth  Choristoneura fumiferana [22] and 

beetle Tenebrio molitor [23] respectively; while the snow flea (Hypogastrura harveyi) produces a 

highly repetitive AFP rich in poly-proline type II helices  [24-26].  Several other different AFPs 

have been modelled with varying degrees  of  certainty  [27-30],  and new AFPs are  still  being 

discovered and characterized.   

1.2 Thermal hysteresis 

Despite their structural diversity, all AFPs are capable of binding to ice and limiting its  

growth.  Typically, this results in a phenomenon termed thermal hysteresis (TH), where the non-

equilibrium freezing temperature of the solution is lowered below the melting point [31, 32].  The 

difference between these two temperatures is  used as a measure of antifreeze activity.   AFPs  

function in  a  non-colligative  manner  to  depress  the  freezing point  of  a  solution  and slightly 

elevate  its  melting point.   This  contrasts  with  colligative  antifreezes  like  glycerol  (and other  

polyols) and dissolved ions that lower the freezing and melting points of a solution to the same 

extent  [9].  Colligative freezing point depression is strictly dependent upon the concentration of 

the compound in solution and not its chemical nature.  AFPs depress the freezing point ca. 300-

500  times  more  effectively  than  would  be  predicted  if  they  functioned  solely  as  colligative  

2



antifreezes [33].        

1.3 Biotechnological applications of AFPs

The potential biotechnological applications of AFPs are numerous.  They include using 

AFPs to: assist in cold temperature organ transplantation and cell cryo-preservation [34]; prevent 

the build-up of ice on various surfaces  [35]; increase the freezing resistance of certain freeze-

intolerant crops via transgenic means [36]; inhibit the growth of hydrocarbon hydrates [37, 38]; 

assist in the efficacy of cryosurgery [39]; and improve food texture [40].  The success rate of these 

applications will vary.  Some of these potential applications may prove technically infeasible or 

non-viable due to high costs.   However, it is noteworthy that the successful addition of AFPs 

(under the label of ‘ice-structuring proteins’) to ice cream and other frozen foods has resulted in  

the production of food-grade AFPs at a cost of only a few dollars per gram [41].  The long-term 

cost of making freeze-resistant crops and foodstuffs is reduced by taking a transgenic approach.  

So far  this  has only been partially successful  with plants.  For example,  the freezing point  of 

transgenic  Arabidopsis thaliana that produce  Dendroides canadensis AFP is lower compared to 

wild type, but the frost heartiness of the transgenic line is unchanged [36, 42].  If the success rate 

of applying AFPs to solve real world problems is to be improved, a better understanding of how 

these proteins function at the molecular level within the context of a whole organism is needed.  

1.4 Adsorption:inhibition mechanism of AFP action

AFPs  are  generally  accepted  to  function  via  the  adsorption:inhibition  mechanism 

originally proposed by Raymond and DeVries [31, 43].  In this scenario, ice is forced to grow as 

energetically unfavourable curved fronts between bound AFP molecules (Figure 1.1).  Ice growth 

is prevented when the average spacing between adsorbed AFPs is equal to or smaller than twice 

the critical radius of curvature of the growing ice front.  While this theory is applicable to all

3



4

Figure 1.1: The adsorption:inhibition mechanism of AFP action. AFPs (red spheres) bind to 
ice (indicated) and limit ice growth to the areas between bound AFPs.  Ice is thus forced to grow 
in energetically unfavourable curved fronts, and is completely arrested until the temperature is  
lowered sufficiently to overwhelm the bound AFPs, whereupon explosive growth occurs.  Figure 
taken from [43]. 



AFPs (because it views them simply as an adsorbed impurity on the surface of the crystal), it does 

not explain how an AFP physically binds ice, and what forces might be involved in the interaction 

that has been argued to be irreversible [43].  This is an ongoing debate in the antifreeze field, and 

one that has yielded surprisingly few definitive answers.

1.5 Ice as a heterogeneous ligand

AFPs are possibly the most structurally diverse family of proteins that share a common 

function – that of binding ice.  This diversity is thought to result partly from their independent 

evolutionary origins  [10, 44], and partly from the variety of surfaces generated by their natural 

ligand,  ice  [45].   Ice  can exist  in  many different  structural  forms.   However,  at  atmospheric  

temperatures and pressures, it adopts a hexagonal structure referred to as ice Ih with unit cell  

dimensions  ao = 4.5 Å and  co = 7.35 Å  [46].  Typically, four axes (a1,  a2,  a3,  c) are used to 

characterize the ice Ih lattice, with all three a-axes lying in the same plane perpendicular to the 

direction of the c-axis (Figure 1.2).  The top and bottom surfaces of the ice Ih unit cell are termed 

the basal planes while the six sides of the unit cell are termed the primary prism planes.  Any  

plane inclined at an angle to the c-axis of the crystal is referred to as a pyramidal plane.  Every 

potential plane of ice presents a different pattern of oxygen atoms to which an AFP can develop 

affinity [45].  

1.6 Moderately active vs. Hyperactive AFPs

With one exception [47], all fish AFPs can be classified as moderately active, capable of 

depressing the freezing point of a solution roughly 1 to 1.5 Cº at low mM concentrations  [48]. 

This  level  of  antifreeze  activity,  in  combination  with  the  colligative  effect  of  other  solutes,  

sufficiently lowers the freezing point of a fish's blood below the freezing point of seawater (-1.9 

ºC) [10].  More recently, several AFPs have been discovered and characterized that are capable of

5
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Figure 1.2: Hexagonal unit cell of ice and corresponding ice surfaces. The unit cell on the left 
depicts the basal plane (shaded grey) and the primary prism plane (shaded red).  The unit cell on  
the right depicts a pyramidal plane (shaded red) and the secondary prism plane (shaded grey).  
The  Miller  indices  of  each  plane  are  indicated,  as  are  the  oxygen  atoms  (red  spheres)  that 
constitute each plane.  Hydrogen bonds are shown as black hatched lines.  As is evident, all planes 
present a different molecular surface to which an AFP can develop affinity.  For an explanation 
regarding  the  location  of  these  ice  planes  within  a  single-ice-crystal  hemisphere,  refer  to  
Appendix D.   



much greater freezing point depression [24, 29, 47, 49-51].  They are termed hyperactive because 

they  are  roughly  10  times  more  effective  on  a  molar  basis  at  lowering  the  non-equilibrium 

freezing point of a solution as compared to moderately active AFPs.  Organisms that produce 

hyperactive AFPs generally inhabit much colder environments, with some AFP-producing insects 

encountering  temperatures  as  low  as  -50  ºC  in  their  natural  habitats  [52].   These  lower 

temperatures have presumably forced the evolution of much more potent AFPs to prevent freezing 

damage in these harsh conditions.  The difference in TH levels between moderately-active and 

hyperactive AFPs has been attributed to the ability of all hyperactive AFPs to bind multiple planes 

of ice, one of which is the basal plane, while moderately active AFPs were thought to bind only  

one (non-basal) plane [48].  Ice crystals in the presence of moderately active AFPs are typically 

shaped as hexagonal bipyramids that grow rapidly out the crystal tips (basal planes) once the non-

equilibrium freezing point is exceeded.  By adsorbing to the basal plane, hyperactive AFPs are  

thought to prevent  ice growth from this 'weak point'  and therefore produce much greater  TH 

levels [48, 53].  

While  the  difference in  TH between moderately active  and hyperactive  AFPs  can  be 

explained  by  their  target-ice-plane  specificity,  the  question  of  how an  AFP,  regardless  of  its 

activity level, actually recognizes a specific plane of ice is still unknown.  Put quite simply - How 

does an AFP bind ice?  What specific forces are involved?  Is there a common mechanism that all 

AFPs share when binding to ice regardless of activity level?  Do moderately active AFPs bind  

only one plane of ice, or are they capable of binding multiple planes, just like the hyperactive  

AFPs?  

These  questions  are  addressed  in  this  thesis.   By  examining  the  structure-function 

relationship of a novel AFP from an the Antarctic bacterium Marinomonas primoryensis, and by 

re-examining  the  structure-function  relationship  of  fish  type  III  AFP,  a  unifying  hypothesis,  
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termed the anchored clathrate water (ACW) mechanism, is proposed that describes how all AFPs 

function at the molecular level,  regardless of structure or TH activity.  The results from these 

studies have not only resolved a long-standing contentious issue in the AFP field; they have also 

elucidated  the  mechanism  of  action  of  ice  nucleation  proteins  (INPs),  whose  function  is 

diametrically opposite that of the AFPs.  

1.7 Towards a molecular level explanation of AFP activity

One of the main problems in elucidating how an AFP functions at the molecular level 

stems from our inability to crystallize an AFP bound to its natural ligand, ice.  This prevents direct 

identification  of  the  protein's  ice-binding  site  (IBS)  and  target  ice  plane(s),  and  therefore 

eliminates  a  potential  wealth  of  information  concerning  the  forces  that  govern  AFP:ice 

interactions.   However,  several  methodologies  have  been  successfully  employed  to  partially 

overcome this fundamental limitation, including the use of site-directed mutagenesis to identify  

an AFP's IBS [54, 55], and ice-etching studies to identify target ice plane(s) [56-58].  Determining 

both the IBS and target ice plane(s) of an AFP, in addition to its tertiary structure, is fundamental  

in understanding how an AFP functions at the molecular level.  Hydrogen bonds were originally 

proposed to bind AFPs to ice [59].  Subsequent research invoked the hydrophobic effect and van 

der Waal's as the major binding forces [60].  This shift in thinking about the mechanism of ice-

binding has occurred gradually over many years and is exemplified by research conducted on type 

I AFP.   

1.8 Type I AFP

Type  I  AFP  was  originally  isolated  from  the  blood  of  the  winter  flounder 

Pseudopleuronectes  americanus,  a  fish  that  inhabits  the  inshore  waters  off  the  east  coast  of 

Canada and north east coast of the USA [61].  Since then, several isoforms of the protein have 
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been identified and various orthologues discovered in other flounders  [62-64].  All isoforms of 

type  I  AFP are  long,  alanine-rich  amphipathic  alpha-helices  ca.  3-5  kDa  in  MW.  The  most  

extensively studied isoform, termed HPLC6, is 37 residues in length and contains three eleven-

residue-repeats of the consensus ThrX2AsxX7,  where X is typically alanine.  It  was originally 

proposed that type I AFP could hydrogen bond along the a-axes of an ice crystal using the 4.5 Å 

spacing of its Thr hydroxyl and Asp carboxyl groups that aligned down one side of the protein to  

match the distance of repeating oxygen atoms on the primary prism planes of the ice lattice [59].  

1.9 Traditional ice-etching of type I AFP

However, not until the technique of ice-etching was developed by Knight et al. [56] was it 

possible  to  determine  type  I  AFP's  target  ice  plane.   In  this  technique,  a  single-ice-crystal  

hemisphere of known orientation (ca. 5 cm in diameter), attached to the end of a temperature-

controlled brass rod, is grown in the presence of a dilute solution of AFP.  As the hemisphere 

grows, AFPs are incorporated into the crystal in a site-specific and orientation-specific manner.  

Bound AFPs are then revealed as white protein patches on the surface of the hemisphere after 

allowing it to sublimate at -20 °C for an extended period of time (ca. 24 h).  When this technique  

was applied to type I AFP produced by the winter flounder (HPLC6), it was determined that the  

protein adsorbed to the {20-21} pyramidal plane of ice in the <01-12> direction.  While these  

results conflicted with the model proposed by DeVries and Lin [59], the authors still assumed that 

hydrogen bonds were the primary force binding type I AFP to ice.  Thus the authors of the study 

argued that the ca. 16.5 Å spacing of Thr hydroxyl groups that align down one side of the protein  

could hydrogen bond to oxygen atoms that repeat every 16.7 Å in the <01-12> direction of the  

{20-21} pyramidal plane.  
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1.10 X-ray crystal structure and IBS of type I AFP

Interestingly, once the 1.5 Å resolution crystal structure of HPLC6 was determined [18], it 

was noted that the side-chain rotameric conformation of each Thr (χ1 = -60º ) placed the hydroxyl 

groups in the least accessible position to hydrogen bond with ice.  Therefore, to test their function,  

Chao et al. [65] synthesized mutants of HPLC6 where the two central Thr residues (Thr13, Thr24) 

were substituted by either Ser or Val.  The double Ser mutant lost all activity while the double Val 

mutant retained 80-90% of wild-type activity.  In a similar study, Haymet et al. [66] synthesized 

mutants  of  HPLC6 where  all  four  Thr  residues  were  substituted  by  Val,  Ser,  or  Gly.   They 

observed a complete loss of activity with both  Ser and Gly mutants, while the Val substituted  

mutant retained ca. 50% of wild-type activity.  These results indicated it was the hydrophobic 

methyl  groups  of  the  regularly  spaces  Thr  that  were  important  for  ice  binding,  and  not  the  

hydroxyl groups.  This argued that van der Waal's interactions and the hydrophobic effect played 

much greater roles in an AFP-ice interaction than previously suggested.  Further confirming this 

hypothesis was a study by Baardsnes et al.  [54], where a series of steric Leu substitutions were 

made at residues Ala17, Ala19, Ala20, and Ala21.  They observed a dramatic decrease in activity 

with the A21L substitution and complete loss of activity with the A17L variant, while the two 

other substitutions, on the hydrophilic side of the helix, had a negligible effect on TH.  This  

indicated that the relatively hydrophobic Ala-rich face, rotated roughly 100° from the originally 

proposed Thr/Asx-rich IBS and comprised of the i (Thr), i+4 (Ala), and i+8 (Ala), was the IBS of 

type I AFP.    

While the relative contribution of the specific forces that govern type I AFP's interaction 

with ice remain unresolved, all research indicates the protein uses a flat, relatively hydrophobic  

IBS (Ala-rich face) to bind the {20-21} pyramidal plane of ice in the <01-12> direction.  Type I 

AFP appears  to  have the simplest  ice-binding characteristics  of  all  AFPs studied to  date.   It  
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adsorbs to one single plane of ice using a single, flat IBS.  This binding plane predicts that the ice  

crystal shaped by HPLC6 would have a 3.3:1 length:width ratio, which is exactly that observed by 

microscopy.  This simplicity, however, now appears to be an exception rather than the rule.  A  

much more complicated ice-binding scenario is observed with type III AFP.

1.11 Type III AFP

Type  III  AFP was  first  discovered  in  the  plasma  of  the  Newfoundland  ocean  pout  

(Macrozoarces americanus) as a family of twelve distinct isoforms that differed in both amino 

acid composition and secondary structure from the known AFPs at the time (types I and II, and  

the AFGPs)  [67, 68].  Since then, many other fishes from the Zoarcoidei suborder have been 

found  to  produce  orthologues  of  the  protein,  including  the  Antarctic  eel  pouts  Rhigophila  

dearborni and Austrolycicthys brachycephalus [69], the Artic eel pout  Lycodes polaris [70], the 

wolffish Anarhichas lupus [71], the European eel pout Zoarces viviparus [72], and the Japanese 

eel pout (Zoarces elongatus kner)  [73].  The twelve isoforms can be sub-classified into QAE-

Sephadex- and SP-Sephadex binders based on pI values that reflect a significant divergence in 

their sequence [74].  Type III AFP is a moderately active 7-kDa globular protein with a compact  

structure that contains numerous short and imperfect  β-strands [20, 75, 76].  The location of its 

IBS  has  been  determined  via  several  site-directed  mutagenesis  experiments  [55,  77-79] and 

confirmed by solid-state NMR studies [80, 81].  It comprises a relatively hydrophobic section of 

the  protein created by  residues  9-20,  41,  42,  and 44.   While  the  residues  that  constitute  the 

protein's IBS are relatively well established, the target ice plane of the protein was uncertain.

1.12 Structural determination and traditional ice-etching of type III AFP

Unlike type I AFP, type III AFP is non-repetitive and therefore provides no additional  

clues as to how it might interact with ice.  Initial ice-etching studies published by Knight and 
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DeVries [82] indicated that type III AFP adsorbed to the primary prism plane {10-10} of ice, yet  

an image of that etch was not published.  When the first X-ray crystal structure of type III AFP 

was determined in 1996 by Jia  et al.  [20], the authors docked the protein to the primary prism 

plane of ice in accordance with the original ice-etching results [82].  They proposed that the side-

chain O atoms of Gln9, Thr15, Thr18, the N atom of Gln44, and the main chain O atom of Ala16 

(all  five  of  which  formed a  flat  plane  on  the  protein's  IBS)  made  hydrogen bonds  to  water 

molecules on the primary prism plane, while the side-chain of Asn14 hydrogen bonded to a water 

molecule on a step layer between the primary prism and basal  planes.  This made the actual 

binding plane a higher index plane that was nevertheless a close approximation to the primary 

prism plane. 

Upon determining the protein's refined solution NMR structure, Sonnichsen  et al.  [76] 

also  proposed  that  type  III  interacts  with  the  primary  prism plane  of  ice  but  in  a  different  

orientation than that  predicted by Jia  et  al. [20].   They also noted,  however,  that  the limited 

number of hydrogen bonds the protein could form with ice would most likely be insufficient to 

account  for  its  high  specificity,  and  that  hydrophobic  moieties  on  the  IBS  were  at  least  as  

important  as  the  hydrophilic groups in  making a good structural  match to ice.   Instead,  they 

argued that  entropic  gains  arising from desolvation  of  the  relatively hydrophobic  IBS of  the 

protein were equally crucial to any enthalpic gain that arose via the formation of hydrogen bonds  

between the protein and ice.    

Subsequently, images of etches obtained with type III AFP were published in 2001 by 

Antson et al. [83].  The etching patterns obtained with the HPLC12 isoform from M. americanus  

and the AB1 isoform produced by  A.  brachycephalus (the same isoform used by Knight  and 

Devries [82]) had the same pattern of overlapping lobes centred about the equator of the crystal  

with no binding of the protein to the basal planes (see Figure  2.1C).  Based on these results, the  
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authors  argued that  the  protein  was  capable  of  binding  multiple  planes  of  ice,  including  the 

primary prism and several potential pyramidal planes.  In their attempts to dock type III AFP to  

ice, Antson  et al.  found virtually any ice plane could be fitted to the protein's IBS in several 

different orientations that resulted in numerous hydrogen bonds and van der Waal's interactions  

occurring between the protein and ice.  Based on their empirical energy calculations however, the  

lowest binding energy was found to occur with the {20-21} pyramidal plane and they docked the  

protein to this plane via main-chain (Ile13, Ala16, Leu17, Leu19, Val20, Val41, and Ser42) and  

side-chain (Gln9, Asn14, Thr15, Thr18, Gln44, and Lys61) hydrogen bonds, and also noted that 

Pro12, Ile13, Ala16, Leu19, Met21 and Val41 formed optimal van der Waal's interactions with the 

ice surface.

1.13 QAE-Sephadex- vs. SP-Sephadex-binding  isoforms of type III AFP

As previously mentioned, type III AFP is produced as a mixture of both QAE-Sephadex- 

and SP-Sephadex-binding isoforms  [74].  Although a typical QAE isoform (HPLC12) had TH 

activity, it was noted that a recombinant SP isoform only slowed, but did not stop, the growth of 

ice [42].  Recently, a family of 13 type III AFP isoforms was identified in the Japanese eel pout 

and divided into QAE1, QAE2, and SP groups  [73, 84].  While the QAE1 isoforms were fully 

active, the QAE2 and SP isoforms were unable to prevent ice growth on their own even though  

they shaped ice into hexagonal bipyramids.  

Numerous structures of type III AFP have been determined, including both QAE [20, 83] 

and SP isoforms [85, 86], and there is no significant difference in their overall folds.  Alignments 

of type III AFP isoforms show little variation of the IBS residues at positions 10-18 (usually  

encoded as  Leu,  Ile,  Pro,  Ile,  Asn,  Thr,  Ala,  Leu,  Thr  respectively  ).   However,  amino acid 

positions 9, 19-20, and 41-42 vary depending upon the isoform.  For instance, HPLC12, the fully 
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active QAE isoform produced by M. americanus, contains Leu, Val, and Ser at positions 19, 20, 

and 41 respectively, while SPnfe6, one of the six SP isoforms produced by the Japanese eel pout 

Zoarces elongatus kner, contains Pro, Ala, and Gly at those respective positions.  SPnfe6 binds 

ice,  but  does  not  prevent  it  from  growing.   Instead,  ice  crystals  are  shaped  as  hexagonal  

trapezohedrons (see Figure 2.6) and not hexagonal bipyramids as observed in the presence of 

wild-type HPLC12.   Takamichi  et  al.  [84] went  on  to  speculate  that  SPnfe6 was  capable  of 

binding a pyramidal plane of ice, while the QAE isoform was responsible for binding the primary 

prism plane. 

1.14 The effect of steric IBS mutations on type III AFP

 Many mutants of type III AFP also demonstrate this phenomenon of ice shaping without 

TH activity.  A series of mutations introducing bulky residues at position Ala16 of HPLC12 was 

performed by Deluca et al.  [77].  In general, bulky substitutions were the most deleterious, with 

the A16H mutant being the most severely affected (25% of wild-type activity).  Ice crystals in the 

presence  of  the  A16H mutant  grew into  highly  elongated  hexagonal  bipyramids,  with  much 

greater c:a axial ratios than those produced by the wild type.  Interestingly, dilution of the wild-

type protein also resulted in ice crystals with slightly increased c:a axial ratios.  This phenomenon 

was peculiar to type III, as type I AFP consistently produced ice crystals with the same c:a ratio of 

3.3:1  regardless  of  concentration.   Mutants  of  type  I  AFP with  decreased  TH  activity  also  

maintained the same c:a ratio [54].  Deluca et al. [77] speculated that type III AFP might indeed 

bind multiple planes of ice and that dilution of the protein could decrease its affinity towards one  

particular plane.  

To which plane(s) of ice does type III AFP bind, and in what orientation?  Is it capable of  

binding multiple planes, like Antson  et al. [83] and  Deluca  et al. [77] suggest, or does it bind 
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solely the primary prism planes as initially reported by Knight and DeVries [82]?  How can such 

minor  differences  in  amino acid sequence between SP and QAE isoforms cause such drastic 

changes in antifreeze activity, especially considering that the two types of protein adopt the same 

tertiary fold?  Do SP and QAE isoforms of type III bind different planes of ice?  Does the A16H 

mutant of HPLC12, which also can not stop ice growth under standard assay conditions, bind to a  

different plane of ice as compared to wild type?  These questions are addressed in chapter 2 of this 

thesis.   By  developing  a  novel  method  of  ice-etching  termed  Fluorescence-based  Ice  Plane 

Affinity (FIPA) analysis,  whereby single-ice-crystal hemispheres are grown in the presence of 

fluorescently-labelled isoforms or mutants of type III AFP, we show that type III AFP indeed 

binds multiple planes of ice, including the primary prism and a pyramidal plane. 

1.15 The structure and function of hyperactive insect AFPs 

As is evident from the research described above, much effort goes into identifying the IBS 

of an AFP and the planes of ice to which is binds.  This information is crucial for elucidating how 

an AFP functions at the molecular level.  However, as there is no universal ice-binding fold, and 

since there is no general consensus about a mechanism of action,, there is a need to identify and 

characterize new AFPs to gain further insight into how they function.  

Towards  this  end,  the  structures  of  two  non-homologous,  hyperactive  β-helical  AFPs 

produced by the beetle  T. molitor (TmAFP)  [23] and moth  C. fumiferana (CfAFP)  [22] were 

reported over ten years ago.  These were the first structures of hyperactive AFPs.  TmAFP is an 

8.4-kDa right-handed β-helix that consists of seven tandem 12-residue repeats.  Each repeat forms 

one loop of the structure and follows the general consensus of TCTxSxxCxxAx, where x equals  

any amino acid.  The IBS of the protein consists of the β-stranded TCT motifs that align down one 

face of the protein.  The outward projecting Thr residues on the IBS have an ice-like 
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Figure 1.3: Potential match of  TmAFP and CfAFP to ice.  The surface-exposed Thr residues 
that constitute the IBS's of both TmAFP (PDB 1EZG) (green) and CfAFP (PDB 1L0S) (yellow) 
are aligned to oxygen atoms (red spheres) located on the primary prism plane of ice.  Hydrogen 
bonds are indicated by black hatched lines.  The direction of the c-axis is indicated.  The views in  
Figure B and D are rotated 90 degrees to those in Figures A and C respectively.  A similar docking  
situation occurs when both proteins are aligned to oxygen atoms on the basal plane of ice (not  
shown).      



spacing, with intra- and inter-strand Thr-hydroxyls spaced ca. every 4.5 Å and 7.4 Å respectively 

(Figure 1.3A).  These distances closely match the spacing of oxygen atoms on both the primary 

prism and basal planes of ice.  CfAFP is a 9-kDa left-handed β-helix that contains four 15-residue 

loops, with each loop containing a TxT motif.  Similar to TmAFP, these TxT motifs form the IBS 

of the protein as they align on a flat  β-sheet on one side of the protein, allowing for the Thr 

hydroxyl groups to adopt the repetitive ice-like spacing of ca. 4.5 Å and 7.4 Å (Figure 1.3B).  As 

predicted from its match to both the primary prism and basal planes of ice, traditional ice-etching  

experiments showed CfAFP capable of binding both these planes, and provided an explanation as 

to how both CfAFP and TmAFP functioned as hyperactive AFPs.  

More recently, the structure of the hyperactive snow flea (H. harveyi) AFP (sfAFP) small 

isoform was determined by chemical protein synthesis and racemic protein crystallization  [25]. 

The 6.5-kDa Gly-rich protein contains six left-handed poly-proline type II helices that stack into 

two anti-parallel  layers.   This forms a flat,  brick-shaped protein with distinct  hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic  faces  on  opposite  sides  of  the  protein.   The  predicted  IBS resides  on  the  flat, 

hydrophobic  face of  the  protein and consists  of  the  outward projecting hydrophobic  residues 

(typically Ala) present at the third position of every Gly-x-x tri-peptide repeat.  While the target 

ice planes of sfAFP have not been determined, the protein most likely adsorbs to at least the 

primary prism and basal planes of ice, as indicated by FIPA analysis of the 15.7-kDa large sfAFP  

isoform [26].      

While all three hyperactive proteins described above have distinctly different folds, their 

IBS's  all  have  several  characteristics  in  common.   In  general,  they  are  devoid  of  surface 

projections,  occupy a  large percentage of  each protein's  total  surface area,  and  are  relatively 

hydrophobic but also contain several potential hydrogen bond donors/acceptors.  Indeed, these 

characteristics hold true for every IBS studied thus far, including those of the moderately active  
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types I  and III  AFP as  previously discussed.   While the  relative  flatness  of  an AFP's  IBS is 

universal,  the  hydrophobic  and  hydrophilic  moieties  present  on  each  AFP's  IBS show some 

variation.  What function does the relative hydrophobicity of an AFP's IBS serve?  What role do 

hydrogen bonds play in binding an AFP to ice?

1.16 Ordered surface waters as a potential clue to an ice binding mechanism

Clues to answer these questions reside within the crystal structures of TmAFP [23], sfAFP 

[25], and two different isoforms of CfAFP [87, 88].  Located on each one of their IBSs are water 

molecules  with ice-like  spacing.   In  TmAFP and both  CfAFP structures,  varying numbers  of 

ordered  waters  are  hydrogen-bonded to  the  protein  down the  trough created  by  the  outward 

projecting Thr residues that constitute their IBSs.  In sfAFP, five waters are hydrogen-bonded to 

the  main-chain  of  the  protein  down  the  central  trough  located  between  outward-projecting 

hydrophobic residues on its IBS.  However, the significance of these waters with respect to ice-

binding is uncertain.  Due to the manner in which the proteins are packed within their unit cells,  

typically with the flat IBS of one chain facing the flat IBS of another chain, the ordered waters  

might simply be an artefact of crystal packing and not a true representation of what occurs in  

solution.  Does an AFP order water molecules on its IBS prior to binding ice?  Several molecular-

dynamics (MD) simulations have investigated this possibility.  

Yang and Sharp performed MD simulations on both type I  [89] and type III  [90] AFP, 

analyzing the hydration structure of each protein in solution.  In each case, they observed more 

ordered, ice-like hydration on the IBS as compared to the rest of the protein.  They also observed 

that inactive mutants of both proteins showed more random and heterogeneous hydration on the  

IBS, thus explaining, in conjunction with any potential steric disruption caused by any of the 

mutations, the decreased activity of any mutant compared to wild type.  The authors argued that 
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both polar and apolar groups in close proximity on the IBS of an AFP are required to bind an AFP  

to ice, and that polar groups on the IBS prefer to bind ice over bulk water due to their propensity 

for a more ordered, ice-like hydration. 

More recently, Nutt & Smith [91] observed enhanced structure and slowed dynamics of 

water molecules around the IBS of the hyperactive  β-helical  CfAFP.  They postulated that the 

protein, at sufficiently low temperatures, orders water molecules into an ice-like lattice, and this  

ordered, ice-like structure could then merge with the semi-ordered waters that extend from the  

surface of  an ice  crystal  in  solution (referred to as the quasi-liquid layer).   The AFP is then  

incorporated into the growing ice surface if it is of the correct plane and the AFP is in the correct  

orientation.  Nutt & Smith termed this the “Pre-ordering-binding” mechanism of AFP action.  

While the MD simulations described above are intriguing, as they suggest an AFP can 

indeed order water molecules near its IBS, they all fall short of indicating how, at the atomic 

level, this phenomenon might occur.  As Yang and Sharp noted  [89], it is difficult to predict  a 

priori the hydration pattern on the IBS of an AFP based solely on the AFP's structure.  While MD 

simulations might indicate water molecules are being ordered, they represent a sampling of many  

potential configurations whose specific interactions are controlled by forces ultimately defined by 

the user.  What might an AFP:ice interaction look like, especially one free from crystal packing  

artefacts  and  in  silico limitations?   The  answer  to  this  question  begins  under  an  ice-covered 

Antarctic lake.  

1.17 Discovery of the Antarctic bacterium Marinomonas primoryensis and characterization of  
its AFP

In a study by Gilbert et al. [92], 38 lakes in the Vestfold hills area of Eastern Antarctica 

(68°S, 78°E) were sampled for AFP-producing bacteria.  A total of 866 bacterial cultures were 

isolated,  and  19 of  these isolates,  totalling 11  distinct  bacterial  strains,  displayed measurable 
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levels  of  antifreeze  activity.   One  particularly  potent  strain,  the  Gram-negative  gamma-

proteobacterium  Marinomonas primoryensis, was isolated from Ace lake, a meromictic (where 

the water in the lake exists in layers that do not intermix) ice-covered lake with an average water  

temperature ranging from +1 to -1 ºC across the water column. 

The isolate  of  M. primoryensis was  brought  to  our  laboratory  for  further  study  [51]. 

Crude lysate supernates of the cultured bacterium produced hyperactive levels of TH, and this  

activity was Ca2+-dependent.  This was the first demonstration of a hyperactive bacterial AFP as 

all previously characterized bacterial AFPs typically produce low levels of TH and potentially 

function not to lower the freezing point of a solution, but to inhibit the recrystallization of ice  

once formed [14, 93, 94].  

To gain further insight into the protein's Ca2+-dependent hyperactivity, the protein was 

purified  to  homogeneity  via  ammonium  sulfate  precipitation  and  two  rounds  of  ice-affinity 

purification (IAP), a technique that relies upon an AFP's inherent affinity for ice [95].  In IAP, a 

multi-crystalline ice mass attached to  the  end of a temperature-controlled brass  rod is  grown 

slowly (24-72 h) in the presence of a dilute AFP-containing solution.  Any protein without affinity 

for ice is excluded, while AFPs are selectively incorporated into the growing ice front.  The ice  

fraction following the 2nd round of IAP was electrophoresed via native-PAGE, and a single high 

MW band remained in the 4% (w:v) acrylamide stacking area of the gel.  This band was excised, 

digested with trypsin, and the tryptic peptides were subjected to tandem MS/MS.  Sequences of 

the tryptic peptides were used to design degenerate oligonucleotide primers to PCR amplify a  

segment of the MpAFP gene.  To obtain the sequence of the entire gene, distinct PCR fragments 

were used to probe an M. primoryensis genomic lambda library.  This revealed that MpAFP was 

an exceptionally large protein (ca. 1.5 MDa) that contained two highly repetitive sequences that 

divide it  into five distinct  Regions.   Region II  of  the protein consists  of  ca.  120 copies of a  
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tandemly-repeated 104-aa sequence, with each repeat identical, even at the DNA level.  Region IV 

of  the  protein  (MpAFP_RIV)  consists  of  thirteen  tandemly-repeated 19-aa  repeats,  with  each 

repeat  following the general  consensus sequence of  xGTGNDxuxuGGxuxGxux,  where x=any 

residue, and u=Val, Leu, or Ile.  

1.18 Modelling of MpAFP_RIV

A BLASTp  search  of  MpAFP_RIV indicated  similarity  to  several  putative  virulence 

factors, including the Repeats-in-ToXin (RTX) family of secreted virulence factors produced by  

numerous pathogenic Gram-negative gamma-proteobacteria.  RTX proteins are characterized by 

the presence of a tandemly repeated Ca2+-binding nonapeptide motif of the general consensus of 

GGxGxDxux,  where  x=any amino acid,  and  u=hydrophobic  residue,  located  towards  their  C 

termini [96].  At the time of MpAFP's sequencing, the only protein with a known tertiary structure 

containing  these  nonapeptide  repeats  was  alkaline  protease  (and  its  homologs),  a  secreted 

virulence  factor  produced  by  Pseudomonas  aeruginosa.   The  structure  of  alkaline  protease 

showed that each GGxGxDxux nonapeptide motif is repeated in tandem to form one 18-aa loop of  

a Ca2+-bound β-roll [97].  Each GGxGxD motif folds as a Ca2+-binding turn while the xux motifs 

form a β-strand.    

Since MpAFP required Ca2+  for activity, and because MpAFP_RIV showed similarity to 

the Ca2+-binding β-roll that characterizes the RTX family of proteins, and because two hyperactive 

insect  AFPs  were  known  to  fold  as  β-helices  at  the  time  [22,  23],  a  clone  centring  on 

MpAFP_RIV was expressed, purified, and characterized to examine whether it was capable of TH 

activity.  The recombinant protein produced hyperactive TH levels that were dependent upon Ca 2+, 

and it shaped ice into hexagonal plates similar to those produced by the hyperactive  β-helical 

CfAFP.  
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Initial  attempts  at  crystallizing  MpAFP_RIV  proved  futile,  however.   Therefore,  a 

homology-guided model of MpAFP_RIV based partly upon the Ca2+-binding β-roll from alkaline 

protease was developed to provide insight into the protein's function [29].  The model predicted 

MpAFP_RIV to fold as a novel Ca2+-bound β-helix, with each 19-aa xGTGNDxuxuGGxuxGxux 

repeat forming one loop in the structure.  The IBS of the protein was located down the Ca2+-bound 

side of the protein and consisted of the outward projecting Thr and Asx residues found within 

each xGTGND repeat.   The overall  fold of the model as well as the location of the IBS was  

confirmed  via  extensive  site-directed  mutagenesis.   The  cloning,  expression,  purification,  

characterization, and molecular modelling of  MpAFP_RIV are reported in chapter three of this 

thesis.

1.19 X-ray crystallography and structural determination of MpAFP_RIV  

Though a plausible structural model of MpAFP_RIV was developed, it was nevertheless a 

model,  simply  a  best  guess  at  how the  protein  folds  and  not  an  experimentally  determined  

structure.  For this reason,  structural studies of  MpAFP_RIV continued, and much effort  was 

invested identifying a clone of  MpAFP_RIV amenable to X-ray crystallography.  The original 

clone of  MpAFP_RIV that was characterized in chapter three of this thesis was eventually re-

cloned so as to place a thrombin-cleavable His-tag on the protein's N terminus.  A custom buffer  

screen, similar to that performed by Jancarik  et al.  [98], was performed to identify the optimal 

buffering  conditions  for  crystallization.   Through  much  optimization,  crystals  suitable  for 

structural determination were obtained.  

The X-ray crystal structure of  MpAFP_RIV revealed that the protein indeed folds as a 

right-handed Ca2+-bound parallel β-helix as predicted via molecular modelling.  Each loop of the 

13-loop  structure  is  typically  19-aa's  in  length  and  contains  one  six-residue  xGTGND Ca2+-
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binding turn and three short β-strands separated by Gly-rich turns.  Due to the manner in which 

the protein crystallized, two of the four chains within the crystal structure of the unit cell had large 

sections of their IBS's completely exposed to solvent, free from any crystal packing artefacts.  In 

these areas, identical arrays of ice-like water molecules were observed.  These waters formed a  

clathrate-like cage that surrounds the hydrophobic methyl group of the Thr side chains, and were  

anchored to the protein via hydrogen bonds to both main-chain amide nitrogen and side-chain  

oxygen atoms of each Thr and Asx on the protein's IBS.  These anchored water molecules make  

an excellent three-dimensional match to waters on both the primary prism and basal planes of ice 

and thus provide a glimpse of an AFP:ice interaction at the molecular level.  This unexpected 

result has clearly delineated the role that both the hydrophobic effect and hydrogen bonds play in 

an AFP:ice interaction and have allowed for the formulation of a general mechanism of AFP 

action – namely, anchored clathrate waters (ACW) bind AFPs to ice.  The structural determination 

of MpAFP_RIV is presented in chapter four of this thesis.  

1.20 Ordered surface waters.  Haven't we heard this before?

In the absence of a heterogeneous nucleator, water can supercool down to -40 ºC without  

freezing  [46].  This level of supercooling can be lethal for an organism as ice growth initiated  

from this state is rapid and physically damaging to a cell.  Interestingly, some species of insects 

[11] and bacteria [99] produce ice nucleation proteins (INPs) that raise the temperature at which 

ice nucleates to the high sub-zero range (ie: just slightly below 0 ºC).  Insects employ INPs to 

prevent supercooling, while epiphytic bacteria use INPs to initiate frost damage to the plants with 

which  they're  associated,  thus  releasing  valuable  nutrients  for  growth.   Although  INPs  were 

discovered over 30 years ago [100], their large size (typically greater than 120 kDa) and tendency 

to aggregate [101] have prevented their structural determination.  Nevertheless, INPs have been 

postulated to function by ordering water molecules into an ice-like lattice on their surfaces [100, 
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102].  This putative mechanism of action sounds very similar to the ACW mechanism of action 

defined for all AFPs as reported in chapter four of this thesis.  Is it possible that AFPs and INPs  

use  the  same  mechanism  to  exert  their  radically  different  functions?   To  investigate  this 

possibility, a molecular model for the INP produced by the bacterium Pseudomonas borealis was 

developed and revealed a novel dimeric β-helical structure with the potential for oligomerization. 

Through the use  of  advanced MD simulations,  it  is  shown that  INPs  do  indeed order  water 

molecules via the ACW mechanism of action.  These results are reported in chapter 5 of this  

thesis.     

1.21 A potential ice-binding scenario for type III AFP

Since the X-ray crystal structure of MpAFP_RIV demonstrated that AFPs are capable of 

ordering water molecules into an ice-like lattice that matches specific ice planes (which therefore 

reveals the orientation of an AFP when bound to ice), the X-ray crystal structures of the type III 

AFP  isoforms  HPLC12,  HPLC12_A16H,  and  SPnfe6  were  revisited  and  analyzed  for  the 

presence of ordered surface waters.  Although the FIPA analysis reported in chapter two of this 

thesis  was  able  to  reveal  the  target  ice  planes  of  these proteins,  it  was unable  to  reveal  the 

orientation of the protein when bound to ice.  Interestingly, all three proteins had the same small  

sub-section  of  their  IBSs  exposed  to  the  solvent.   Anchored  clathrate  waters  that  match  the 

spacing of waters on the primary prism plane of ice are present in this area of both HPLC12 and  

HPLC12_A16H, but are absent in SPnfe6.  This is due to the proline at position 19 of SPnfe6  that  

eliminates a main-chain water anchoring point.  These anchored waters provide a potential model 

of how the protein might orient itself when bound to ice and also explain the activity differences 

between the different  isoforms and mutants.   These results  are discussed in chapter 6 of this  

thesis.   
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2 CHAPTER 2 - COMPOUND ICE-BINDING SITE OF AN ANTIFREEZE PROTEIN 
REVEALED BY MUTAGENESIS AND FLUORESCENT TAGGING

Preface:

This chapter was published in  Biochemical Journal:  Garnham CP,  Natarajan A, Middleton AJ, 

Kuiper MJ, Braslavsky I, Davies PL. (2010) Compound ice-binding site of an antifreeze protein 

revealed by mutagenesis and fluorescent tagging.  Biochem J.  411(1):171-80.

 

Christopher P. Garnham (C.P.G.) grew all hemispheres with help from either Aditya Natarajan or 

Adam J. Middleton.  C.P.G. determined the ice crystal morphology and TH activity of all AFPs in  

the study.  Mike J. Kuiper provided expertise with respect to growing single ice crystals.  Ido 

Braslavsky provided the initial idea of fluorescently labelled AFPs.  The manuscript was written 

by C.P.G. with editorial input from Peter L. Davies.    
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2.1 Abstract

By binding to the surface of ice crystals, type III antifreeze protein (AFP) can depress the 

freezing point of fish blood to below that of freezing seawater.  This 7-kDa globular protein is  

encoded by a multi-gene family that produces two major isoforms, SP and QAE, which are 55% 

identical.  Disruptive mutations on the ice-binding site of type III AFP lower antifreeze activity 

but can also change ice crystal morphology.  By attaching green fluorescent protein to different  

mutants and isoforms, and by examining the binding of these fusion proteins to single-crystal ice 

hemispheres we show that type III AFP has a compound ice-binding site.  There are two adjacent,  

flat, ice-binding surfaces at 150 degrees to each other.  One binds the primary prism plane of ice,  

the other a pyramidal plane.  Steric mutations on the latter surface cause elongation of the ice 

crystal as primary prism plane binding becomes dominant.  SP isoforms naturally have a greatly 

reduced ability to bind the prism planes of ice.  Mutations that make the SP isoforms more QAE-

like slow down the rate of ice growth.  Based on these observations we postulate that other types  

of AFP also have compound ice-binding sites that enable them to bind to multiple planes of ice. 
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2.2 Introduction

Many organisms that inhabit ice-laden environments produce antifreeze proteins (AFPs) 

to protect themselves from potentially lethal in vivo ice growth [10, 103, 104].  By binding to the 

surface of seed ice crystals, the AFPs stop their growth and lower the non-equilibrium freezing 

point of a solution below the melting point (ie: non-colligative freezing point depression)  [31]. 

Adsorption of AFPs to the ice surface also slightly raises the melting temperature  [105, 106]. 

Typically, the difference between the depressed freezing point and the melting point is termed 

thermal hysteresis (TH), and used as a measure of antifreeze activity  [32]. However, it is more 

precise to define TH as the difference between the depressed freezing point and the raised melting 

point.  In other words, TH is the sum of the freezing and melting hystereses (FH + MH).

AFPs display a remarkable diversity in sequence and structure [18, 19, 22, 23, 25, 29, 86, 

107].  However, despite obviously divergent origins, all AFPs have evolved the ability to bind to 

ice  and  halt  its  growth  [45,  60].   AFPs  are  thought  to  stop  the  growth  of  ice  via  an 

adsorption:inhibition mechanism  [31] whereby ice is  forced to grow between bound AFPs in 

energetically unfavorable curved fronts that cause a lowering of the freezing point by the Kelvin  

effect [56].  This prevents ice growth within the TH gap until the temperature of the solution is  

lowered sufficiently to breach the inhibition by bound AFPs, leading to rapid and uncontrolled ice 

crystal growth. 

There are many distinct planes of ice (defined by Miller indices) that present different 

patterns of oxygen atoms on their surfaces.  This has been suggested to account for some of the 

diversity in AFP structures  [45].  Original ice-etching studies performed using type I AFP from 

winter flounder and Alaskan plaice identified the pyramidal plane {20-21} as the surface bound 

on  the  ice  crystal  [56].   Subsequently,  ice  etches  of  the  hyperactive  spruce  budworm  AFP 
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(sbwAFP) [22] showed simultaneous prism and basal plane binding.  The explanation offered for 

this was that the basal and primary prism planes of ice have very similar spacing of oxygen atoms, 

therefore allowing the regular array of Thr residues that constitute the ice-binding site (IBS) of the 

protein to interact with both surfaces.  A more complex ice-binding situation was observed with 

fish type III AFP when ice-etching studies revealed the protein's affinity towards both the primary 

prism and a pyramidal plane of ice [83].  This corrected an earlier study where just the primary 

prism plane was identified as the binding surface for type III AFP [82, 108].  The idea that a 

single AFP might have affinity towards multiple ice planes has been largely unexplored in the 

antifreeze field, but multi-plane binding might be the rule rather than the exception.  

Type  III  AFP is  a  7-kDa globular  protein  found in  fish  that  inhabit  both  Arctic  and 

Antarctic waters [70].  The protein is typically produced in vivo as a mixture of SP-Sephadex and 

QAE-Sephadex binding isoforms [74].  Amino acid sequence identity within each group is high 

(ca. 90% for SP isoforms, 75% for QAE isoforms) while identity between SP and QAE isoforms 

is lower (ca. 55%).  Structures of both the SP and QAE isoforms have been determined [60, 75, 

76, 85, 86].  The IBS of the protein has been identified through several site-directed mutagenesis 

studies and is located on a flat, relatively hydrophobic area of the protein [55, 77-79, 109].  Its 

location on the protein is supported by recent solid state NMR experiments [80] that identified a 

cluster of residues (amino acid positions 10-20) that exhibited pronounced side-chain chemical-

shift changes upon freezing, indicative of ice binding.  Ice crystals typically adopt a hexagonal  

bipyramidal shape in the presence of type III AFP.  A mutation series substituting residue Ala16 

on the IBS of the protein with increasingly bulkier amino acids resulted in incrementally lower 

TH levels, with the mutation A16H being the most  deleterious (25% of wild-type activity) [109]. 

The A16H mutation never completely arrested ice growth during the TH measurements. Video 

recordings showed the crystal grew at a steady rate into a highly elongated hexagonal bipyramid.  
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The loss of TH activity of this mutant has been correlated with disturbances of the ice-like pattern  

of hydrating water molecules on the IBS [90].

Recently,  a  family  of  13 type  III  AFP homologues was described  in  the  notched fin 

eelpout Zoarces Elongatus Kner [73].  They fit into the QAE and SP isoform series, and the QAE 

isoforms were further sub-divided into QAE1 and QAE2 sets. All recombinantly-expressed QAE 

isoforms had some level of TH activity, but recombinant versions of two SP isoforms (termed 

nfeAFP2 and nfeAFP6) were unable to stop ice growth.  They each shaped ice into hexagonal  

bipyramids typical of type III AFP, but steady growth of the bipyramids was observed throughout  

TH measurements.   Interestingly,  ice  growth could be arrested by adding a  small  amount  of 

'active' QAE isoform to a solution of 'inactive' SP isoform  [73, 84].  This phenomenon of ice-

shaping without TH activity by an SP isoform of type III AFP has been observed before [42] and 

is similar to that produced by the A16H mutant previously mentioned.         

In this paper, the structural basis for the altered ice-binding and ice-shaping abilities of the 

type III AFP A16H mutant and nfeAFP6 SP isoform have been investigated via fluorescence-

based ice plane affinity (FIPA) analysis.  By fusing GFP to type III AFP [110] and growing large 

single-crystal  ice  hemispheres,  a  major  improvement  in  the  convenience  of  the  ice-etching  

method  [83] has been made possible and has allowed for visualization of bound protein on the 

hemisphere under UV light.  This study has confirmed that type III AFP can indeed bind multiple 

planes of ice, and that the inability of both the A16H mutant and the notched fin eelpout (nfe) SP 

isoform to stop ice growth correlates with decreased surface coverage of the ice crystal.  Also, a  

double mutation made to the 'inactive' nfe SP isoform helped convert it into an 'active' QAE-like  

isoform of type III.    
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2.3 Material and Methods

2.3.1 Cloning and site-directed mutagenesis

The genes encoding QAEop12 and QAEopA16H were originally cloned into the pT7-7f vector  

[111].   PCR amplification of both genes  was performed using primers that  introduced an N-

terminal NdeI cut site and a C-terminal XhoI cut site.  Each gene was ligated into the NdeI/XhoI 

sites of the pET24a expression vector (Novagen), thereby adding a C-terminal hexa-histidine tag. 

The gene encoding SPnfe6 was synthesized by GENEART Inc. (http://www.geneart.com).  An N-

terminal NdeI cut-site and C-terminal XhoI cut-site were built into the synthetic gene to allow for 

ligation into the NdeI/XhoI sites of pET24a after its removal from the supplied pMA vector.  This 

again placed a C-terminal hexa-histidine tag on the protein.  The gene encoding GFP (purchased  

from Clontech, and supplied in the pEGFP vector) was PCR amplified using primers that placed 

NdeI cut  sites at the N and C termini  of the gene.  The GFP gene PCR product was ligated  

upstream of all the AFP clones into the NdeI cut site of the pET24a vector and checked for the 

correct orientation.  A three-residue Gly-Ala-Gly linker was present between the GFP and AFP. 

The  QuickChange  multi-site-directed  mutagenesis  kit  (Stratagene)  was  used  to  create  the 

SPnfe6P19L/A20V double  mutant.   All  positive  clones  were  verified  by  restriction  digestion 

followed by DNA sequencing (Robarts Research Institute, London, Ontario).

2.3.2 Protein expression and purification

Positive clones were expressed in the  Escherichia coli BL21 DE3 Star cell  line (Invitrogen). 

Cultures (1 L) were grown at 37 °C with shaking until the OD 600nm = 0.5 then transferred to a 23 

°C shaking incubator and allowed to grow to an OD600nm = 1.0.  Protein expression was induced by 

the addition of IPTG to a final concentration of 1 mM and allowed to continue overnight at 23 °C  

with shaking.  Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 3500 rpm in a Beckman Coulter JA4.2 

rotor and were re-suspended in 25 ml of buffer N (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 500 mM NaCl, 5  
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mM imidazole, 100 μM PMSF) and lysed via sonification using a model 500 sonic dismembrator 

(Fisher Scientific).  The lysate was spun at 16,000 rpm in a Beckman Coulter JA25.5 rotor and the 

lysate supernate was brought to 200 ml in buffer N containing 5 ml of Ni-NTA agarose resin  

(Qiagen).  The mixture was stirred for 20 min at room temperature.  The resin was washed with  

two column volumes of buffer  N prior to protein elution using buffer  N containing 400 mM 

imidazole. The Ni-NTA eluate was dialyzed overnight against 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0).  The  

purity of the Ni-NTA eluate was determined by SDS-PAGE in a 10% (w:v) gel.  The dialyzed 

eluate  was  used  for  ice  binding  experiments  with  the  single-crystal  ice  hemispheres.   All 

constructs not fused to GFP underwent an additional purification procedure where the Ni-NTA 

eluate  was  further  fractionated  by  gel  permeation  chromatography  using  a  G-75  column 

(Amersham Biosciences)  equilibrated  in  50 mM Tris-HCl  (pH 8.0),  200 mM NaCl.   Protein 

concentration  was  determined by  UV absorbance using  the protein's  extinction coefficient  as 

predicted by ProtParam (http://ca.expasy.org/tools/protparam.html).

2.3.3 Tetramethylrhodamine labelling of SPnfe6 

A 500 µl sample of SPnfe6 (10mg/ml) was dialyzed against 100 mM NaHCO3 (pH 8.5) after 

which 50 µl of 10mg/ml tetramethylrhodamine (product # T6105, Invitrogen) was added.  The 

sample was allowed to rotate at room temperature for 3 hours.  Labelled protein was separated 

from unincorporated label by passing the sample through a 5 -ml 5K molecular weight cut-off  

Dextran Desalting Column (Thermo Scientific)  equilibrated in 10 mM NaHCO3.(pH 8.5) and 

collected as the flow-through.

2.3.4 Single crystal hemispheres

Single  ice  crystals  were  grown  in  a  metal  pan  placed  floating  in  a   temperature-controlled 

ethylene glycol bath.  The pan contained sections of PVC pipe roughly 4 cm in diameter by 4 cm 

in height sealed to the bottom of the pan by vacuum grease.  These acted as molds for the growth  
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of single ice crystals.  However, as one reviewer has pointed out, since PVC releases ice-active  

substances that can modify ice growth habit and interfere with ice recrystallization it would be  

prudent to use a different plastic for this purpose.  On the bottom surface of each pipe section was  

a  tiny notch (1mm wide x 1mm high x 4mm long) that  allowed for  water  entry/ice  growth. 

Distilled, de-gassed H2O was poured into the pan to a depth of 0.8 cm and entered the PVC molds 

through their notch.  The temperature of the ethylene glycol bath was initially set at -0.5 ºC, and 

once the H2O had supercooled to that temperature, ice nucleation was induced by addition of a  

piece of multi-crystalline ice to the center of the pan.  Ice growth in the PVC molds occurred only 

once it had reached the notched entry.  Once ice had sealed the bottom of the molds, de-gassed 

H2O was added to each casing on top of the ice layer and the temperature was lowered in 0.2 Cº  

increments until the entire casing was frozen (typically 1 week later).  Ice disks were removed 

from their molds and viewed under cross-polarized light to ensure they were single crystals with 

no defects, and to identify the crystallographic basal plane (normal to the crystal’s optical axis).  

The crystal was then wrapped in aluminium foil,  poked with a needle in the basal plane, and  

allowed to sublimate for 15 min in a lyophilizer.  Doing so produced a hexagonal pattern on the 

basal plane of the crystal that identified the primary and secondary prism planes of the crystal  

[112].  Crystals of known orientation were mounted on the cold finger by melting a hole in the top 

of the crystal in the same shape as the end of the brass rod.  The coolant in the cold finger was  

initially set to -0.5 ºC, and then immediately reduced to -4 ºC upon attachment of the ice crystal.  

The crystal was then immersed in ca. 30 ml of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) and allowed to melt 

back into a hemispherical shape.  At this point, ca. 2-3 ml of buffer was removed and replaced  

with an equal volume of a particular GFP-AFP construct in the same buffer, with a final protein 

concentration of 0.1 to 0.2 mg/ml.  The temperature of the coolant was lowered to -7 ºC and the 

hemisphere was allowed to grow for 4-5 h, allowing for inclusion of the GFP-AFP construct into  

a newly deposited ice layer on the hemisphere that was 1-3 mm in thickness.   These conditions  
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are very similar to those used in developing a conventional ice etch [22, 56].  The fluorescence 

signal was checked with a hand-held UV light.  The hemisphere was removed from the brass 

finger and viewed at 4 °C under UV light using a DyNA light dual intensity UV transilluminator 

(National Labnet Company).  Images of the hemispheres were taken using a Canon SD300 digital 

camera.  Hemispheres can be stored at -20 ºC prior to, and after, imaging.

2.3.5 TH measurements

TH measurements  and ice  crystal  images were made as  previously described  [48,  113].   TH 

measurements were performed in buffer containing 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0).  All ice growth rate 

measurements were recorded at a temperature 0.05 C° below the equilibrium melting temperature  

of the solution.

2.4 RESULTS

2.4.1 GFP-tagged QAE isoform of type III AFP binds to multiple planes of ice

GFP fused to the N terminus of wild-type HPLC12, a QAE type III AFP from ocean pout,  

(referred to as GFP-QAEop12) was produced at levels of >10 mg/L of  E. coli culture.  It was 

soluble, and was approximately 90% pure following Ni-NTA chromatography as judged by SDS-

PAGE analysis (data not shown).  A single-crystal ice hemisphere mounted with its secondary 

prism plane normal to the cold finger (Figure 2.1A) was immersed in a dilute solution (~0.1 

mg/ml) of GFP-QAEop12 and allowed to grow until its diameter had increased by 1-3 mm.  We 

limit the thickness of the crystals to ensure that fluorescence is only located towards the surface of 

the hemisphere.  However, we have observed that growing the hemispheres significantly larger 

(an increase of 1-2 cm in diameter) does not noticeably interfere with or obscure the fluorescent  

signal.  At this point a broad patch of fluorescence covering the entire equatorial area (relative to  

the vertical c-axis) of the hemisphere was seen (Figure 2.1B).  The fluorescent patch consisted of
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Figure 2.1: Binding of GFP-tagged QAEop12 to an ice hemisphere.  A) The single-crystal ice 
hemisphere was mounted so that the secondary prism plane was normal to the long axis of the 
cold finger.  The directions of the crystallographic a-axes are indicated, as are the Miller indices 
of the primary prism planes (in braces).   B) Resulting fluorescent pattern of bound QAEop12 
viewed under UV light.  The view (looking down an a-axis) is normal to the view in Fig. 2.1A. 
The basal planes of the crystal are at the top and bottom of the image and show no bound protein. 
C) Shown for comparison is the original type III AFP etch and its interpretation published by 
Antson et al. [83]. 



two symmetrical lobes whose junction is inclined at roughly 10 degrees with respect to the c-axis 

of the ice crystal.  The complexity and pattern of the fluorescence with respect to the orientation 

of the crystal is highly suggestive of more than one ice plane being bound.  Our interpretation is 

that the underlying two distinct lobes of fluorescence correspond to primary prism plane binding 

while the overlapping pattern and its rotation with respect to the c-axis suggests affinity towards  

an unspecified pyramidal plane.  No fluorescence was observed in the areas corresponding to the 

basal planes of the crystal (the top and bottom of the crystal as viewed in Figure 2.1B).  This 

matches the etch obtained by the traditional method with recombinant QAE type III AFP (Figure 

2.1C) [83], except that the crystal in our experiment was mounted normal to a secondary prism 

plane and not a primary prism plane.  This explains why only two lobes are observed in this 

experiment vs. the three previously seen by Antson et al.  [83].  Our results confirm the original 

observations of these authors that this AFP binds to more than one plane of ice while validating 

that GFP tagging does not change the mode of AFP binding.  

2.4.2 A steric mutation on the AFP simplifies the ice-binding footprint

A similar experiment was performed using the A16H mutant of QAEop12 (referred to as 

QAEop12_A16H), one of the most severely affected activity mutants identified in a study by 

Deluca et al. [77].  In this previous study, QAEop12_A16H shaped ice into hexagonal bipyramids 

with an increased  c:a axial ratio as compared to wild type, and was unable to stop ice growth 

during TH measurements.  The hemisphere (mounted as in the wild-type experiment) obtained 

with the fluorescently-tagged mutant showed a large decrease in surface coverage (Figure 2.2A)  

as compared to that with GFP-QAEop12 (Figure 2.1B).  Two distinct patches of fluorescence 

were observed on the hemisphere, and the location of these patches was consistent with primary 

prism plane binding.  Each patch was rotated with respect to the c-axis at a ca. 45° angle.  This 

angle differs from the 10° angle observed on the hemisphere of GFP-QAEop12, however, 10° is 
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Figure  2.2:  Binding  of  GFP-tagged  QAEop12_A16H  to  an  ice  hemisphere.   A) The 
hemisphere was mounted with the cold finger normal to a secondary prism plane.  Two distinct  
patches  of  fluorescence  can  be  seen  that  correspond  to  primary  prism  plane  binding.   B) 
Fluorescent  hemisphere mounted normal to a primary prism plane.   Three distinct  patches of  
fluorescence can be seen that again correspond to primary prism plane binding.  The hatched 
white line indicates the direction of rotation of the patches with respect to the  c-axis of the ice 
crystal.  



simply the apparent junction angle between the overlapping fluorescent lobes on the hemisphere, 

and not the actual rotation of each lobe with respect to the  c-axis of the crystal.  Not until the 

decreased surface coverage produced by the A16H mutant of QAEop12 resolved the overlapping 

fluorescent lobes into discrete patches could the angle of rotation of each patch with respect to the  

c-axis  of  the  crystal  be  more  accurately  determined.   Indeed,  each  fluorescent  lobe  on  the  

hemisphere produced by GFP- QAEop12 also appears to be rotated at a ca. 45° angle as well.  No 

basal or pyramidal plane binding was observed.  Another hemisphere was grown with its primary 

prism plane normal to the ice-finger, and it showed three distinct patches of fluorescence instead  

of two (Figure 2.2B).  This further highlights the decreased surface coverage of the hemisphere by 

this mutant as compared to the wild type, and confirms that the primary prism plane of ice is the  

main and possibly only surface to which QAEop12_A16H is able to bind.  

2.4.3 An SP isoform has compromised ice-binding ability

Since replacement of A16 by a bulky residue (His) caused both the loss of TH activity 

[77] and a simplification of the ice hemisphere fluorescence pattern, we elected to see if a TH-

inactive isoform of type III AFP also had a simplified ice-binding pattern.  We chose SPnfe6, an 

SP isoform of  type  III  AFP produced  by  the  notched  fin  eelpout,  because  it  has  been  well  

documented that this isoform cannot stop the growth of an ice crystal, although it does shape ice 

into a hexagonal bipyramid [73].  GFP was fused to SPnfe6 to analyze its ice-binding ability.  The 

surface coverage of the hemisphere was dramatically reduced as compared to GFP-QAEop12 

(Figure 2.3), even more so than the GFP-QAEop12_A16H hemisphere.  Two conspicuous patches 

of fluorescence were seen on the hemisphere.  Each patch consisted of two distinct lobes located  

above and below the equator of the hemisphere that were joined together by a small section of 

fluorescence.  Since the hemisphere was mounted with its secondary prism plane normal to the  

ice-finger, and due to the two-fold symmetry of each lobe with respect to the equatorial a-axes of
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Figure  2.3:  Binding  of  GFP-tagged  SPnfe6  to  an  ice  hemisphere.  The  hemisphere  was 
mounted  with  its  secondary  prism plane  normal  to  the  cold  finger.   Two distinct  patches  of 
fluorescence can be seen, with the lobes in each patch corresponding to pyramidal plane binding 
and the small patch of fluorescence linking each lobe being the signature for primary prism plane 
binding.    



the crystal, the lobes of each fluorescent patch represent affinity towards a pyramidal plane of  

unspecified Miller indices, with the linker between the two indicating a small amount of primary 

prism plane binding.  While both pyramidal and prism planes are bound, they are covered to a 

much lesser extent as compared to GFP-QAEop12.     

2.4.4 A double mutation to SPnfe6 increases ice-binding activity

Amino  acid  alignment  between  SPnfe6  and  QAEop12  shows  a  high  degree  of 

conservation  of  the  12  putative  ice-binding  residues  (boxed  in  Figure  2.4),  with  two  main  

exceptions.  At amino acid positions 19 and 20, SPnfe6 contains proline and alanine, respectively,  

while QAEop12 contains leucine and valine, respectively.  A double substitution of P19L/A20V 

was made to SPnfe6 in order to probe the significance of these residues with respect  to ice-

binding.  The double mutant was also fused to GFP for FIPA analysis.   With the GFP-tagged 

double  mutant,  a  broad  patch  of  fluorescence  was  observed  across  the  entire  surface  of  the 

hemisphere (Figure 2.5), similar to that produced by QAEop12 (Figure 2.1B).  The hemisphere 

was mounted with its primary prism plane normal to the ice-finger, and three distinct lobes were 

present within the fluorescence oriented in the same manner as seen in Figure 2.1.  The increased 

surface  coverage  produced  by  this  double  mutation,  which  is  similar  to  that  produced  by 

QAEop12, suggested that the mutant protein would have TH activity and not just be able to shape 

ice crystals into hexagonal bipyramids.

2.4.5 TH activity and ice-shaping activity of SPnfe6 and SPnfe6_P19L/A20V

The genes for both SPnfe6 and SPnfe6_P19L/A20V were cloned without GFP to produce 

the proteins for accurate TH measurements, and the determination of ice-crystal morphology and 

growth-rates.  Both proteins were produced in good yield and were purified via Sephadex G-75 

size-exclusion and Ni-NTA chromatographies.  Each protein was pure following this procedure as 

deemed by SDS-PAGE analysis (data not shown).  As previously mentioned, SPnfe6 is unable to
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Figure 2.4: Amino acid alignment between QAEop12 and SPnfe6.  Identical residues between 
the two proteins are represented by *, while + represents a conserved substitution.   Residues  
thought to be involved in ice binding are boxed.      
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Figure  2.5:  Binding  of  GFP-tagged  SPnfe6_P19L/A20V  to  an  ice  hemisphere.  The 
hemisphere was mounted with its primary prism plane normal to the ice finger.  



stop ice-growth during under-cooling situations [73].  This phenomenon was confirmed as can be 

seen in the time lapse images of an ice crystal in a 100 µM solution of SPnfe6 held at 0.05 C°  

below the melting point of the solution (Figure 2.6).  The crystal grew at a rate of 12.7 µm/min 

(Table 2.1).  This growth rate is similar to that previously reported for this protein [84].  However, 

the rate of growth in our study was determined by measuring the length of the crystal from tip to  

tip along the  c-axis and not the width along the  a-axes as was done by Takamichi  et al., 2009. 

This produced a higher growth rate by a factor of the crystal length over width and allowed for  

more accurate measurements of the growth rate.  In contrast, QAEop12 was able to completely 

stop ice crystal growth (Table 2.1).  

The  ice-shaping  and  TH  activities  of  SPnfe6_P19L/A20V  were  then  tested.   At  a  

concentration of 100 µM, the double mutant lowered the ice crystal growth-rate to 0.4 µm/min, 

which is a greater than 30-fold decrease as compared to SPnfe6 at the same concentration (Table  

2.1).   Images  of  an  ice  crystal  after  1  min  and  15  min  can  be  seen  in  Figure  2.7A.   At  a  

concentration of 660 µM SPnfe6_P19L/A20V the growth rate was lowered even further to 0.2 

µm/min (images not shown).  However, these slow growth rates were imperceptible during TH 

measurements where the temperature was lowered in small increments of 0.0186 C° (10 mOsm) 

and growth was assessed by eye over 15 s before lowering the temperature by another increment.  

A distinct ice crystal burst was observed during TH measurements of SPnfe6_P19L/A20V when 

the non-equilibrium freezing point was exceeded, as opposed to SPnfe6 which simply allowed the 

crystal to grow at a faster rate when the temperature was lowered.  The TH activity of the double  

mutant was reproducibly slightly higher than that of QAEop12, producing a typical hyperbolic 

curve (Figure 2.7B).  A similar result was previously seen with some non-inactivating mutants of  

QAEop12, specifically at R47, D58 and K61 [78].     
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Figure 2.6: Ice crystal morphology and growth in the presence of SPnfe6.  Images of an ice 
crystal in 100 µM SPnfe6 at 0.05 C° of under-cooling after 1 min (i) and 4 min (ii).  The black bar 
represents a length of 50 µm.    



Table 2.1: Ice crystal growth rates in the presence of various type III AFP isoforms, 
mutants and mixtures.  All measurements were made at a temperature 0.05 C° below the 
equilibrium melting point of the solution. 

Mixture Concentration 
(µM)

Growth rate
 (µm/min)

100% SPnfe6 100 12.7

100% QAEop12 100 0

99:1 (SPnfe6 to QAEop12) 100 0.3

90:10 (SPnfe6 to QAEop12) 100 0.1

100% SPnfe6_P19L/A20V 100 0.4

100% SPnfe6_P19L/A20V 660 0.2

75:25 (SPnfe6 to 
SPnfe6_P19L/A20V)

100 0.8

90:10 (SPnfe6 to 
SPnfe6_P19L/A20V)

100 0.9

95:5 (SPnfe6 to 
SPnfe6_P19L/A20V)

100 0.7

99:1 (SPnfe6 to 
SPnfe6_P19L/A20V)

100 0.9
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Figure 2.7: Ice crystal morphology and growth in the presence of SPnfe6_P19L/A20V.  A) Ice 
crystal morphology produced in a 100 µM solution of SPnfe6_P19L/A20V held 0.05 C° below 
the melting point after 1 min (i) and 15 min (ii).  The black bar represents 50 µm.  B) Curve 
plotting the TH activity of SPnfe6_P19L/A20V (solid line) as a function of concentration.  The 
TH activity of QAEop12 is also plotted for comparison (dashed line).    



2.4.6 Mixing studies of SPnfe6 with SPnfe6_P19L/A20V and QAEop12

Although SP isoforms of type III AFP that have been tested are unable to stop ice crystal 

growth at undercooling temperatures [42, 73], mixing small amounts of an nfe QAE isoform with 

SPnfe6 dramatically lowered the crystal’s  growth rate  [84].  Even at  a ratio of 99:1 (99 µM 

SPnfe6 to 1 µM QAEnfe8 (an nfe QAE isoform)), the rate of growth was 1/60th that of the growth 

rate produced by 100 µM SPnfe6 alone.  Here we confirmed this result using small amounts of a 

different QAE ortholog. By mixing in 1% QAEop12 isoform (99 µM SPnfe6 to 1 µM QAEop12) 

the growth rate fell 40-fold from 12.7 μm/min to 0.3 µm/min (Table 2.1).  Images of an ice crystal  

in the presence of the 99:1 mixture of SPnfe6:QAEop12 at 1 min and 15 min are shown in Figure 

2.8A.  A 90:10 mixture of SPnfe6:QAEop12 was also tested for ice-growth inhibition.  The rate  

was lower again at 0.1 µm/min, reflecting the 10-fold increase in the ratio of QAE to SP isoforms 

(Table 2.1). 

The mutation of two residues (P19L/A20V) on the surface of SPnfe6, to make it more like 

a QAE isoform, conferred TH activity on the protein but did not completely convert it to the wild-

type activity.  This was apparent from the slight growth observed when an AFP-bound ice crystal  

was held 0.05 Cº below the equilibrium melting point.   At a final  concentration of 100 µM, 

SPnfe6_P19L/A20V slowed the growth rate from 12.7 μm/min to 0.4 µm/min (Table 2.1), and the 

growth rate was lowered even further to 0.2 µm/min at  a concentration of 660 µM.  Various 

solutions of SPnfe6 mixed with SPnfe6_P19L/A20V to a final concentration of 100 µM were 

tested  for  their  ability  to  inhibit  ice  growth  (Table  2.1).   A  75:25  mixture  of  SPnfe6 

:SPnfe6_P19L/A20V resulted in ice crystals that grew at a rate of 0.8 µm/min.  This growth rate  

was twice as fast as that produced by pure 100 µM SPnfe6_P19L/A20V, but 16-fold slower than 

pure 100 µM SPnfe6.  Three other ratios were tested (90:10, 95:5, 99:1), and they all showed 

roughly the same growth rate (0.8 µm/min) (Table 2.1).  Figure 2.8B shows images of an ice
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Figure  2.8: Ice crystal morphology produced by mixtures of wild-type and mutant SPnfe 
isoforms.  A) Ice crystal morphology produced in a 100 µM solution of Spnfe6:QAEop12 mixed 
at a ratio of 99:1 after 1 min (i) and 15 min (ii).  The black bar represents 50 µm.  B) Ice crystal 
morphology produced in a 100 µM solution of SPnfe6: SPnfe6_P19L/A20V mixed at a ratio of  
99:1 after 1 min (i) and 15 min (ii).  The bar represents 50 µm.  



crystal in the presence of the 99:1 mixture of SPnfe6 and SPnfe6_P19L/A20V at 1 min and 15 

min.  While the growth of the crystal from 1 min to 15 min is noticeably greater than the growth  

over the same period of time for the crystal in pure 100 µM SPnfe6_P19L/A20V (Figure 2.7A), it 

is still much smaller as compared to pure 100 µM SPnfe6 (Figure 2.6).  

2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Improvement in the ice-etching technique

The  ice-etching  method  developed  by  Knight  et  al.,  1991  [56] has  been  the  only 

dependable way to determine the plane(s) of ice to which AFPs bind.  We report here a significant 

improvement  in  the  method.   Adding  a  fluorescent  tag  to  the  AFP  allows  for  the  direct 

visualization under UV light of bound AFP on the surface of the ice hemisphere without the need  

for sublimation.  Also, the intensity of the fluorescent signal can be monitored at intervals during 

growth of the crystal.  The hemisphere grown with QAEop12 fused to GFP is highly similar to the  

original etch of QAEop12 produced by Antson et al.  [83] and confirms both the validity of our 

modification to the ice-etching method and their initial discovery that QAEop12 has affinity for 

more than one ice plane.  The conditions we currently use for FIPA analysis are similar to those 

used for conventional ice etching. To illustrate this point, when an ice hemisphere grown in a 

solution of  fluorescently labelled  SPnfe6  was  allowed to sublime it  produced a  distinct  etch  

(Figure 2.9).  In this instance SPnfe6 was chemically labelled with a fluorescent tag that coloured 

the AFP residue left on the ice surface.  By increasing the intensity of fluorescent labelling and by 

using specific light filters there is the potential to make FIPA more sensitive such that lower AFP 

concentrations and/or thinner coverage could be used.

GFP-tagged QAEop12 has been used in photo-bleaching experiments to demonstrate by 

fluorescence microscopy that no exchange occurred between bound AFP on the surface of the ice
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Figure 2.9: Traditional etch of SPnfe6.  A hemisphere mounted with its secondary prism plane 
normal to the ice finger was grown in the presence of 0.1 mg/ml tetramethylrhodamine-labelled 
SPnfe6.  Two distinct protein patches, oriented in the same manner as observed with GFP-SPnfe6 
(Figure 2.3),  were revealed on the surface of the crystal after the hemisphere was allowed to 
sublime at -20 ºC for ca. 24 hours.  Each patch has a faint pink colour resulting from the inherent  
fluorescence of the tetramethylrhodamine label viewed under normal light.  



crystal and in solution [110].  GFP-tagged AFPs (QAEop12 and sbwAFP) have also been used to 

demonstrate that TH hyperactivity correlates with basal plane binding  [53].  This current study 

and those of Pertaya et al. [53, 110] demonstrate that: i) GFP does not affect the TH activity of an 

AFP as long as its point of attachment does not interfere with the IBS of the protein, and ii)  

fluorescent proteins can be used to successfully interrogate the AFP:ice interaction at both the  

microscopic and macroscopic levels.    

2.5.2 The multi-ice-plane affinity of type III AFP

The mechanism of  action  of  type  III  AFP is  clearly  dependent  upon it  binding  both 

primary prism and pyramidal planes.  We hypothesize that these two ice planes are recognized and 

bound by distinct but adjacent parts of the IBS that are at a ~150 º angle to each other (Figure  

2.10).  In essence, the protein surface that binds ice is a compound binding site.  This introduces 

another  level  of  complexity  to  what  was  previously  thought  to  be  a  relatively  simple 

ligand:receptor interaction [60] exemplified by type I AFP.  This, the smallest of the AFPs, is able 

to prevent ice growth by binding solely to the {20-21} pyramidal plane [56].  Even the binding of 

hyperactive sbwAFP to both the basal and primary prism planes is a relatively simple situation 

where a single IBS might fit these two planes that have common and similar spacing between O 

atoms [22].  The observation that some AFPs can bind to more than one structurally distinct plane 

of ice explains why it has been extremely difficult to knock down the activity of the moderately  

active type II  AFP  [19,  114] and why fluorescently-tagged hyperactive snow flea  AFP binds 

uniformly over the entire surface of a single crystal hemisphere [26].

Our results show that even with multi-ice-plane affinity, an AFP can remain moderately 

active.  Scotter et al., 2006 demonstrated that the key to hyperactivity for an AFP is the ability to 

bind the basal plane of ice in addition to other specific planes [48].  The etches obtained with both 

type III and type I clearly show no basal plane binding.  This leaves ice crystals in the presence of
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Figure 2.10: Compound IBS of QAEop12.  A) View from the top looking down onto the IBS of 
QAEop12 (PDB 1HG7).  All  residues involved in ice-binding are labelled.  The hatched line 
indicates the division between pyramidal plane (left of line) and primary prism plane (right of 
line)  IBS's.   Amino acids  are  represented as  sticks  with a  transparent  surface.   Residues  are 
colored  as  follows:  nitrogen=blue,  oxygen=red,  carbon=white,  and  sulfur=orange.   Residues 
shown  in  light  blue  highlight  the  position  of  Ala16,  Leu19,  and  Val20.   B) Surface  view 
perpendicular to that shown in A) of the IBS of QAEop12.  The color scheme is the same as in A). 
The potential primary prism and pyramidal plane binding sections of the AFP are indicated as is 
the angle between the two.  All images in this figure were generated using the program PyMOL 
(http://pymol.com).  C) Equivalent surface view to that shown in B) of the SP isoform (PDB 
reference 1OPS) showing key differences  in the  primary prism plane IBS.  Carbon atoms are 
coloured pink instead of grey.



these AFPs susceptible to growth out of the uncovered tips of the hexagonal bipyramids  [115], 

limiting their antifreeze activity as compared to hyperactive AFPs.

2.5.3 The compound ice-binding site of type III AFP

The presence of a compound IBS in type III AFP helps explain how certain mutations on 

the IBS alter the protein's affinity towards specific planes of ice.  Deluca et al., (1998) showed 

that  substituting Ala16 for His on QAEop12 (which lies at one edge of the pyramidal  plane-

binding IBS (Figure 2.10B) but close to the boundary between the two adjacent IBSs) resulted in 

TH levels that were reduced to 25% of wild-type activity and produced ice crystals with a greater  

c:a axis  ratio  [116].   The  fluorescent  hemisphere  obtained  with  this  mutant  showed  that  it 

predominantly binds to the primary prism plane of ice having lost the wild type’s ability to also  

bind a pyramidal plane.  The lack of pyramidal plane binding could logically result in ice crystals 

with an extended  c:a axis  ratio  as  the  mutant  protein's  ability  to  taper  the  ice  crystal  into a  

hexagonal  bipyramid might  be hindered.  Even the simple act of  diluting the wild-type QAE 

isoform resulted in elongated crystals with a higher c:a axis ratio. This would be consistent with 

the  different  halves  of  the  compound  IBS  having  different  rates  of  association  with  their 

respective ice planes.

Takamichi  et  al.  (2009)  showed  that  SPnfe6  was  able  to  shape  ice  into  hexagonal 

bipyramids typical of type III AFP but was unable to prevent their growth during situations of 

under-cooling  [84].  The fluorescent hemisphere obtained with this mutant (Figure 3) showed 

SPnfe6 bound mainly to a pyramidal plane of ice while its ability to bind the primary prism plane 

of ice was severely attenuated.  Although SPnfe6 is only 58% identical with QAEop12 at the  

amino acid level, the residues that constitute the compound IBS are conserved between the two  

proteins,  except  at  positions  19  and 20  (Leu  and Val  in  QAEop12,  Pro  and  Ala  in  SPnfe6,  

respectively).  SPnfe6 can therefore be viewed as a double IBS mutant of QAEop12.  
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The  compound  IBS  of  type  III  AFP is  composed  of  a  dozen  residues  located  in  a 

relatively hydrophobic area of the protein [20, 55, 76-80] (Figure 2.10A).  These include Gln9, 

Leu10, Ile13, Asn14, Thr15, Ala16, Thr18, Leu19, Val20, Met21, Val41, and Gln44. Of these 

residues, we suggest that Thr18, Leu19, Val20 and Val41 constitute the primary prism plane IBS.  

This IBS is inclined at a -30º-angle to the pyramidal plane IBS and is also flat and relatively 

hydrophobic (Figure 2.10B).  We think that the remaining residues are responsible for docking the  

protein to a pyramidal  plane of ice.   Baardsnes  et  al.,  [79] showed that  making hydrophobic 

residues smaller on or around the IBS of the protein resulted in significant decreases in the TH  

activity.  In particular, individual Ala substitutions at residues Leu19 and Val20 each resulted in a 

23% loss of TH activity as compared to the wild type.  The hemisphere pattern obtained with 

SPnfe6 showed that these two residues play a critical role in docking the protein to the primary 

prism plane of ice.  Loss of binding to this plane causes the ice crystal to grow but with the same  

c-to  a-axial  ratio  as  the  wild type.   Changing SPnfe6 into a  more “QAE-like” type III  AFP 

isoform by making the double P19L/A20V substitution restored near wild-type TH levels but did 

not affect the ice crystal morphology.  

2.5.4 Do other AFP gene families show cooperativity between isoforms?

Most  AFPs  are  members  of  multi-gene  families  [117,  118],  and  type  III  AFP is  an 

excellent example of this phenomenon.  The beetle Dendroides canadensis also produces a family 

of several different AFP isoforms, four of which reside in the hemolymph of the insect  [119]. 

These four isoforms are able to significantly enhance the TH activity of one another, especially  

when  all  four  are  mixed  together  at  equimolar  amounts.   The  exact  mechanism  of  this 

enhancement remains elusive, however.  It is possible that these individual isoforms are able to 

bind different planes of ice, and that maximal TH levels are produced only when all four are  

combined,  providing greater  surface coverage of the ice  crystal.   The amino acid differences  
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between these isoforms are minimal, yet as was demonstrated in this paper, only two mutations 

are required to drastically alter the ice-binding ability of an AFP.  Tagging these individual beetle  

hemolymph  isoforms  with  GFP  and  performing  FIPA  analysis would  go  a  long  way  in 

deciphering the mechanism of action of this enhancement.

2.5.5 The TH activity of Spnfe6_P19L/A20V

The TH activity of SPnfe6_P19L/A20V was consistently slightly higher (ca. 20%) than 

QAEop12.  While the double mutant was unable to completely inhibit ice growth, growth was 

undetectable when lowering the temperature of the solution at a rate of 10 mOsm every 15 sec,  

the standard rate  for  TH measurements  on moderately active AFPs.   If,  between temperature  

reductions, no change in ice shape or size is detectable, then the end-point of the TH measurement 

has not yet been reached.  The fast rate of growth of ice crystals in the presence of wild-type 

SPnfe6 is apparent from the start of TH measurements, making it clear that this isoform is unable 

to stop ice growth.  Also, ice crystals in the presence of the double mutant distinctly burst out the  

tips once the non-equilibrium freezing point was exceeded, whereas the burst point for SPnfe6 

was extremely difficult to determine in most instances. 

SPnfe6_P19L/A20V decreased ice crystal growth rates by at least 14-fold as compared to  

pure SPnfe6 when mixed at a ratio of 1:99 with SPnfe6.  A 60-fold decrease in the growth rate 

was reported when mixing SPnfe6 with QAEnfe8 (a naturally occurring QAE isoform produced 

by the notched fin eelpout) at a 99:1 ratio  [84].  This implies that while P19L and A20V make 

SPnfe6 much more QAE-like, there must be one or more other residues that will  have to be  

changed to make this isoform equivalent to wild-type QAE isoform. 

 In conclusion, a significant improvement in the technique of growing and interpreting 

AFP-bound macromolecular single-crystal ice hemispheres has been accomplished through the 
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use  of  fluorescently-tagged  AFPs.   This  has  allowed  for  the  visualization  of  the  AFP:ice 

interaction under UV light.  By fusing GFP to wild-type and mutant QAE and SP isoforms of type 

III AFP, the improved technique confirmed that type III AFP is able to bind multiple planes of ice,  

including both the primary prism plane and a pyramidal plane.  This analysis has revealed that 

type III AFP, and likely many other AFPs, have compound ice-binding sites, parts or all of which 

can bind the protein to different planes of ice.
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3 CHAPTER 3 - A Ca2+-DEPENDENT BACTERIAL ANTIFREEZE PROTEIN 
DOMAIN HAS A NOVEL β-HELICAL ICE-BINDING FOLD

Preface:

This  chapter  was published in  Biochemical  Journal:   Garnham CP,  Gilbert  JA,  Hartman CP, 

Campbell RL, Laybourn-Parry J, Davies PL. (2008) A Ca2+-dependent bacterial antifreeze protein 

domain has a novel β-helical ice-binding fold.  Biochem J.  411(1):171-80.

 

Christopher  P.  Garnham  (C.P.G.)  expressed  and  purified  wild-type  recombinant  protein, 

determined its TH activity, ice-crystal morphology, and Ca2+- dependency.  C.P.G. also conducted 

all  molecular  modelling  and  molecular  dynamics  studies  with  assistance  from  Robert  L.  

Campbell.   Christopher P. Hartman expressed, purified, and tested TH activity of all  mutants.  

Jack A. Gilbert initially discovered the bacterium M. primoryensis under the guidance of Johanna 

Laybourn-Parry.  The manuscript was written by C.P.G. with editorial input from Peter L. Davies.
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3.1 Abstract

AFPs  (antifreeze  proteins)  are  produced  by  many  organisms  that  inhabit  ice-laden 

environments. They facilitate survival at sub-zero temperatures by binding to, and inhibiting, the 

growth of ice crystals in solution. The Antarctic bacterium Marinomonas primoryensis produces 

an exceptionally large (>1 MDa) hyperactive Ca2+-dependent AFP. We have cloned, expressed and 

characterized a 322-amino-acid region of the protein where the antifreeze activity is localized that  

shows  similarity  to  the  RTX  (repeats-in-toxin)  family  of  proteins.  The  recombinant  protein 

requires Ca2+ for structure and activity, and it is capable of depressing the freezing point of a  

solution in excess of 2 °C at a concentration of 0.5 mg/ml, therefore classifying it as a hyperactive  

AFP. We have developed a homology-guided model of the antifreeze region based partly on the 

Ca2+-bound β-roll from alkaline protease. The model has identified both a novel β-helical fold and 

an ice-binding site. The interior of the β-helix contains a single row of bound Ca2+ ions down one 

side of the structure and a hydrophobic core down the opposite side. The ice-binding surface  

consists of parallel repetitive arrays of threonine and aspartic acid/asparagine residues located  

down the Ca2+-bound side of the structure. The model was tested and validated by site-directed 

mutagenesis.  It  explains the Ca2+-dependency of the region,  as well  its  hyperactive antifreeze 

activity. This is the first bacterial AFP to be structurally characterized and is one of only five  

hyperactive AFPs identified to date.
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3.2 Introduction

Since their discovery over 30 years ago in Antarctic fish [17], antifreeze proteins (AFPs) 

have been found in a wide array of organisms that inhabit freezing environments. AFPs enhance 

survival  at  sub-zero temperatures  by inhibiting the growth of  potentially  harmful  ice  crystals 

within  the  organism.  If  left  uncontrolled,  ice  growth  can  lead  to  cellular  dehydration,  tissue 

damage and death of the organism [120]. By binding to the surface of ice crystals, AFPs are able 

to depress the freezing point of a solution below its melting point  [32]. The difference between 

these temperatures is termed ‘thermal hysteresis’ (TH) and is used as a measure of antifreeze  

activity.

Fish and insects which avoid freezing typically have AFPs with high TH activity  [48]. 

Plants and micro-organisms that are unable to avoid freezing are thought to use AFPs with weaker  

TH activity  to  inhibit  recrystallization  of  ice  [14,  121].  It  is  remarkable,  therefore,  that  the 

Antarctic bacterium Marinomonas primoryensis produces a Ca2+-dependent AFP with a strong TH 

activity [51]. This could potentially help it avoid freezing in the brackish ice-covered lakes from 

which it was isolated  [92].  MpAFP (M. primoryensis AFP) is an extremely large protein with 

unusual properties that make it refractory to conventional purification techniques. Nevertheless,  

we were able to sequence a number of tryptic peptides from gel-purified MpAFP, some of which 

resemble  sequences  from  the  Ca2+-binding  regions  of  RTX  (repeats-in-toxin)  proteins  (J.A. 

Gilbert, C.P. Garnham, L.A. Graham, J. Laybourn-Parry and P.L. Davies, unpublished work). A 

genomic lambda library of  M. primoryensis was constructed and probed with a PCR-amplified 

DNA sequence developed from tryptic  peptides  in  the  RTX-like region.  Preliminary analysis 

shows the gene encodes a huge (>1 MDa) protein that contains two repetitive sequences that  

divide the protein into five distinct regions (Figure 3.1A). Region II of the protein contains an 

unknown number of tandem repeats of a 104-aa (104-amino-acid) sequence. Each 104-aa repeat is
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Figure 3.1: Sequence, expression and purification of MpAFP Region IV.  A) MpAFP contains 
two highly repetitive sequences that divide the protein into five distinct regions (I –V) with the 
number of residues in each region shown below. The approx. 120 104-aa repeats of MpAFP are in 
light grey. The 207-aa Region IV of MpAFP is indicated by the diagonal hatching.  B) Alignment 
of the eleven 19-aa repeats of Region IV of MpAFP. Note that two of the repeats have 21 aa and 
the eleventh repeat is incomplete. The additional 74 N-terminal and 41 C-terminal residues of 
Region IV that were used in the expression construct are also shown. The sequence is spaced 
according to secondary structure with the positions of the XGTGND Ca2+-binding turn and three 
β-strands indicated below the consensus sequence. Indicated in bold are the threonine and aspartic 
acid/asparagine residues that constitute the IBF of the protein. As in the text, X means any residue  
and U means a large hydrophobic residue.  C) SDS/10%-(w/v)-PAGE analysis of the purification 
of MpAFP Region IV. Lanes from left to right are identified as follows: PM, protein markers; sup, 
supernatant  from the E.  coli  lysate;  Ni2+,  pooled fractions  from the Ni-NTA–agarose affinity-
chromatographic  step;  Q-Seph,  pooled  fractions  from  the  Q-Sepharose  ion-exchange 
chromatography step; G-75, pooled fractions from size-exclusion chromatography on Superdex 
G-75.





perfectly conserved, even at the DNA level. This has made it difficult to determine the exact copy 

number of 104-aa repeats, and therefore difficult to estimate the size of MpAFP.

In the interim, we have focused our research on Region IV, the second repetitive region of  

MpAFP. Region IV consists of tandem 19-aa repeats, each beginning with the consensus sequence 

XGTGND, where X is usually alanine or glycine. This region of MpAFP is clearly homologous 

with the RTX proteins. RTX proteins are a diverse family of secreted virulence factors found in 

Gram-negative  gammaproteobacteria  [96].  They  are  so  called  because  of  the  presence  of  a 

tandemly repeated nonapeptide motif located towards their C terminus. The motif has a consensus 

sequence  of  GGXGXDXUX,  where  X represents  any  residue  and  U is  a  large  hydrophobic 

residue.  AP (alkaline  protease),  an  RTX-like  virulence  factor  secreted  by  the  Gram-negative 

bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa, contains five copies of this nonapeptide motif. The X-ray-

crystallographic  structure of this  protein revealed that  these repeats fold into a parallel  β-roll 

stabilized by internal Ca2+ ions sandwiched between the turns of the structure [97].

The wild-type MpAFP is dependent on Ca2+ for TH activity, and this activity is resistant to 

proteolysis by trypsin only if Ca2+ is present [51]. This suggests a structural role for the cation, as 

opposed to its  cofactor role in the Ca2+-dependent  type II  fish AFP from the Atlantic herring 

(Clupea harengus) [107, 122]. On the basis of these data and the similarity of Region IV to the 

Ca2+-binding β-roll from AP, we hypothesized that Region IV was the antifreeze-active region of  

MpAFP and that its structure would be similar to the β-roll of AP. Indeed, cloning and expression 

of Region IV in Escherichia coli revealed it to be a potent AFP, capable of depressing the freezing 

temperature of a solution in excess of 2 °C at a concentration of 0.5 mg/ml. This level of TH is  

quantitatively the same as the wild-type MpAFP and indicated that Region IV could account for 

the antifreeze activity of MpAFP.
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Attempts  to  solve  the  three-dimensional  structure  of  MpAFP Region  IV  have  been 

unsuccessful. The isolated domain has a propensity to aggregate and precipitate above 1 mg/ml, a  

concentration well below that needed for solution NMR or X-ray crystallography. However, the  

repetitive nature of Region IV and its homology with the known β-roll structure in AP make it an 

ideal candidate for molecular modelling.

In this paper we present a β-helical model of MpAFP Region IV based partly on the Ca2+-

bound  β-roll from the RTX-like AP. The model contains both a novel ice-binding motif and  β-

helical fold that explains the Ca2+-dependency and hyperactivity of the protein.  The modelled 

structure revealed a putative ice-binding site along one edge of the  β-helix that  is flat  and is 

comprised of parallel ranks of equally spaced threonine and asparagine residues. The threonine  

and asparagine residues originate from each XGTGND repeat that forms a Ca2+-bound turn in the 

β-helix similar to the GGXGXD Ca2+-bound turns in AP. The IBF (ice-binding face) of the model 

is similar to the IBFs of the hyperactive β-helical insect AFPs. They each contain a repetitive TXT 

motif  located in a single flat  β-sheet  on one side of their  respective structures  [22,  23]. It  is 

hypothesized that this allows the insect AFPs to bind both primary prism and basal planes of an 

ice crystal by mimicking the distance of oxygen atoms in the ice lattice. Our model of Region IV 

predicts that it, too, should bind both basal and prism planes of an ice crystal lattice by the same 

mechanism. However, the location of the IBF in the Ca2+-bound turn of the model, as well as the 

use of threonine and asparagine/aspartic acid as ice-binding residues, is novel compared with the  

insect AFPs and highlights the plasticity of the β-helix as an AFP structural fold. Extensive site-

directed mutagenesis was performed in order to validate the putative IBF of the model and its 

overall fold. Mutation of specific threonine and asparagine residues on the putative IBF of the  

protein  to  tyrosine  resulted  in  large  decreases  in  TH activity,  whereas  TH activity  was  left  

unchanged when similar substitutions were made off the IBF.
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3.3 Experimental procedures

3.3.1 Cloning and expression of MpAFP Region IV

Two primers were designed to clone and express a 322-aa portion of  MpAFP as a C-

terminally His6 (hexahistidine)-tagged protein. The 322-aa segment corresponds to residues 997–

1318 inclusively of the sequence deposited in the NCBI protein database under accession number 

ABL74378. This portion contained a short segment of Region III (74 aa), followed by the entire  

Region IV (207 aa, corresponding to residues 1071–1277 of ABL74378) and a short segment of  

Region V (41 aa). The forward primer was 5´-ACGTCATATGAATGTGTCGCAATCAAATTCG-

3´,  which  contained  an  NdeI  site,  and  the  reverse  primer  was  5´-

TGCACTCGAGATAGTCAGCAAAGTCCGCAGG-3´, which contained an XhoI site. Following 

digestion with  NdeI and  XhoI, the PCR product obtained from the genomic DNA template was 

cloned  into  the  corresponding  sites  of  the  expression  vector  pET-24a.  Positive  clones  were 

inoculated into 1 litre of Luria–Bertani medium with kanamycin (100 mg/ml) and grown at 37 °C 

and at 200 rev./min agitation until the attenuance (D600) reached 0.5. The cells were allowed to 

grow  for  another  0.5  h  at  23  °C  (or  until  the  D600  reached  1.0),  then  isopropyl  β-D-

thiogalactoside was added to a final concentration of 1 mM to induce expression overnight at 23  

°C. Following incubation, the cells were recovered by centrifugation (2500 g for 30 min at 4 °C)  

and resuspended in 25 ml of buffer A (50 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and 2 mM CaCl2). 

The resuspension was sonicated [Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, U.S.A.) Sonic Dismembrator,  

model 5000; five bursts of 45 s each at 50% amplitude] to break open the cells and centrifuged at  

21000 g and 4 °C for 1 h in a JA20 rotor to remove cellular debris.

3.3.2 Purification of His6-tagged Region IV of MpAFP 

The crude cellular lysate was mixed with 10 ml of Ni-NTA (Ni2+-nitrilotriacetate) resin 

(Qiagen, Mississauga, ON, Canada) and stirred at 4 °C for 30 min, loaded into a column, washed 
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with Buffer N [0.5 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.5, 2% (v/v) glycerol, 2 mM CaCl 2 and 5 mM 

imidazole] and eluted with buffer N containing 250 mM imidazole. Fractions displaying TH were 

pooled and diluted 10-fold in buffer A to decrease the NaCl concentration. This material was 

applied to a HiLoad 16/10 Q-Sepharose High Performance column (Amersham) equilibrated with 

buffer  A and eluted with a  0–1 M NaCl  gradient  in  buffer  A over  10 column vol..  Samples  

displaying TH activity were again pooled and loaded on to a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 75 prep 

grade size-exclusion column (Amersham) equilibrated in buffer A. Fractions were analysed for  

purity by SDS/PAGE.

3.3.3 Mutagenesis 

All  mutagenesis  was  performed  by  using  the  QuikChange®  II  XL  Site  Directed 

Mutagenesis Kit as described by the manufacturer (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, U.S.A.) and checked 

by DNA sequencing (Cortec, Kingston, ON, Canada). Each mutant of Region IV was purified in  

the same manner as wild-type recombinant Region IV.

3.3.4 Circular dichroism 

CD spectra  were measured  on  an  Olis  Rapid  Scanning Monochromator  with  a  DSM 

(digital  subtractive  method)  CD module  (Olis,  Bogart,  GA,  U.S.A.)  using  a  121-QS  1-mm-

pathlength quartz cuvette (Hellma Optik GmbH, Jena, Germany). The temperature of the cuvette 

during scans was maintained at 4 °C using a Peltier platform. Initial CD experiments on MpAFP 

Region IV in the presence of 5 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.5, and 2 mM CaCl 2 or 2 mM EDTA were 

carried out at a concentration of about 0.4 mg/ml. Since the exact concentration of the samples  

was unknown, the results are plotted solely as ellipticity versus wavelength. All subsequent CD 

experiments on Region IV and its mutants were carried out at a protein concentration of 1 mg/ml  

in  buffer  containing  5  mM  Tris/HCl,  pH  7.5,  and  2  mM  CaCl2.  Protein  concentration  was 

determined by measuring the A280 and using the protein's  molar  absorption coefficient  (0.666 
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mol·litre-1·cm-1).

3.3.5 Modelling and molecular dynamics 

Modelling was performed using the program Modeller8v2 [123]. Input alignments were 

manually created as outlined in the Results section. PyMol v0.99 [124] was used to assemble and 

visualize modelled segments. Molecular-dynamics simulations were performed using Gromacs 

v3.3 [125]. The model was solvated in a cube containing 9105 water molecules, with all sides of  

the cube 6.5 nm in length. Because the overall charge of the model was -10, ten water molecules  

were replaced by ten Na+ ions to neutralize the system. The solvated model was subjected to 

energy minimization by  steepest-descents  position-restrained  molecular  dynamics  to  relax  the 

solvent,  followed by full  molecular dynamics. The GROMOS96 43a1 force field was chosen.  

Berendsen temperature coupling was applied. Simulations were performed at 277 K (4 °C) for 2  

ns.

3.3.6 Thermal hysteresis measurements 

TH  activity  was  measured  using  a  Clifton  Nanolitre  Osmometer  (Clifton  Technical 

Physics, Hartford, NY, U.S.A.) as previously described [113]. Digital images of ice crystals were 

recorded using a Nikon COOLPIX 4500 digital camera mounted on a Leitz Dialux 22 microscope 

with a Leitz Wetzlar 160/- EF 32/0.40 objective.  Ice-crystal morphology produced by Region IV 

was examined using a 0.08 mg/ml solution of MpAFP Region IV in 25 mM Tris/HCl (pH 7.5)/2 

mM CaCl2. TH measurements of Region IV and its mutants were conducted in the same buffer at  

concentrations from 0.9 down to 0.025 mg/ml. The TH activity of Region IV as a function of Ca2+ 

concentration was determined by dialysing a 0.1 mg/ml solution of Region IV against 25 mM 

Tris/HCl (pH 7.5)/100 μM EDTA. Increasing amounts of Ca2+ were titrated into the solution and 

measurements were taken at each concentration.
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3.3.7 Q-TOF (quadrupole time-of-flight) MS 

The mass of MpAFP Region IV in EDTA and Ca2+ was determined using a Waters Q-TOF 

Global MS instrument. A 100 mM solution of Region IV was dialysed against 10 mM Tris/HCl,  

pH 7.5, and either 2 mM CaCl2 or 2 mM EDTA. Both the EDTA and CaCl2 samples were diluted 

to 10 pmol/ml in 10 mM ammonium formate and were subjected to Q-TOF MS in the static-spray  

mode to determine their respective masses. The Waters MassLynx 4.0 software package was used 

for data analysis and acquisition.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Cloning, expression and purification of MpAFP Region IV

Shotgun sequencing of selected clones from a genomic lambda library of M. primoryensis 

identified an extremely large protein that contained five distinct regions (Figure 3.1A). The 207-

aa Region IV was tentatively identified as the antifreeze-active portion of the protein because of  

its  perceived  dependence  on  Ca2+ for  structural  integrity  based  on  homology  with  the  Ca2+-

dependent RTX family of proteins and, in particular, the Ca2+-bound β-roll from the RTX-like AP. 

The sequence of Region IV is shown in Figure 3.1B. Region IV was cloned as a C-terminal His6-

tagged protein with an extra 74 N-terminal residues and 41 C-terminal residues to help ensure that  

enough sequence was present  at  either  end of Region IV to allow for proper folding of  that  

domain. Region IV was purified to homogeneity in three sequential chromatographic steps: Ni-

NTA–agarose,  Q-Sepharose  and  Superdex  G-75.  An  SDS/PAGE  analysis  of  the  purification 

shows that the nickel column chromatography produced a very substantial enrichment of a 40 kDa 

band from the lysate supernatant (Figure 3.1C). The next two chromatographic steps removed 

minor impurities such that the Superdex G-75 fraction contained a single intense protein band at 

40 kDa.
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3.4.2 The TH activity of MpAFP Region IV is hyperactive and Ca2+-dependent

The purified Region IV was tested for TH activity as a function of its concentration in 

buffer containing 2 mM CaCl2 (Figure 3.2A). TH levels of just under 2 °C were obtained at a 

concentration of 0.1 mg/ml (2.9 μM). At this concentration (low μM levels), a typical fish AFP 

would only produce about 0.1 °C of TH, whereas hyperactive AFPs produce TH levels at least 10 

times greater [48]. The overall shape of the activity curve was sigmoidal. At concentrations below 

0.025 mg/ml, TH activity was undetectable, but above 0.025 mg/ml, TH activity increased rapidly  

and approached a plateau at about 2 °C at concentrations above 0.1 mg/ml. Region IV produced 

hexagonally shaped ice crystals that ‘burst’ out of the sides of the hexagon at temperatures below 

the non-equilibrium freezing point (Figure 3.2B). This same phenomenon, namely of hexagonally 

shaped ice crystals that burst along the a-axes, was first documented with the β-helical AFP from 

the tortricid moth  Choristoneura fumiferana (spruce budworm)  [49] and is characteristic of all 

hyperactive AFPs [48].

The TH activity of Region IV was also tested as a function of Ca2+ concentration (Figure 

3.3). All TH activity was lost in the presence of EDTA. A rapid hyperbolic increase in activity was 

seen as the Ca2+ concentration increased, levelling out at about 10 mM Ca2+. Even 100 μM Ca2+ 

produced appreciable TH activity (>1 °C).

3.4.3 MpAFP Region IV has Ca2+-dependent β-sheet structure

The  secondary  structure  of  Region  IV in  the  presence  of  either  Ca2+ or  EDTA was 

monitored via CD (Figure 3.4). In the presence of Ca2+, the spectrum was similar to that observed 

with  proteins  containing  primarily  β-sheet,  indicated  by  the  maximum  at  196  nm  and  the  

minimum at 218 nm. The spectrum in the presence of EDTA was that of a random coil, with a  

large minimum at 200 nm. This indicated that Region IV adopted a Ca2+-dependent predominantly 

β-sheet fold that could be disrupted by EDTA.
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Figure  3.2: Antifreeze activity of  MpAFP Region IV.  A) TH activity [ °C (‘degs.C’)] was 
plotted as a function of protein concentration (mg/ml). Each reading was taken three times and 
averaged. Vertical bars represent ±S.D.  B) Ice-crystal morphology and ‘burst’ (sudden and rapid 
ice growth) produced by Region IV. i, Picture taken pre-burst; ii–iv, pictures taken of the burst at 
0.4 s intervals. The crystals burst at ~1.8 C° below the colligative freezing point of the solution. 
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Figure 3.3: Ca2+-dependency of MpAFP Region IV.  TH activity [ °C (‘degs. C’)] was plotted as 
a function of Ca2+ concentration. Each reading was taken three times and averaged. Vertical bars  
represent ±S.D. A break in the graph between 10 mM and 100 mM CaCl2 is indicated. 
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Figure 3.4: CD spectra of MpAFP Region IV in Ca2+ and EDTA.  The far-UV CD spectra of 
Region IV in the presence of either 2 mM EDTA (continuous line) or 2 mM Ca2+ (broken line) 
were plotted as ellipticity versus wavelength. 



On the basis of its hyperactivity, Ca2+-dependence, hexagonal ice-crystal shape and CD 

spectrum,  we  hypothesized  that  Region  IV  of  MpAFP  folded  as  a  β-helix  similar  to  the 

hyperactive insect AFPs, but one that also requires Ca2+ for structural stability. The similarity of 

Region IV to the Ca2+-bound β-roll  from AP (Figure 3.5A), and in particular  each XGTGND 

repeat of Region IV to the GGXGXD repeats of AP, suggested that the β-roll from AP could be 

used as a valid starting template for a homology-based model of Region IV.

3.4.4 Description of β-roll from AP and comparison to MpAFP Region IV

Each loop in the β-roll of AP consists of two identical GGXGXDXUX nonapeptide motifs 

repeated in tandem (Figure 3.5B). This creates one loop in the structure 18 aa in length (Figure 

3.5A). The GGXGXD sequence within each nonapeptide motif of AP forms a turn stabilized by  

internal Ca2+ ions sandwiched between loops of the β-roll. This Ca2+-bound turn is followed by a 

three-residue XUX β-strand, the X residues of which point outwards and the U residues of which 

point inwards, contributing to the hydrophobic core of the β-roll. Each nonapeptide motif creates 

one half of an 18-aa loop, with an ensuing nonapeptide motif completing the second half. This  

creates a β-roll with Ca2+ bound down both sides of the structure and with a narrow hydrophobic 

core in between, consisting of the U residues from each XUX β-strand.

Each 19-aa repeat of MpAFP Region IV consists of a decapeptide motif with a consensus 

sequence of XGTGNDXUXU, followed by a nonapeptide motif the consensus sequence of which 

is GGXUXGXUX (Figure 3.1B). Each one of these motifs can be viewed as one half of a loop in 

a β-helical structure, similar to the β-roll of AP, yet differing in three key areas (Figure 3.5B). The  

initial decapeptide motif of each 19-aa repeat of Region IV contains a Ca2+-binding XGTGND 

sequence, followed by a four-residue XUXU β-strand. This is very similar to the nonapeptide 

motif of AP (GGXGXDXUX), except for the presence of an extra hydrophobic residue at the end 

of the β-strand in Region IV (i.e. XUXU). The ensuing GGXUXGXUX nonapeptide motif of
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Figure  3.5: Ca2+-bound  β-roll  from AP.  A) Cross-section of the Ca2+-bound β-roll from AP 
(PDB code 1KAP) used as the starting template for the Region IV model. Key to colours: orange, 
carbon; red, oxygen; blue, nitrogen; green, Ca2+.  B) Consensus aa alignment of Region IV to the 
β-roll from AP. Highlighted in yellow is the extra hydrophobic residue of Region IV following its 
XGTGND Ca2+-bound turn. As in the text, X is any residue and U is a large hydrophobic residue.  
Highlighted in green is the aspartic acid-to-glycine substitution in Region IV. The asterisk (*)  
denotes the conserved hydrophobic U residue located in the second β-strand of each 19-aa loop of 
Region IV. Residues underlined (i.e.: XUX) represent the parts of the sequence that fold as a β-
strand. 



each 19-aa repeat differs from the nonapeptide repeat of AP by the presence of a hydrophobic U 

residue  at  position  4  of  the  repeat  (GGXUXGXUX)  and  by  an  aspartic  acid-to-glycine 

substitution at position 6 of the motif (GGXUXGXUX). This creates a nine-residue sequence that 

contains two three-residue XUX β-strands (GGXUXGXUX), as opposed to the nonapeptide motif 

of AP, which contains a GGXGXD Ca2+-bound turn followed by a single three-residue XUX β-

strand.

3.4.5 Initial modelling of MpAFP Region IV

The program Modeller was used to model  MpAFP Region IV. The β-roll segment from 

AP (residues 330–378) was excised on the computer and used as the template. It contains five  

GGXGXD Ca2+-bound turns that create a 2½-loop β-roll (Figure 3.5A). This template posed two 

potential problems for the model, as it was much shorter than the 11-loop MpAFP Region IV and 

it  contained  Ca2+ ions  bound  down  both  sides  of  the  structure.  The  aspartic  acid-to-glycine 

substitution at  position 6 of  the  nonapeptide motif  in  each 19-aa repeat  (GGXUXGXUX) of 

Region IV as  well  as  the  presence of  two XUX β-strands in  that  motif  (GGXUXGXUX) as 

compared with AP (GGXGXDXUX) indicated that Ca2+ was likely not to be bound down that side 

of the model. However, the sequence of each 19-aa repeat of  MpAFP Region IV was initially 

threaded on to the β-roll of AP by aligning each XGTGND sequence with a GGXGXD Ca 2+-

bound turn in AP (Figure 3.5B). We also introduced a gap in the alignment to accommodate the 

extra  hydrophobic  residue  of  each  loop  of  Region  IV (XGTGNDXUXU).  Tandem  2½-loop 

segments of Region IV were modelled in an iterative fashion with Ca2+ present down both sides of 

the structure. Each segment was joined manually via a peptide bond using the program PyMol 

and, once complete, the model was energy-minimized and subjected to a 2 ns solvated molecular-

dynamics simulation run at 4 °C using the program GROMACS. It became immediately apparent  

from the simulation that the model was unable to support a second row of Ca2+ ions, as they were 
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ejected during the course of the simulation (results not shown). However, each XGTGND turn of  

the model was able properly to co-ordinate and retain a Ca2+ ion during the simulation, and the β-

strands both immediately before and after the XGTGND turn (XUXXGTGNDXUXUGGXUXG) 

were stable, with their U residues creating a hydrophobic core for the protein. The main problem 

was with the first XUX β-strand of each nonapeptide motif (GGXUXGXUX). When aligned with 

AP, it was constrained as a Ca2+-bound turn instead of an XUX β-strand. This placed the side 

chain of each U residue in a solvent-exposed orientation, away from the hydrophobic core of the  

model, a situation that had a destabilizing effect on the structure. To remedy the problem, the  

original alignment was kept the same; however, the first XUX sequence from each nonapeptide  

motif of Region IV was restrained in Modeller to a β-strand conformation rather than a Ca 2+-

bound turn. This pointed the U residue of the XUX motif towards the interior of the structure,  

allowing it to interact with the other hydrophobic residues from the other β-strands.

3.4.6 Description of the model

The final model of  MpAFP Region IV is a right-handed β-helix made up of 11 Ca2+-

binding loops (Figure 3.6A). Each loop contains one XGTGND Ca2+-binding turn followed by 

three β-strands, with the U residues from each β-strand contributing to the hydrophobic core of 

the model (Figure 3.6B). This precludes a second row of bound Ca2+ ions as is seen in AP. There 

are three main factors that stabilize the structure:

(1) Ca2+ ions which co-ordinate the proper folding of each XGTGND turn

(2) a conserved hydrophobic core located throughout the length of the model

(3) hydrogen bonding between backbone carbonyl oxygen atoms and the amide nitrogen 

      atoms from the parallel β-strands of each loop
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Figure 3.6: β-Helix model of MpAFP Region IV.  A) Cartoon depiction of MpAFP Region IV 
model. The model consists of an 11-loop β-helix with ten Ca2+ ions (shown in green) bound down 
the side of the IBF. Abbreviations: After MD, after 2 ns molecular-dynamics simulation; Before  
MD,  before  2  ns  molecular  dynamics  simulation;  C,  C-terminus.  N,  N-terminus.  The  model 
retains its overall fold after the simulation, with only a minor amount of unfolding present at the 
C-terminus of  the  structure.   B) Cross-section of  MpAFP Region IV residues  39–75.  Key to 
colours: beige, carbon; red, oxygen; blue, nitrogen; green, Ca2+.  The IBF with the ice-binding 
threonine and aspartic acid/asparagine residues is indicated. The three β-strands of each 19-aa 
repeat are indicated with black arrows, along with their consensus sequence.  C) IBF of MpAFP 
Region  IV.  Each  XGTGND  turn  of  the  β-helix  contributes  a  threonine  and  an  aspartic 
acid/asparagine residue to the IBF of the structure. Ca2+ ions co-ordinate the proper folding of the 
XGTGND repeats and align the threonine and aspartic acid/asparagine residues in a flat repetitive 
array. 





The architecture of the model also allows for main-chain hydrogen bonding in the turns between 

the β-strands of each loop, therefore increasing the stability of each turn and hence the overall 

structure (Figure 3.6B). The most striking feature of the model is the conserved row of threonine 

and aspartic acid/asparagine residues that align down the Ca2+-bound side of the model (Figure 

3.6C). This immediately drew our attention, because flat conserved arrays of threonine residues  

have been identified as the IBFs of the β-helical insect AFPs [22, 23].

A solvated 2-ns molecular-dynamics simulation of the model was performed at 4 °C to 

test  the  feasibility  of  the  structure  (Figure  3.6A).  The  overall  architecture  of  the  model  was 

maintained throughout the course of the simulation, with Ca2+ remaining bound in each XGTGND 

turn and the hydrophobic U residues of each β-strand creating the hydrophobic core. The slight  

twist present in the model prior to the simulation was relieved during the course of the simulation. 

The  maintenance  of  the  fold demonstrated  that  the  model  was stable  and feasible.  This  was 

encouraging, as it identified a novel ice-binding motif (the threonine and aspartic acid/asparagine 

residues of each XGTGND Ca2+-bound turn) as well as a novel β-helical fold (Ca2+ bound solely 

down one side of the model; hydrophobic core located throughout the rest). We therefore decided 

to test the validity of the model using site-directed mutagenesis to confirm the location of the  

putative IBF and to verify its overall fold.

3.4.7 Site-directed mutagenesis and TH values for mutants

The  interaction  between  an  AFP and  ice  has  been  described  using  the  analogy  of  a 

receptor  (AFP) binding to  its  ligand (ice)  [60].  This  binding is  dependent  upon the  intimate 

surface/surface  complementarity  between  the  protein  and  the  ice  lattice.  Therefore,  the  

introduction of a large bulky residue to the relatively flat  IBF of an AFP is very effective at 

lowering  antifreeze  activity  by  hindering  the  simultaneous  engagement  of  all  residues  that  

normally contact  the surface of an ice  crystal  [54,  126,  127].  We therefore  made a  series of 
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sterically hindering tyrosine mutations to residues located both on and off the putative IBF of  

MpAFP Region  IV to  confirm  the  location  of  the  IBF  and  to  validate  the  structure  of  the  

theoretical model.

Four  IBF mutants  were  created [two single  IBF mutants  (T81Y and N65Y)  and two 

double IBF mutants (T81Y/N65Y and T81Y/T141Y)] (Figure 3.7A). Each mutant was purified in 

the same manner as wild-type Region IV and assayed for TH activity over a similar range of  

concentrations (0.9 down to 0.025 mg/ml).  As seen in  Figure 3.7B, both single  IBF mutants 

(T81Y and N65Y) showed TH activity to be decreased by 50% compared with that of wild-type 

Region IV. This indicated that both the threonine and aspartic acid/asparagine residues of each 

XGTGND Ca2+-bound turn contribute to the antifreeze activity of the protein. The double IBF 

mutants (T81Y/T141Y and T81Y/N65Y) each showed a decrease in the residual TH activity of a 

further 50%. Two single non-IBF mutants were also made (T105Y and T111Y). Thr105 lies just 

off  the  IBF  and  Thr111  is  on  the  opposite  surface  (Figure  3.7A).  Neither  mutant  showed 

essentially any change in TH activity as compared with the wild-type, with values of about 2 °C at 

a concentration of 0.5 mg/ml. This was as expected, as they are located away from the XGTGND 

Ca2+-bound turn of the model and are therefore not part of the IBF.

A final mutant (V93R) was created in order to probe the orientation of the side chain of 

the U residue at position 4 of the nonapeptide motif in the 19-aa loop (GGXUXGXUX) (Figure 

3.7A). We were originally unsure as to the orientation of the side chain of this residue, as it is  

normally present as glycine in AP (ie: GGXGXDXUX), a situation that allows for the proper 

folding of a Ca2+-bound turn. However, if  the side chain of the U residue points towards the 

interior of the structure as part of a  β-strand instead of Ca2+-bound turn, changing it to a long 

positively charged arginine residue should disrupt the hydrophobic core of the protein and affect  

its folding. This would diminish the intimate surface/surface complementarity required for
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Figure  3.7: TH activity of  MpAFP Region IV mutants.   A) The location of each mutation 
performed on Region IV is shown with yellow-coloured residues.  B) The TH of each Region IV 
mutant  was  plotted  as  a  function  of  concentration.  Values  are  the  averages  ±  S.D.  of  three 
measurements. Key to coloured curves: black, wild-type Region IV; red, T111Y; green, T105Y;  
yellow,  N65Y;  aqua,  T81Y;  orange,  T81Y/T141Y;  pink,  T81Y/N65Y;  dark  blue,  V93R. 
Abbreviation: degs. C, °C. 



MpAFP Region IV to bind an ice crystal and therefore decrease its TH activity. TH values of the  

V93R mutant were the lowest of any mutant tested, with a decrease to less than 25% of wild-type 

values at a concentration of 0.9 mg/ml.

To validate the mutagenesis data  further,  the  folding of wild-type Region IV and the  

T105Y, T81Y/N65Y and V93R mutants was analysed via CD spectroscopy (Figure 3.8). Wild-

type Region IV displayed a distinctive β-sheet spectrum, with a maximum molar ellipticity at 196 

nm and minimum at 218 nm. Both the double IBF mutant T81Y/N65Y and the single non-IBF 

mutant T105Y displayed CD spectra virtually identical with that of wild-type Region IV. This  

indicated correct folding of the mutated constructs. The spectrum of the V93R mutant showed a 

dramatic change, with a large decrease in the amplitude of both the maximum and minimum 

molar ellipticity. This indicated a decrease in the β-sheet content of the protein and an increase in 

the random-coil content. These data strongly suggested that the side chain of the U residue at  

position 4 of  the  nonapeptide motif  of  each 19-aa loop (GGXUXGXUX) points  towards the 

interior of the structure, therefore confirming the notion that, unlike the situation in AP, Ca2+ is not 

present in that side of the model. As further evidence for the destabilizing effect of the V93R 

mutation  on  the  structure  of  Region IV,  the  mutant  was  eluted  from a Superdex G-75 size-

exclusion column a full 10 ml earlier (50 ml as against 60 ml) than any other mutant or the wild-

type (results not shown). Clearly MpAFP Region IV is destabilized by the V93R mutation, with a 

resulting increase in the Stokes radius of the protein

3.4.8 Q-TOF MS on MpAFP Region IV

Further  confirmation  for  the  presence of  only a  single  row of  Ca2+ in  the  β-helix  of 

MpAFP Region IV was obtained by Q-TOF MS (Table 3.1). Two distinct masses were observed 

for  Region IV in  the  presence  of  EDTA. The first  mass  of  34 405.6  Da  corresponds  to  the 

predicted mass of Region IV (34 405 Da). The second mass of 34 423.4 Da corresponds to the
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Figure  3.8: CD spectra of  MpAFP Region IV mutants.  The folding of mutants V93R (D), 
T105Y (A), T81Y/N65Y (B) and wild-type recombinant Region IV (C) was monitored by CD. 
The spectra were plotted as 10-3×molar ellipticity (degrees·cm2·dmol-1) versus wavelength.



Table 3.1: Peak list and masses from Q-TOF MS on Region IV.  A solution of Region 
IV was dialysed against 10 mM Tris/HCl and either 2 mM CaCl2 or 2 mM EDTA. Both 
samples were diluted in ammonium formate and subjected to Q-TOF MS in the static-
spray mode to determine their respective masses. For further details, see the text. N/A, not 
applicable.

Sample Peak 
no.

Mass 
observed 
(±1 Da)

NH4+ 

adduct 
(+18 Da)

Predicted 
mass (Da)

Difference from 
observed mass of 

Region IV in 
EDTA+1NH4+ adduct 

(Da)

Difference 
divided by 

mass of 
single 

Ca2+ion

Number of 
Ca2+ ions 

bound

2 mM 
EDTA

1 34405.6 No 34405 N/A 0

2 34423.4 Yes 34 423 0 0

2 mM 
CaCl2

1 34783.9 Yes 34783 360.5 9.0 9

2 34822.1 Yes 34823 398.7 9.9 10

3 34860.6 Yes 34863 437.2 10.9 11
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predicted mass of Region IV with a single ammonium adduct (+18 Da, due to the presence of  

NH4+ ions in the sample buffer).  A distribution of masses was observed for Region IV in the 

presence of CaCl2 centering on 34 822.1 Da and increasing and decreasing by 40 Da, the mass of  

a  single  Ca2+ ion.  The theoretical  average mass  of  Region IV with ten Ca2+ ions  bound (the 

number of Ca2+ ions predicted by the model) is 34 805 Da (an additional 10×40 Da). Each peak 

observed with the CaCl2 sample had a single NH4+ ion bound, increasing the mass of each species 

by 18 Da. Therefore the difference between the mass of the predominant species in the CaCl 2 

sample and the mass  of  the  EDTA sample with an ammonium adduct  is  399 Da.  This  mass 

divided by the mass of a single Ca2+ ion is 9.9, which corresponds to 10 Ca2+ ions bound in the 

model. This is exactly the number predicted for Region IV. The distribution of peaks observed 

with the CaCl2 sample is most likely the result of dynamic exchange of Ca2+ ions at the ends of the 

b helix. (Note: there would be half Ca2+ binding sites at each end of the β-helix.) Also, the mass 

value  corresponding to  11  Ca2+ ions  bound would  indicate  that  the  sequence  before  or  after 

Region IV is  able to bind Ca2+ as well.  However,  the manner in which it  does so cannot be 

predicted by homology-based modelling. If indeed MpAFP Region IV did bind two Ca2+ ions per 

loop  of  the  structure,  a  distribution  of  masses  centering  on  35  205  Da  would  be  expected 

(additional 20×40=800 Da). This is clearly not the case.

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 General discussion of the model and comparison with hyperactive insect AFPs

Our model of MpAFP Region IV, based partly on the Ca2+-bound β-roll from AP, is able to 

explain both the Ca2+-dependency and hyperactivity of this AFP. Ca2+ is necessary to co-ordinate 

the proper folding of each XGTGND turn in the model. This, in combination with the repetitive 

nature of Region IV, creates a long flat IBF on the protein, consisting of the outward-projecting  

threonine and aspartic acid/asparagine residues from each XGTGND Ca2+-bound turn on that side 
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of the β-helix.  The threonine and aspartic acid/asparagine residues create a novel  ice-binding  

motif that is similar to the TXT ice-binding motif of the hyperactive β-helical insect AFPs from 

both  C. fumiferana [22] and that  of  the yellow mealworm beetle,  Tenebrio molitor [23].  The 

hyperactivity of the insect AFPs is attributed to their ability to bind the basal planes of ice in 

addition to prism planes [22, 23, 128], a phenomenon not attributed to the moderately active fish 

AFPs [48]. The insect AFPs contain a repetitive array of TXT β-strands that align in a flat parallel  

β-sheet on one side of the protein [22, 23, 128]. The distance between side-chain oxygen atoms of 

threonine in the same β-strand is about 7.35 Å (1 Å=0.1 nm), whereas the distance between side-

chain oxygen atoms of threonine from adjacent β-strands is about 4.5 Å. These distances match  

the spacing of oxygen atoms in an ice lattice on both the primary prism and basal planes. Oxygen 

atoms repeat at 4.52 Å along the a-axis in both the primary prism and basal planes. Oxygen atoms 

also repeat at 7.35 Å along the c-axis of the primary prism plane and at 7.8 Å along the a-axis of 

the basal plane. In the model of MpAFP Region IV, the spacing between threonine and asparagine 

side-chain  oxygen atoms in  the  same Ca2+-bound turn  is  about  7.35  Å,  whereas  the  spacing 

between the side-chain oxygen atoms of both threonine and asparagine from adjacent Ca 2+-bound 

turns is about 4.5 Å. This spacing, which could only occur in the Ca2+-bound form of the protein, 

would  allow Region  IV to  bind  both  the  primary  prism and  basal  planes  of  an  ice  crystal,  

therefore explaining its Ca2+-dependent hyperactive antifreeze activity.

We have chosen this uniform orientation of the threonine residues that places the methyl 

groups on the exterior of the IBF, because the spacing between oxygen atoms matches that seen 

with the two insect AFPs. However, although this orientation is consistent with the molecular-

dynamics simulations performed, there is no clear indication that it is preferred over one where  

the methyl groups are on the inside in place of the hydroxy groups. Another reason to choose the 

first orientation is that the linear array of threonine hydroxy groups is then flanked, and perhaps  
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insulated, by two hydrophobic zones, one formed by the outer rank of threonine methyl groups 

and the  other  by  the  rank of  backbone  methylene groups from the  Cα atoms of  the  glycine 

residues located between the threonine and aspartic acid/asparagine residues in the Ca2+-bound 

turns of the β-helix. Here the methylene groups may serve a similar function to that of the methyl  

groups of the second threonine array in the insect AFPs [22, 23]. Thus, although at first sight the 

IBF of  MpAFP appears to be dominated by hydrogen-bonding groups,  the threonine hydroxy 

groups are flanked by hydrophobic zones, as are the threonine hydroxy groups of the longest  

threonine  array  in  the  insect  AFPs.  The  relative  contribution  of  hydrogen-bonding  and 

hydrophobic interactions to ice binding continues to be a contentious issue and is an active area of  

investigation in the antifreeze field [89, 129-131].

The difference in location and aa composition of the IBF of MpAFP Region IV compared 

with that in the hyperactive β-helical insect AFPs is noteworthy.  MpAFP Region IV is the first 

putative β-helical AFP to locate its IBF in a Ca2+-bound turn as opposed to a flat parallel β-sheet, 

as is seen with the insect AFPs. Region IV is also the first AFP to use a TGN ice-binding motif.  

This is in contrast with the TXT sequences that define the ice-binding motifs of the insect AFPs.  

The X residue of each insect TXT motif points towards the interior of the structure, helping to  

stabilize the β-helix and to avoid steric clashes on the IBF of the protein. Glycine is necessary in  

the TGN ice-binding motif of Region IV to allow proper folding of each XGTGND Ca2+-bound 

turn and to maintain a flat ice-binding surface. The fact that such different ice-binding motifs in 

different locations of a β-helix are able to lower the freezing point of a solution in a hyperactive  

manner is a testament to the plasticity of the β-helix as an AFP structural fold.

The aa composition of  MpAFP Region IV is rich in acidic residues (pI 3.67, calculated 

from the aa composition). Aspartic acid accounts for 13.5% of the residues, whereas lysine and 

arginine combined account for only 2.9% of the total residues. Glycine is the most prevalent aa, at  
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18.4%. The region is also high in threonine, serine, (iso)leucine and valine, and it does not contain  

a single proline or cysteine residue. Proteins high in these specific residues have a propensity to  

fold as β-helices [132]. The high proportion of glycine is necessary to allow proper turns in the  

helix, while valine and (iso)leucine have high β-sheet propensities and their side chains create the  

hydrophobic  core  for  the  protein.  Proline  residues  are  under-represented,  owing  to  their 

destabilizing effects on β-sheets. The actual pI of Ca2+-bound Region IV is probably higher than 

pH 3.67, owing to the fact that 11 of its 28 aspartic acid residues point inwards to co-ordinate Ca2+ 

ions in the XGTGND turns. Their charge is offset by the Ca2+ ions and they are not exposed to the 

solvent.

We were originally unsure of the contribution that aspartic acid/asparagine residues of the  

XGTGND Ca2+-bound turns made towards ice binding. However, the mutagenesis data clearly 

show that the threonine and aspartic acid/asparagine residues contribute roughly equally to the 

ice-binding ability of this protein. Single mutations of residues located in the middle of the flat 

IBF,  namely  T81Y  or  N65Y,  both  lowered  TH  levels  by  50%.  The  double  threonine  or 

threonine/asparagine mutants, namely T81Y/N65Y and T81Y/T141Y, both lowered TH levels to 

25%. This clearly implicates the aspartic acid/asparagine residues of each XGTGND Ca2+-bound 

turn in ice-binding, therefore making this the first report of a repetitive array of both threonine  

and aspartic acid/asparagine constituting the IBF of an AFP.

3.5.2 Structural basis for the novel β-helical fold

The presence of a single row of bound Ca2+ ions in Region IV, as opposed to two, is 

understandable when its aa sequence is compared with that of AP. Each 19-aa loop of Region IV 

contains only one XGTGND Ca2+-binding motif. This is in contrast with each 18-aa loop of AP, 

which contains two GGXGXD Ca2+-binding motifs. Region IV only requires Ca2+ down the side 

of the IBF, because it is stabilized by a more extensive hydrophobic core down the opposite side 
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of the structure. Every 18-aa loop of AP contains two inward-pointing hydrophobic U residues 

that are found in each XUX β-strand. The 19-aa loops of Region IV contain 4 hydrophobic U 

residues that point inwards. These two extra hydrophobic residues are located at the end of each 

decapeptide motif (that is, XGTGNDXUXU) and in the first β-strand of each nonapeptide motif 

(that is, GGXUXGXUX). The aspartic acid-to-glycine mutation at position 6 of each nonapeptide 

motif of Region IV (that is, GGXUXGXUX) was perhaps the strongest indicator that Ca2+ cannot 

be bound down the side opposite  the  IBF,  since aspartic  acid residues  are  crucial  in  the  co-

ordination of Ca2+ in a GGXGXD turn. Molecular-dynamics simulations suggested that, in the 

absence of the aspartic acid residues, the remaining interactions with the carbonyl oxygen atom of 

the glycine and ‘X’ residues are insufficient to keep the Ca2+ in place (results not shown). Instead, 

the conserved glycine residue at that position facilitates the turn between XUX β-strands in each 

GGXUXGXUX nonapeptide motif of Region IV.

3.5.3 Differences between Region IV and other β-helical proteins

MpAFP is the first reported instance of a β-helix that contains a single Ca 2+-binding turn 

per loop. There are over 100 structures in the PDB (Protein Data Bank) today that contain some 

variation of a β-helix fold [132]. The only β-helical proteins identified to date that bind Ca2+ and 

utilize it in a structural role are AP and its homologues, as well as C5-epimerase from Azotobacter  

vinlandii [133]. They all  contain the archetypal RTX nonapeptide motif of a GGXGXD Ca2+-

binding turn followed by a three-residue XUX β-strand. The 19-aa repeats of MpAFP Region IV 

therefore represent a novel β-helical fold that contains a single RTX Ca2+-binding motif per loop 

of the structure. The prevalence of these novel β-helical 19-aa repeats in other proteins in the 

database is much lower as compared with the classic tandemly repeated RTX nonapeptide motifs. 

The  top  three  BLASTp  hits  to  MpAFP  Region  IV  are  RTX-like  proteins  produced  by 

alphaproteobacteria from the Magnetospirillum genus. All three contain 12 copies of the 19-aa β-
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helix repeat that are nearly identical with MpAFP Region IV. However, they do not contain the 

conserved threonine and asparagine residues at the XGTGND position of the Ca2+-bound turn that 

is seen in Region IV. We have cloned and recombinantly expressed the top BLASTp hit to Region 

IV (gi=83311100) in E. coli as a C-terminal His6-tagged protein (results not shown). The protein 

did not display any TH activity, further demonstrating the necessity of the conserved threonine 

and aspartic acid/asparagine residues for ice binding.

3.5.4 Comparison of MpAFP with models of plant AFPs

Asparagine residues have been implicated in ice binding in a carrot (Daucus carota) AFP 

[28]. A theoretical model exists for the protein, which has been predicted to fold as a leucine-rich  

repeat with loops of 23–25 aa in length. A well-conserved leucine/isoleucine hydrophobic core 

stabilizes the structure, and the putative IBF of the model consists of an asparagine residue in 

each loop flanked by hydrophilic residues on either side. The TH activity of the wild-type protein 

is very low, however, with TH levels of about 0.4 °C at a concentration of 2.5 mg/ml. It does have 

appreciable  ice re-crystallization inhibition activity,  however.  The authors  of  [28] support  the 

contention that the low TH activity of the protein is the result  of  the plant having evolved a 

freeze-tolerance strategy as opposed to a freeze-avoidance strategy, where high levels of TH are  

actually detrimental to the organism.

A theoretical  β-roll  model  also  exists  for  the  AFP from  Lolium  perenne (perennial 

ryegrass)  [27]. It contains a conserved hydrophobic core of valine residues, with an asparagine 

‘ladder’ at each end of the roll that helps to stabilize the structure. These asparagine residues are  

internal  and make hydrogen-bond contacts with the β-roll  backbone. The model contains two 

potential ice-binding surfaces on either side of the structure, which consist of two rows of solvent-

accessible residues similar to those of the insect AFPs, but less well conserved. As was the case 

for the carrot  AFP, this AFP has very low TH activity,  but  is  very effective at  inhibiting ice  
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recrystallization, a common trend displayed among plant AFPs.

3.5.5 Comparison of MpAFP with other bacterial AFPs

Our  biophysical  characterization,  modelling  and  site-directed  mutagenesis  of  MpAFP 

Region IV has generated the first plausible structure of a bacterial AFP. Prior to this presently  

reported study, only two other bacterial AFPs had been characterized at the sequence level. The 

arctic plant-growth-promoting rhizobacterium Pseudomonas putida GR12-2 secretes a 164 kDa 

lipoglycoprotein (afpA) that contains five RTX-like XGXGXD repeats within its sequence [134]. 

AfpA shows affinity for  ice  by being able to shape ice  crystals,  but  its  antifreeze activity  is  

questionable, since no TH value has been reported. It is unclear whether afpA's XGXGXD repeats 

play an active role in its ability to shape ice. TH assays of the recombinantly expressed protein  

were performed in 1mM EDTA, which, in the case of MpAFP Region IV, would have destroyed 

its ice-shaping ability. However, afpA was still able to shape ice crystals. It is therefore possible  

that afpA's XGXGXD repeats perform some function involved in the secretion and subsequent  

extracellular targeting of the protein and not in its antifreeze activity. This idea is bolstered by the  

fact that these repeats do not contain the requisite threonine and aspartic acid/asparagine residues 

at the corresponding XGXGXD positions of the motif that have been shown to be vital for TH 

activity in MpAFP Region IV. Also, if indeed afpA's XGXGXD repeats fold as a Ca2+-stabilized 

β-roll, the size of the roll, and hence the putative IBF, of the structure would likely be too small to 

effectively inhibit the growth of ice.

More recently, an Antarctic strain of the Gram-negative bacterium Colwelia sp. SLW05 

was found to produce a 26 kDa IBP (ice-binding protein) that it secretes into the medium [14]. 

The protein is able to shape ice crystals, but it displays extremely low TH values (<0.1 °C). The 

aa sequence of the protein is  similar  to those of IBPs of other sea-ice bacteria (Polaribacter  

irgensii and  Psychromonas ingrahamii), a sea-ice diatom (Navicula glaciei) and a snow-mould 
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fungus (Typhula ishikariensis).  There is,  however,  no similarity between it  and any region of 

MpAFP. Like the plant AFPs from D. carota and L. perenne, it is hypothesized to function as an 

inhibitor of ice recrystallization, where it can effectively limit the growth of large ice crystals at 

the expense of smaller ones.

In conclusion, we have identified a novel β-helical ice-binding fold found in the region of 

MpAFP responsible for its antifreeze activity. On the basis,  partly,  of  the β-roll  from AP, the  

model for Region IV identified a repetitive array of threonine and aspartic acid/asparagine found 

in each XGTGND Ca2+-bound turn of the β-helix that constitutes the IBF of the protein. A single 

row of Ca2+ ions is required in the structure to co-ordinate properly the folding of each XGTGND 

turn. This turn is followed by three β-strands in each loop, the hydrophobic residues of which 

point  inwards,  creating  a  structurally  stabilizing  hydrophobic  core  for  the  protein.  The  Ca 2+-

dependent hyperactivity of the protein is explained by the ability of the side-chain oxygen atoms 

of the threonine and aspartic acid/asparagine residues located in the Ca2+-bound turns of the β-

helix to mimic the distance of oxygen atoms in an ice crystal in multiple planes of the ice lattice, a  

mechanism similar to that employed by the hyperactive β-helical insect AFPs.

3.5.6 Note added in proof (Received 7 February 2008)

Since this paper was proofed out,  the crystal  structure of an extracellular  lipase from 

Serratia  marcescens was  solved  [135].  The  structure  reveals  a  β-roll  with  Ca2+ ions  bound 

internally down one side of the roll, lending further support to the plausibility of the model put 

forward in the present paper.
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4 CHAPTER 4 - ANCHORED CLATHRATE WATERS BIND ANTIFREEZE 
PROTEINS TO ICE

Preface:

This chapter was published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science of the United 

States of America: Christopher P. Garnham, Robert L. Campbell, and Peter L. Davies.  (2011) 

Anchored  Clathrate  Waters  Bind  Antifreeze  Proteins  to  Ice.   Proc.  Natl.  Acad.  Sci.  U  S  A. 

108(18):7363-7 
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manuscript.  C.P.G solved the crystal structure of  MpAFP_RIV with the help of R.L.C.  C.P.G. 
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4.1 Abstract

The mechanism by which antifreeze proteins (AFPs) irreversibly bind to ice has not yet  

been resolved. The ice-binding site of an AFP is relatively hydrophobic, but also contains many 

potential  hydrogen  bond  donors/acceptors.  The  extent  to  which  hydrogen  bonding  and  the 

hydrophobic effect contribute to ice binding has been debated for over 30 years. Here we have 

elucidated the ice-binding mechanism through solving the first crystal structure of an Antarctic  

bacterial AFP. This 34-kDa domain, the largest AFP structure determined to date, folds as a Ca2+-

bound parallel  β-helix with an extensive array of ice-like surface waters that are anchored via 

hydrogen bonds directly  to  the  polypeptide  backbone and adjacent  side  chains.  These  bound 

waters make an excellent three-dimensional match to both the primary prism and basal planes of  

ice and in effect provide an extensive X-ray crystallographic picture of the AFP:ice interaction. 

This unobstructed view, free from crystal-packing artefacts, shows the contributions of both the  

hydrophobic effect and hydrogen bonding during AFP adsorption to ice. We term this mode of  

binding the “anchored clathrate” mechanism of AFP action. 
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4.2 Introduction

Antifreeze proteins (AFPs) adsorb to the surface of ice crystals and prevent their growth  

[31].  This  adsorption  lowers  the  freezing  temperature  of  a  solution  below its  melting  point,  

enabling  the  survival  of  many  organisms  that  inhabit  ice-laden  environments.  Despite  their  

common function, AFPs display remarkable diversity in their tertiary structures [18, 19, 22, 23, 

25, 86]. This diversity results partly from their independent evolutionary origins  [10, 44] and 

partly from the surface heterogeneity of their  natural  ligand,  ice  [45]. Hexagonal  ice presents 

many different planes (expressed as Miller indices)  of water molecules to which an AFP can  

develop  affinity.  Although  specificity  toward  different  ice  planes  is  a  key  determinant  of 

antifreeze activity [48], the mechanism by which an AFP binds to ice remains undefined. 

Hydrogen bonds were originally proposed to be the main binding force between an AFP 

and ice [59]. Yet this hypothesis was unable to explain how an AFP would preferentially bind ice 

when solvated by 55 M water. Subsequent studies proposed that the hydrophobic effect was the 

main ice-binding force, where constrained, clathrate-like water on the ice-binding site (IBS) is 

released into the  solvent  upon ice binding,  resulting in a  gain of  entropy  [54,  65].  However, 

several molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have indicated that the relatively hydrophobic IBS 

of an AFP is capable of ordering water molecules into an ice-like lattice  [89-91, 130, 131, 136, 

137] and, instead of shedding bound water molecules upon ice binding, the ordered waters might 

facilitate the AFP's interaction with ice by matching certain ice planes [91]. Although intriguing, 

these simulations fall short of describing at the molecular level how an AFP might order water  

molecules  into an  ice-like  lattice  that  has  the  specificity  and binding strength  to  irreversibly  

adsorb the AFP to ice. 

The Antarctic bacterium Marinomonas primoryensis produces an exceptionally large (ca. 
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1.5 MDa) Ca2+-dependent  AFP (MpAFP)  [29, 51]. The protein contains two highly repetitive 

segments that divide it into five distinct regions (Figure 4.1A). Region II of MpAFP accounts for 

90% of the protein's  mass and is comprised of  ca. 120 tandem copies of an identical  104-aa 

sequence.  The  antifreeze  activity  of  MpAFP resides  in  region  IV (MpAFP_RIV),  a  322-aa 

segment  of  the  protein  that  contains  13  tandem  19-aa  repeats.  Recombinantly-expressed 

MpAFP_RIV has been shown to bind Ca2+ and depress the freezing point  of  a solution in a 

hyperactive manner [29]. Here, we have determined the X-ray crystal structure of MpAFP_RIV to 

a  resolution  of  1.7  Å  (Table  4.1).  The  structure  explains  MpAFP_RIV's  Ca2+-dependent 

hyperactivity and also provides direct experimental evidence that anchored clathrate waters bind 

AFPs to ice.

4.3 Material and Methods

4.3.1 MpAFP_RIV expression and purification 

The gene encoding  MpAFP_RIV was ligated into the  NdeI/XhoI  sites  of  the  pET28a 

expression vector placing an N-terminal 6X His-tag on the protein.  The protein was expressed  

and purified as  previously  described  [29].   Following this,  the  purified protein  was dialyzed 

against  50  mM Tris-HCl  (pH 8),  150 mM NaCl,  2  mM CaCl2,  and  then  incubated  at  room 

temperature overnight with 1 unit  of thrombin per mg of protein to remove the His-tag.  The 

digestion solution was then adjusted to 5 mM imidazole and placed over an Ni-NTA column 

(Qiagen) where the flow-through was collected and dialyzed against 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 2 

mM CaCl2 (buffer A).         

4.3.2 Buffer screen to identify optimal buffer for crystallography

MpAFP_RIV was concentrated to 16 mg/ml in buffer A and screened via hanging drop 

vapour diffusion in a manner similar to [98] against buffers at a concentration of 100 mM
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Figure  4.1:  Structure  of  MpAFP_RIV.   A)  MpAFP  consists  of  five  distinct  Regions. 
Highlighted in blue are the tandem 104-aa repeats that constitute Region II, while Region IV is 
coloured orange.  Numbers below each Region indicate the number of amino acids.  B) Cartoon 
representation of MpAFP_RIV.  Ca2+=green spheres.  C) 2Fo-Fc electron density of the unit cell 
contoured at σ=1 showing 4 distinct  β-helical chains.  D) Cross-section view of  MpAFP_RIV 
residues # 95-131.  Carbon=white, nitrogen=blue, oxygen=red, Ca2+=green.  E) Stereo view of 
Ca2+-binding turn of  MpAFP_RIV.  Colour scheme is as previously mentioned.  Black hatched 
lines  represent  hydrogen  bonds.   Residues  involved  in  Ca2+-binding  are  indicated.  Numbers 
indicate position within the hexa-peptide xGTGND motif. U=upper loop, L=lower loop.      



Table 4.1: Data collection and refinement statistics for MpAFP_RIV.

Data collection HoCl3 data set Native data set

Space group P1 P1

Cell dimensions 
(a, b, c) (Å)
(α, β, γ) (º)

56.101, 70.605, 84.441
99.386, 94.914, 96.634

57.500, 70.780, 84.250
99.060, 92.300, 97.470

Resolution (Å) 43.9-1.99 (2.06-1.99) 31.6 -1.7  (1.79-1.70)

No. molecules / A.U. 4 4

I/σI 9.3 (3.4) 12.2 (2.7)

Completeness 97.50 (83.20) 94.9 (84.20)

Redundancy 3.9 (3.9) 3.9 (3.9)

Refinement

Resolution (Å) 27.96-1.99 (2.05-1.99) 31.6-1.7 (1.744-1.700)

No. of reflections 77023 (4675) 128766 (8521)

Rwork/Rfree 19.09/24.67 (20.8/26.8) 16.75/20.01 (28.5/33.3)

No. of atoms
protein

ligand/ion
water

8775
52
613

9068
64

1678

B-factors (Å2) 23.94 9.28

R.M.S. Deviations
bond lengths (Å)
bond angles (º)

0.024
2.027

0.017
1.554
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spanning a wide range of pH values (pH 3-10).  Buffers with acidic to neutral pKa values caused 

the protein to precipitate (typically within minutes to days), while drops remained clear in wells 

containing alkaline buffers.  Following this, a more specific buffer screen was performed using 

solely  buffers  with  alkaline  pKa values  while  at  the  same  time  testing  increasing  CaCl2 

concentrations  in  the  drop  (up  to  10  mM).   Drops  containing  100  mM L-arginine  (pH 9.5)  

remained clear at Ca2+ concentrations up to 4 mM.  MpAFP_RIV was then dialyzed against 20 

mM L-arginine (pH 9.5) and 4 mM CaCl2 and concentrated to 5.5 mg/ml for crystallographic 

screening.                

4.3.3 MpAFP_RIV crystallization 

Initial  crystal  hits  were  obtained  via  hanging  drop vapour  diffusion  by  mixing  equal 

volumes of 5.5 mg/ml MpAFP_RIV with well solution containing 10% PEG 8000 and 200 mM 

MgAcetate.  Crystals grew at room temperature and appeared roughly 4 weeks following drop set 

up.  The initial hit was multi-crystalline in nature.  Crystals suitable for structure determination 

were  obtained  using  both  micro-  and  macro-seeding  techniques.   Briefly,  the  drop  (4  µl) 

containing the initial hit was brought up to 50 µl with well solution and the crystals in the drop 

were crushed using a glass rod.  The solution of crushed crystals was added at 1/10 th volume to a 

drop (4 µl) containing 2.75 mg/ml  MpAFP_RIV mixed with an equal volume of well solution 

containing  10%  PEG  8000,  400  mM  MgAcetate.   This  typically  resulted  in  the  growth  of 

hundreds of small crystals (ca. 10-40 µm long).  To obtain larger crystals, individual crystals were 

removed  from the  microseeded  drop  and successively  washed  for  30  to  60  seconds  each  in 

solutions of decreasing PEG 8000 concentration (10%, 8%, 6%) containing 400 mM MgAcetate. 

Crystals were then placed in a drop (4 µl) contaning 2.75 mg/ml  MpAFP_RIV mixed with an 

equal volume of well solution containing 10% PEG 8000, 400 mM MgAcetate.  Plate-like crystals 

(dimensions ca. 200 µm x 200 µm x 50 µm) grew within 1-2 weeks.  Crystals obtained following 
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macro-seeding were still multi-crystalline.  Placing crystals in cryo solution resulted in fracture 

along fault lines of individual crystal lattices, releasing single-crystal fragments (ca. 100 µm x  

100 µm x 50 µm) suitable for structure determination.   The cryo solution for native crystals  

consisted of 12% PEG 8000, 400 mM MgAcetate, and 20% glycerol.   HoCl3 was used as a heavy 

atom for phasing and was included at a final concentration of 100 mM in an altered cryo solution 

consisting of 5% PEG8K, 600 mM Mg Acetate, and 30% glycerol.  Crystals were allowed to soak  

for 5 min prior to freezing and data collection.

4.3.4 Structure Determination 

X-ray data were collected at 100 K at the X6A beamline (NSLS, Brookhaven, NY).  Data 

were integrated and scaled using HKL2000 [138].  Ho3+ atoms were located using SHELX C/D/E 

[139] and ca. 33% of the unit cell was built automatically using ARPwARP [140].  Successive 

rounds  of  model  building  using  Coot  [141] and  refinement  using  REFMAC5 with  the  TLS 

protocol  [142] were used to build the contents of the unit cell.  A single protein chain from the  

heavy atom data set was used an initial search model of the native data set using Phaser  [143]. 

The contents of the unit cell from the native data set were built and refined in the same manner as  

the heavy atom data set.       

4.3.5 FIPA analysis 

FIPA  analysis  was  performed  as  previously  described  [144].   DNA  coding  for 

MpAFP_RIV was ligated into the NdeI/XhoI cut sites of the pET24a vector, placing a C-terminal 

hexa-histidine tag on the protein.  GFP was ligated upstream of  MpAFP_RIV into the NdeI cut 

site of the vector.  The correct clone was identified by restriction endonuclease digestion followed 

by DNA sequencing (Robart's Research Inst. London, Ontario).  The protein was purified via Ni-

NTA chromatography and was eluted from the column in buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 

8), 500 mM NaCl, 400 mM imidazole, and 2 mM CaCl2.  The Ni-NTA eluate was dialyzed against 
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10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 2 mM CaCl2 and then used for FIPA analysis.  Synthetic type I AFP 

was labelled with tetramethylrhodamine using a previously described protocol [145].  Following 

labelling,  the  protein was dialyzed against  10  mM Tris-HCl  (pH 8)  and then  used for  FIPA 

analysis.  All hemispheres were grown at a concentration of ca. 0.1 mg/ml.  

4.4 Results and Discussion

MpAFP_RIV folds as a right-handed Ca2+-bound parallel β-helix roughly 70 Å long and 

20×10 Å in cross-section (Figure 4.1B). Four of these β-helices are packed within the unit cell of 

the crystal, each one oriented anti-parallel to its two closest neighbours (Figure 4.1C). Every coil 

of the β-helix, typically 19 amino acids in length, contains one 6-residue Ca2+-binding turn and 

three short β strands separated by Gly-rich turns (Figure 4.1D). Distinct capping structures reside 

at the N and C termini (Figure 4.2A, B) of the  β-helix. The consensus amino acid sequence of 

each loop is xGTGNDxuxuGGxuxGxux, where  x represents any residue (typically hydrophilic) 

and u residues are hydrophobic (Val, Leu, or Ile) (Figure 4.2C). The u residues from each β-strand 

form a hydrophobic core that is screened from the solvent by main-chain hydrogen bonds that run 

parallel to the long axis of the helix. Thirteen Ca2+ ions align down one side of the structure and 

each is hepta-coordinated between successive xGTGND turns (Figure 4.1E). In particular,  the 

glycines  at  positions  2  and 4  (xGTGND) of  the  upper  loop  contribute  main-chain carbonyls 

whereas the aspartate at position 6 (xGTGND) contributes one side-chain carbonyl. In the lower 

loop, the  x residue at position 1 and threonine at position 3 (xGTGND)  contribute main-chain 

carbonyls, whereas the aspartate at position 6 (xGTGND) partially contributes both side-chain 

carbonyls. In this way, Asp residues at position 6 of each loop lock Ca2+ ions into place and 

bridge  each  Ca2+-binding  site.  This  coordination  scheme differs  only  at  the  most  C-terminal 

(13th) Ca2+-binding site, where a glutamate residue extends from a recessed Ca2+-binding loop 
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Figure 4.2: Capping structures and amino acid sequence of MpAFP_RIV.  A) N-terminal cap. 
The heterocyclic and aromatic residues His23, Phe25, Tyr28, and Phe33 partition the hydrophobic 
core from solvent.  The most N-terminal Ca2+ ion of the protein is locked into place by a side-
chain hydrogen bonding network between Asp34,  Ser36,  and Asn38.   B) C-terminal  cap.   A 
recessed  Ca2+-binding  loop  that  consists  of  a  helix-turn-helix  motif  (r.  #  287-301)  caps  the  
structure at the C terminus.  Phe303 points upwards into the hydrophobic core while Glu304 
assists in coordination of the most C-terminal Ca2+ ion.  C) Amino acid sequence of MpAFP_RIV. 
D) Stereo  view  of  13th  Ca2+-binding  site.   Two  water  molecules  substitute  for  main-chain 
carbonyl O atoms in the coordination of the most C-terminal Ca2+ ion.   



and binds Ca2+ along with two water molecules (Figure 4.2D). This site is apparently the protein's 

most solvent-accessible Ca2+-binding site as the lanthanide Ho3+,  soaked into the crystal as a 

heavy atom replacement for Ca2+, substituted into this position at roughly 50% occupancy in all 

four molecules of the unit cell. Ho3+ did not substitute at any other Ca2+-binding site. 

MpAFP_RIV presents a long and flat IBS that runs the length of its Ca2+-bound side 

(Figure 4.3A). It consists of the Thr and Asx (usually Asn) residues that project outward from the 

xGTGND Ca2+-binding  turns.  Previous  site-directed  mutagenesis  studies  have  confirmed  the 

location of the IBS [29]. Glycine typically separates Thr and Asx in each turn (except in loops 6 

and 8 where it  is  substituted by  aspartate),  and  this  pattern maintains  the  IBS's  flatness  and 

regularity, two characteristics that define the IBS of most AFPs, and in particular the hyperactive 

β-helical insect AFPs from  Tenebrio molitor (TmAFP) and spruce subworm (sbwAFP) (Figure 

4.3B,C) [22, 23]. Side-chain O atoms on the IBS's of all three β-helices form rectangular arrays 

ca. 7.4-Å wide × 4.6-Å long (Figure 4.3D) and these distances closely match the spacing of O 

atoms found on the primary prism and basal planes of ice. MpAFP_RIV uses a Thr-Gly-Asx motif 

located in a Ca2+-binding turn as its IBS, whereas both  TmAFP and sbwAFP use a Thr-x-Thr 

motif located in a flat β-sheet to bind ice. Asx residues are required on the IBS of MpAFP_RIV to 

compensate for the change in β-helical pitch that occurs in the Ca2+-binding turns of the protein, a 

phenomenon avoided in the  β-stranded IBSs of both  TmAFP and sbwAFP. The extra length of 

each Asx residue allows it to align ca. 7.4 Å from a Thr of the ensuing Ca2+-binding turn. If it is 

remarkable  that  the  identical  IBSs  of  the  non-homologous  β-helical  insect  AFPs  arose  via 

convergent  evolution,  it  is  even  more  extraordinary  that  this  precise  IBS geometry  has  been 

replicated again using a distinct ice-binding motif located within a unique β-helical fold. 
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Figure 4.3: IBS of MpAFP_RIV in comparison to those of TmAFP and sbwAFP.  A) The IBS 
of MpAFP_RIV.  The Thr and Asx residues of each xGTGND Ca2+-binding turn point outwards 
and create a flat, repetitive array ideal for ice binding.  B) The hyperactive right-handed β-helical 
AFP produced by the beetle  Tenebrio molitor.  Green=carbon, red=oxygen, sulfur=orange.  C) 
The  hyperactive  left-handed  β-helical  AFP  produced  by  the  spruce  budworm  moth 
(Choristoneura  fumiferana).   Yellow=carbon,  red=oxygen.   D) Comparison  of  IBS geometry 
between MpAFP_RIV and the two hyperactive β-helical insect AFPs.  Distances between O atoms 
are indicated in Ångstroms.           



MpAFP_RIV is a homologue of the repeats-in-toxin (RTX) family of secreted virulence 

factors  produced  by  numerous  pathogenic  Gram-negative  gammaproteobacteria  [96].  RTX 

proteins are defined by the presence of a tandemly repeated nonapeptide motif (GGxGxDxux) 

that folds as a β-helix with Ca2+ bound down both sides of the structure [97, 133], and not just 

one as seen in region IV (Figure 4.4A). The xGTGND repeats of MpAFP_RIV bind Ca2+ and fold 

identically to the GGxGxD repeats that define the RTX proteins. However  MpAFP_RIV binds 

Ca2+ only down one side of the helix because each 19-aa loop of the protein contains just one  

xGTGND Ca2+-binding repeat, and not two as is seen in the RTX proteins. Positions 3 and 5 of 

the  canonical  RTX  GGxGxD  Ca2+-binding  turn  are  highly  variable  (Figure  4.4B)  and 

MpAFP_RIV's affinity toward ice therefore most likely developed once sufficient Thr and Asx 

substitutions occurred within the Ca2+-binding turns of the β-helix.   

The unique IBS of MpAFP_RIV arranges water molecules into a specific ice-like lattice. 

These organized surface waters align down the entire length of one of the four helices in the unit 

cell (chain D) (Figure 4.5A), and also down the bottom third of chain A (Figure 4.5B). These were 

the only two areas  in  the  unit  cell  where  the  IBS was  completely solvent-exposed,  ensuring 

specific  protein:solvent  interactions  free  from  crystal-packing  artefacts.  Waters  in  these  two 

separate areas are coordinated in the same manner, confirming the specificity of the interaction.  

The ice-like  water  molecules  enclose the γ-methyl  of  each Thr  (xGTGND),  and this  cage is 

anchored to the IBS by hydrogen bonds to the main-chain nitrogen and side-chain hydroxyl of  

each Thr (Figure 4.5C). Waters are also hydrogen bonded to the main-chain nitrogen of each Gly 

(xGTGND) and side-chain oxygen of each Asx (xGTGND). The two Asp residues substituted for 

Gly (coils 6 and 8) project outward and are located in the middle of the IBS. Their side-chain  

carbonyls mimic the location of surface waters and also assist in their coordination (Figure 4.5D). 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between MpAFP_RIV and RTX-like β-helices.  A) Cross-section of 
MpAFP_RIV residues 115-161 and alkaline protease (PBD 1KAP) residues 331-375.  Oxygens 
are shown in red, nitrogens blue, Ca2+ are green.  Carbons are white for MpAFP_RIV and yellow 
for alkaline protease.  The side chains of solvent exposed residues have been omitted for clarity. 
B) Amino acid alignment of  MpAFP_RIV to various known RTX-like proteins.  The primary 
amino acid sequence of two Ca2+-binding β-helices of known tertiary structure found in alkaline 
protease (produced by  Pseudomonas aeruginosa) and C5 epimerase (produced by  Azotobacter  
Vinelandii)  are  shown as  are  GGxGxD repeats  of  alpha-hemolysin (produced by  Escherichia 
coli).  Boxed residues indicate GGxGxD Ca2+-binding repeats while sequences in bold represent 
β-strand.   The  highly  variable  positions  3  and  5  of  the  GGxGxD  Ca2+-binding  repeats  are 
highlighted in red.
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Figure  4.5: Ordered surface waters on the IBS of  MpAFP_RIV.  A) IBS of Chain D freely 
exposed to solvent in the unit cell.  B) Section of Chain A freely exposed to solvent in the unit 
cell.  The color scheme is the same as in Fig. 4.1, while ordered surface waters are represented as  
aqua spheres.  C) Ordered surface waters hydrogen bonded directly to the IBS or one molecule  
removed.  D) Asp residues on the IBS mimic surface waters and also assist in the coordination of 
two water molecules.  E, F) The organized surface waters make an excellent three-dimensional 
match to both the basal (E) and primary prism (F) planes of ice.  The direction of the  c-axis is 
indicated in both figures.          



The ice-like waters that encompass the IBS of MpAFP_RIV make an excellent 3-D match to both 

the basal and primary prism planes of ice (Figure 4.5E,F,  Figure 4.6A,B). The solvent-exposed 

waters located on the lower third of chain A’s IBS have an rmsd of 0.68 Å when aligned to 28  

oxygen atoms on the primary prism plane of ice and 0.73 Å when aligned to 24 oxygen atoms on 

the basal plane of ice. This near-perfect alignment underscores the precision of the fit between the 

protein and ice provided by this glimpse of an AFP:ice interaction. 

             Microscopic ice crystals formed in the presence of MpAFP_RIV are shaped as hexagonal 

plates (Figure 4.7A), confirming the protein’s affinity toward the basal and primary prism planes. 

MpAFP_RIV tagged with GFP for fluorescence-based ice plane affinity (FIPA) analysis  [144] 

turned single ice-crystal hemispheres uniformly fluorescent (Figure 4.7B,C), consistent with the 

protein’s affinity toward the basal and primary prism planes of ice, as well as surfaces between  

these  planes,  a  property  also  seen  with  the  hyperactive  AFP from  snow  fleas  [26].  For  a 

comparison, FIPA analysis was also performed on type I AFP. Type I AFP binds only the {20–21} 

plane of ice (Figure 4.7E,F) [56] and shapes ice into a hexagonal bipyramid with a c:a axial ratio 

of 3.3:1 (Figure 4.7D), consistent with it binding only to this pyramidal plane and not the basal  

plane. MpAFP_RIV’s ability to bind to at least the primary prism and basal planes of ice accounts  

for its hyperactivity and further strengthens the finding by [48] that basal plane binding is a key 

determinant of AFP hyperactivity. 

As  previously  mentioned,  several  molecular  dynamics  studies  have  reported  ice-like 

hydration and slowed water exchange around the IBS of an AFP [89-91, 130, 131, 136, 137].  The 

structural  determination  of  MpAFP_RIV  provides  a  molecular  explanation  as  to  how  this 

phenomenon might occur.  The relative hydrophobicity of an AFP's IBS orders water molecules 

via the hydrophobic effect into an ice-like lattice that is anchored to the protein via hydrogen 

bonds.  These anchored waters then allow an AFP to bind ice by matching a specific plane(s) of 
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Figure 4.6: Stereo view of MpAFP_RIV docked to the basal and primary prism planes of ice. 
A) MpAFP_RIV docked to the basal plane of ice.  Anchored clathrate waters on the IBS of the 
protein are colored aqua, while oxygen atoms of the ice lattice are colored red.  B) MpAFP_RIV 
docked to the primary prism plane of ice.   
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Figure  4.7: Ice-binding characteristics of  MpAFP_RIV and Type I AFP.  A) MpAFP_RIV 
shapes ice into hexagonal plates at the microscopic level.  The scale bar represents a length of 20  
µm.  B) Single-ice-crystal hemisphere of GFP-tagged  MpAFP_RIV.  The crystal was mounted 
with a primary prism plane oriented perpendicular to the ice-finger.  The direction of the c-axis is 
indicated.   C) Same  as  in  (B),  but  this  time  with  the  basal  plane  of  the  crystal  oriented 
perpendicular to the ice-finger.   D) Type I AFP shapes ice into a hexagonal bipyramid.  E) Single-
ice-crystal hemisphere of tetramethylrhodamine-labelled type I AFP.  The crystal was mounted 
with a primary prism plane oriented perpendicular to the ice-finger.  F) Same as in (E) but with 
the basal plane of the crystal oriented perpendicular to the ice-finger.  All hemispheres have a  
diameter of ca. 5 cm.  



ice.  This mechanism is applicable to any AFP regardless of activity level.  Hyperactive AFPs will 

be able to order water molecules that allow them to adsorb to multiple planes of ice, one of which 

is the basal plane, while moderately active AFPs will be capable of ordering water molecules that  

enable them to adsorb to multiple planes of ice, just not the basal plane.  The energetics that  

govern AFP:ice interactions have thus come full circle, with hydrogen bonds required to anchor 

water molecules organized by the hydrophobic effect.  

Fish type III AFP was recently shown by NMR to bind ice only once the hydration shell  

surrounding the IBS of the protein froze, further supporting our observation [81].  Though the 

structure of  MpAFP_RIV was solved at a temperature of 100 K, it would seem reasonable to  

assume that at temperatures above 0 °C, the stability of anchored clathrate waters on the solvent  

exposed portions of the IBS of MpAFP_RIV would decrease.  In solution, waters near the IBS of 

an AFP are likely to be mobile and exchangeable with solvent waters.  Another recent NMR study 

revealed that water molecules on the IBS of TmAFP displayed high mobility and exchanged with 

bulk water on a sub-nanosecond time scale [146].  The short life-time of ordered water molecules 

on the IBS of an AFP offers an explanation to both the concentration  [48] and annealing-time 

dependence [147] of antifreeze activity.  Only a small percentage of total AFP in solution at any 

one time would have a quorum of water molecules in the correct orientation sufficient for ice-

binding.   The  number  of  AFPs  competent  to  bind  ice  would  rise  with  increasing  protein 

concentration and/or annealing time, increasing the amount of AFP bound to the surface of the ice 

crystal and therefore raising TH levels.  In this scenario, the energetics of an AFP-ice interaction  

are driven primarily by enthalpic, and not entropic gains.  Shedding ordered surface waters for  

entropic  gains  would  actually  spoil  the  AFP:ice  interaction,  leaving  the  protein  less  able  to 

recognize the specific plane(s) of ice towards which it has evolved affinity.  Our results indicate 

that an AFP partially forms its ligand before binding to it.
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5 CHAPTER 5 - NOVEL DIMERIC β-HELICAL MODEL OF AN ICE NUCLEATION 
PROTEIN WITH BRIDGED ACTIVE SITES

Preface:

This chapter has been submitted to the Journal BMC Structural Biology:

Garnham CP, Campbell RL, Walker VK, and Davies PL. (2011) Novel dimeric β-helical model of 

an ice nucleation protein with bridged active sites.  Submitted to BMC Structural Biology.  

All modelling and molecular dynamics simulations reported in this chapter were performed by 

Christopher P Garnham.  The manuscript was written by CPG with editorial input from RLC, 

VKW, and PLD. 
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5.1 Abstract

Ice nucleation proteins (INPs) allow water to freeze at high subzero temperatures.  How 

they function at the molecular level is unknown.  Here we have predicted a novel β-helical fold 

for the INP produced by the bacterium Pseudomonas borealis.  The protein uses internal serine 

and glutamine ladders for stabilization and is predicted to dimerize via the burying of a solvent-

exposed tyrosine ladder to make an intimate hydrophobic contact along the dimerization interface. 

The manner in which PbINP dimerizes also allows for its multimerization, which could explain 

the aggregation-dependence of INP activity.   Both sides of the  PbINP structure have tandem 

arrays  of  amino acids  that  can  organize  waters  into  the  ice-like  clathrate  structures  seen  on 

antifreeze proteins. Dimerization dramatically increases the 'ice-active' surface area of the protein  

by doubling its width, increasing its length, and presenting identical ice-forming surfaces on both 

sides of the protein. We suggest that this allows sufficient anchored clathrate waters to align on  

the INP surface to nucleate freezing.  As PbINP is highly similar to all known bacterial INPs, we 

predict its fold and mechanism of action will apply to these other INPs.  
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5.2 Introduction

Two extraordinary families of proteins have evolved to influence ice growth in opposite 

ways: antifreeze proteins (AFPs) that irreversibly adsorb to the surface of ice crystals to prevent 

their further growth [60]; and ice-nucleating proteins (INPs) that cause ice to form in solution at 

high  sub-zero  temperatures  [102,  148].  Whereas  AFPs  are  small  (Mr 3,000  –  35,000),  and 

generally monomeric proteins, INPs are large (Mr >100,000) and function as multimers [101].

The  tertiary  structures  of  many  AFPs  are  known,  but  none  has  been  experimentally 

determined for an INP.  Most INPs contain three distinct domains, with the majority of their mass 

residing  within  a  highly  repetitive  central  domain  [149].  This  domain  consists  of  a  variable 

number (ca. 50-80) of tandem 16-amino-acid (aa) repeats, with each repeat following the general 

consensus sequence of GYGSTxTAxxxSxLxA [150].  NMR and CD studies of synthetic bacterial 

INP peptides have not revealed a basic folding unit  [150-153].  Molecular models of INP from the 

bacterium Pseudomonas syringae have included a planar array of anti-parallel β-strands [154] and 

a left-handed β-helix [150].  The latter was modelled on UDP-acetylglucosamine acyltransferease 

as an AFP-like β-helix with the β-stranded TxT motifs located within each 16-aa repeat aligning 

down one side of the protein and functioning as the site of ice nucleation.  Interestingly, a 96-aa 

recombinantly-expressed  fragment  of  PsINP was  shown  to  produce  moderate  levels  of  AFP 

activity [155], hinting that INPs and AFPs share a similar mechanism of action.  

The Gram-negative bacterium P. borealis produces a 1244-aa INP (PbINP) similar to all 

other known bacterial INPs [99].  Here we have predicted the structure of a 128-aa segment of the 

protein  using  a  combination  of  homology-based  modelling  and  molecular  dynamics  (MD) 

simulations.   The right-handed  β-helical  model  is  stabilized by internal  serine and glutamine 

ladders,  and is  predicted to  dimerize  via  a  highly conserved solvent-exposed tyrosine ladder. 
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Each chain of the dimer contains two putative ice-nucleation sites, located opposite one another,  

and  comprised  of  repetitive  TQTA and  SLTA  β-strands.   Each  surface  is  flat  and  relatively 

hydrophobic, but also replete with hydrogen bond donors and acceptors; hallmarks of a typical  

AFP ice-binding  site  (IBS).   MD  simulations  show  each  site  is  capable  of  ordering  water 

molecules  into an ice-like  lattice,  indicating that  INPs use the same anchored clathrate  (AC) 

mechanism of action that was recently elucidated for all AFPs  [156].  Indeed, AC waters align 

across the entire width of both sides of the INP dimer, dramatically increasing the 'active' surface 

area of the protein and further strengthening the idea that size, and not fold or mechanism of 

action,  is  the  primary  discriminating  factor  between  the  two  families  of  proteins  with 

diametrically opposite functions regarding ice growth.

5.3 Materials and Methods

5.3.1 Initial model building 

All model building was performed using a combination of the programs PyMOL [124] 

and SYBYL (version 6.4, Tripos Associates, St. Louis, MO).  PyMOL was used to excise the β-

roll from alkaline protease (PDB 1KAP), remove the roll's Ca2+-binding turns, and change its tri-

peptide  xux  β-strands  (where  x  is  any  amino  acid  and  u  is  a  hydrophobic  residue)  to  the 

appropriate  TQTA and  SLTA motifs  of  PbINP.   SYBYL was  used  to  manually  build  and 

energetically minimize the xxxS and GYGS loops that connect the TQTA and SLTA β-strands. 

Finally,  PyMOL was  used  to  copy  and  expand  the  16-aa  loop  until  an  8-loop  β-helix  was 

completed (corresponding to residues 217-345 of PbINP).

5.3.2 Molecular dynamics simulations of initial model

All MD simulations were performed using the program Gromacs v. 4.5.3 [125].  Prior to 

all  full-scale  MD  simulations  described  below,  energy  minimization  and  a  50  ps  position-
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restrained MD simulation was performed to relax the solvent  around the protein.   Berendsen  

temperature and pressure coupling were applied in all cases, and the GROMOS96 43a1 force field  

and SPC water model were used unless stated otherwise.  The initial model of  PbINP (residues 

217-345) was solvated in a box containing 6239 water molecules and 14 Na+ ions to offset the 

charge of the protein.  A full-scale 5-ns MD simulation was then performed at 277K.  The average 

structure of the final 3 ns of the simulation was calculated and energy minimized  in vacuo.  A 

Ramachandran plot of the protein was generated using the program PROCHECK [157].  

5.3.3 PbINP dimer construction and MD simulations 

The dimer of PbINP was built by duplicating the protein, rotating it 180º about the long 

axis of the structure, and then placing the duplicated chain's tyrosine ladder in close proximity to  

the tyrosine ladder of the original chain.  This parallel arrangement of the helices placed their N 

termini at the same end of the dimer.  The dimer was solvated in a box containing 13,401 waters 

and 28 Na+ ions to offset the charge of the protein.  The protein was subjected to a 10-ns full-scale  

MD simulation.  An average structure of the protein from the final 5 ns of the simulation was 

calculated and energy minimized in the same manner as previously mentioned.  This structure was 

then re-solvated and subjected to a 10-ns full-scale MD simulation at 298 K to test the stability of  

the dimeric protein.  A single chain from the dimer was also subjected to the same simulation to  

test its stability at the elevated temperature of 298 K. 

5.3.4 PbINP dimer hydration studies 

A 2-ns  MD simulation  was  performed  at  the  temperature  of  273  K  on  the  energy-

minimized average dimeric structure of PbINP to investigate the hydration of the protein.  As a 

positive  control,  chain  B  from  region  IV  of  the  AFP produced  by  the  Antarctic  bacterium 

Marinomonas primoryensis (MpAFP_RIV) (PDB 3P4G) was subjected to the same simulation. 

The OPLS-aa force field [158, 159] along with the TIP5P water model  [160] were used in each 
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case.   To  determine  the  probability  density  of  water  molecules,  the  following  protocol  was  

followed for each MD simulation.  Coordinates of the system were extracted at 20-ps intervals 

throughout  the  course  of  the  simulation  (100  coordinate  sets  total/simulation).   After 

superimposing  these  100  structures  by  performing  a  least-squares  fit  on  the  protein  C-alpha 

atoms, the waters within 10 Å of the protein were extracted and their electron densities were 

determined by calculating crystallographic structure factors followed by a Fourier transform using 

the programs SFall  [161] and FFT  [162] respectively of the CCP4 software suite [163].  The 

electron densities were calculated with the protein and water in a P1 unit cell equivalent to the 

box size used for the MD simulation. The FFT calculation used a grid spacing of 0.33 Å and a 

resolution of 1 Å.  Waters were then manually built into the density using the program Coot [141]. 

5.4 Results and Discussion

5.4.1 PbINP contains two ice-nucleating motifs per 16-aa repeat

The  highly  repetitive  central  domain  of  PbINP consists  of  64  tandem  16-aa  repeats 

(Figure 5.1A).  Each repeat contains four distinct tetra-peptide motifs; two putative β-strands with 

consensus sequences of TQTA and SLTA, and two glycine- and serine-rich turns with consensus 

sequences of xxxS and GYGS (Figure 5.1B).  Each 16-aa repeat forms part of a higher order 48-

aa repeat, consisting of three tandem 16-aa sequences (Figure 5.1C).  The tetra-peptide TQTA and 

SLTA β-strands (predicted solvent-exposed residues in bold) are highly similar to the TxT motifs 

that  define  the  ice-binding  sites  (IBS)  of  β-helical  insect  and  grass  AFPs  [22,  23,  95,  164]. 

Previous modelling of the homologous P. syringae INP (PsINP) based on UDP-acetylglucosamine 

acyltransferase (PDB 1LXA) predicted each 16-aa repeat of the protein formed one loop of a left-

handed β-helix [150].  This aligned the TQTA motifs down one side of the protein, forming a flat 

β-sheet that functioned as the site of ice nucleation.  Since the 16-aa
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Figure  5.1: Schematic representation of  PbINP and its repetitive amino acid sequence.  A) 
Each green or orange box represents one 16-aa repeat within the repetitive central domain.  The 
non-repetitive N- and C-terminal  domains are indicated by white rectangles.   Boxes coloured 
orange are the eight repeats modelled in this study.  B) WEBLOGO plot of the 64 16-aa repeats of 
PbINP.  Hydrophobic residues are coloured black, acidic residues red, basic residues blue. Other 
residues are coloured green or purple.  C) The amino acid sequence of PbINP residues 217-265 is 
shown.  The consensus amino acid sequence of the 3 x 16-aa block is indicated below in italics.  
Putative β-strands are underlined while x represents any amino acid.   



repeats of  PbINP (and all  sequenced bacterial  INPs)  contain two putative  TxT-like  β-strands 

separated by glycine- and serine-rich tetra-peptide turns, each strand of PbINP was predicted to 

align on opposite sides of a β-helical structure, forming two parallel β-sheets.  For this reason, the 

β-roll from alkaline protease (PDB 1KAP) was chosen here as a starting template from which to  

model  PbINP.  Located between its Ca2+-binding turns are two parallel  β-sheets packed against 

one another (Figure 5.2A).  The model of PbINP was built by excising this central portion of the 

β-roll from alkaline protease and changing its residues to the appropriate TQTA and SLTA motifs 

(Figure 5.2B).  The xxxS and GYGS loops were manually built to connect the strands (Figure  

5.3A), and the newly built  16-aa loop was duplicated, substituted with the appropriate  PbINP 

sequence, and aligned to the ensuing  β-strands of the structure.  This was performed until  an 

eight-loop right-handed parallel β-helix was built that corresponds to residues 217-345 of PbINP 

(Figure 5.3B).

5.4.2 PbINP folds as a right-handed parallel β-helix

To test the stability of the model, a solvated 5-ns MD simulation was performed.  The 

model stabilized at the 2 ns mark of the simulation and remained remarkably constant throughout 

the remainder of the trajectory (Figure 5.4A).   An energy-minimized average structure of the  

model was calculated from the simulation's final 3 ns.  The β-helix is roughly 40 Å in length x 20 

Å wide x 5-10 Å thick (Figure 5.5A,B).  A Ramachandran plot of the structure shows that all  

residues fall within allowable regions (Figure 5.4B).  The protein contains a modest hydrophobic 

core, consisting of the alanine methyl groups at the end of each β strand (TQTA and SLTA), the 

leucine side chain from the SLTA β-strands and the side-chain methylene groups of the inward-

projecting glutamine and serine residues from the TQTA and xxxS motifs respectively (Figure 

5.5B). The leucine residues interdigitate with the side-chain methylene groups of the glutamine 

residues, further increasing stabilization.  The polar groups of the internal glutamine
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Figure 5.2: Modelling of PbINP.  A) The β-roll (residues 330-348) from alkaline protease (PDB 
1KAP)  was  used  as  the  starting  template.   Carbon  atoms  from  the  central  β-strands  of  the 
structure  are  coloured green,  while  carbons from the Ca2+-binding turns  are  coloured yellow. 
Oxygen atoms are coloured red, nitrogen atoms blue, and Ca2+ ions are shown as red spheres. 
Arrows  indicate  β-strands,  with  x  representing  any  residue  and  u  representing  hydrophobic 
residues.  B) The excised β-strands altered to conform to the sequence of PbINP.  The consensus 
sequence of each strand is indicated.    
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Figure 5.3: Model of PbINP prior to solvated MD simulation.  A) The tetra-peptide xxxS and 
GYGS loops were manually built to connect the TQTA and SLTA β-strands of the altered β-roll 
from alkaline protease.  B) The constructed 16-aa loop was duplicated, changed to the appropriate 
PbINP residues, and then aligned to the β-strands of the ensuing loop.  This was done eight times 
in total, producing a β-helical structure of PbINP residues 217-345.    
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Figure  5.4: RMSD plot of the 5-ns MD simulation and Ramachandran plot of averaged 
structure.  A) The Cα RMSD (nm) of the protein was plotted as a function of time (ns).  B) 
Ramachandran plot of the energy minimized average structure from the final 3 ns of 5 ns MD 
simulation.  All residues are represented as black squares, except glycine, which is represented by 
black triangles.      
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Figure  5.5:  β-helical  model  of  PbINP.   A) Cartoon representation of  the  energy minimized 
average structure of  PbINP (residues 217-345) following a 5-ns MD simulation.  β-strands are 
indicated by green arrows. The N and C termini are indicated.  B) Cross-sectional view of PbINP. 
The  β-standed  SLTA  and  TQTA  active  sites  are  indicated,  as  is  the  β-stranded  YGS 
multimerization  interface.   Oxygen  atoms are  coloured  red,  nitrogen atoms blue,  and  carbon 
atoms green.  



and serine residues point toward the turns of the protein and away from the hydrophobic core, and 

main-chain inter-loop hydrogen bonds shield the hydrophobic core from the solvent.  

The internal serine and glutamine residues each form a ladder in opposite corners of the 

structure.  The serines of the ladder reside in the final position of the xxxS motif that connects the 

TQTA β-strand to the SLTA β-strand (Figure 5.5B). Each Ser hydroxyl group hydrogen bonds to 

main-chain carbonyl oxygens and amide nitrogens of the same and ensuing xxxS motifs of the 

structure, as shown in stereo in Figure 5.6A.  The hyperactive  β-helical AFP from the beetle 

Tenebrio molitor (TmAFP) also uses an internal serine ladder to stabilize turns within its structure 

[23].  The glutamine ladder is formed by the inward-pointing Glu residue of each TQTA motif 

(Figure 5.5B).  Glutamines typically repeat two out of every three loops at this position, with the 

third loop usually having a glycine substitution.  The glutamine side chains form hydrogen bonds 

with main-chain carbonyl oxygens and amide nitrogens of the turn immediately preceding the 

TQTA motif, as shown in stereo in Figure 5.6B.  While no structure in the Protein Data Bank  

contains  a  glutamine ladder,  several  β-helical  proteins  use  very  similar  asparagine  ladders  to 

stabilize their folds  [132], and TibA, a 104-kDa glycoprotein that has both adhesin and invasin 

properties , is predicted to contain an internal glutamine ladder as well [165].    

5.4.3 PbINP dimerizes via a solvent-exposed tyrosine ladder

The tightly packed core of the protein left no room for the tyrosine residue of the GYGS 

motifs, and as such, they were forced to adopt a solvent-exposed orientation during initial model  

building.  During the course of the MD simulation, the tyrosine residues stacked on top of one  

another  (Figure  5.5B,  Figure  5.6C),  and  each  tri-peptide  YGS  motif  adopted  a  β-stranded 

conformation.  Stacking of solvent-exposed aromatic residues has been observed within various 

proteins, and they typically reside in areas involved in receptor binding and/or dimerization.  For  

example, InIJ, a β-helical leucine-rich repeat produced by the bacterium Listeria 
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Figure  5.6: The serine,  glutamine, and tyrosine ladders of  PbINP.  A) Stereo view of the 
internal serine ladder.  The colouring scheme is the same as in Figure 5.2.  Hydrogen bonds are 
represented by black dashed lines.  Hydrogen atoms are coloured white.  Each serine forms three 
hydrogen bonds; one to the main-chain carbonyl oxygen from the first x residue of the xxxS motif 
of the same loop, one to the main-chain amide nitrogen of the first x residue of the xxxS motif of  
the ensuing loop, and one to the main-chain carbonyl oxygen of the second x residue of the xxxS 
motif of the same ensuing loop.  B) Stereo view of the internal glutamine ladder.  The side-chain 
amide of the glutamine forms hydrogen-bonds with a side-chain carbonyl oxygen on the lower 
part of the loop, as well as with the main-chain carbonyl oxygen of the second glycine of the  
GYGS motif of the same loop and the serine of the GYGS motif of the ensuing loop.  C) Stereo 
view of the external tyrosine ladder.  The main chain of the protein is shown in cartoon format. 



monocytogenes,  contains  multiple  solvent-exposed  and  stacked  aromatic  residues  within  its 

predicted receptor recognition domain [166].  Most interestingly, engineered tyrosine ladders have 

been shown to promote the flatness [167] and dimerization [168] of OspA, a single-layer-β-sheet 

containing protein from the bacterium Borrelia burgdorferi.  These results hinted at the possibility 

that PbINP's tyrosine ladder might play a role in dimerization.    

To test this idea, a model dimer of  PbINP was built by aligning two identical chains of 

PbINP in a parallel manner such that their tyrosine ladders were oriented towards one another and 

their N termini were at the same end of the structure.  This placed the SLTA surface of one chain  

on the same side of the structure as the TQTA surface from the opposite chain.  A 10-ns MD 

simulation  was  then  performed  where  water  molecules  were  allowed  to  equilibrate  at  the  

dimerization interface prior to the start of the trajectory (Figure 5.7A).  Immediately following the 

start of the simulation, the two chains moved towards one another, driven by the desolvation of 

the aromatic rings of the tyrosine residues (Figure 5.7B).  The dimeric structure stabilized at the 5 

ns mark of the trajectory and remained completely stable thereafter (Figure 5.7C).  The energy-

minimized average dimeric structure is shown in Figure 5.8.  All waters were excluded from the  

dimerization interface as the aromatic rings of each tyrosine residue packed tightly against the β-

stranded glycine residues of the opposite chain's GYGS motif (Figure 5.7B).  Interestingly, the 

hydroxyl group of each tyrosine formed part of an intercalated hydrogen-bond network with the  

side-chain  hydroxyl  groups  of  the  outward  projecting  serine  residues  of  the  opposite  chain's 

GYGS motifs (Figure 5.8).  This is exemplified by the number of side-chain hydrogen bonds that 

formed during the simulation, increasing from 7 at the start to an average of 20 upon stabilization 

of the dimerization interface (Figure 5.7D).       

To test the stability of the dimer, a 10-ns MD simulation was performed on the energy-

minimized average dimeric structure at the elevated temperature of 298 K (Figure 5.7C).  The 
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Figure 5.7: MD simulations of the PbINP dimer.  A) Two PbINP monomers were aligned via 
their tyrosine ladders prior to the start of the MD simulation.  Waters allowed to equilibrate at the  
dimerization interface prior to the start of the simulation are shown as red and white spheres.  B) 
Final  scene  from  the  10  ns  simulation  showing  exclusion  of  waters  from  the  dimerization 
interface.  C) The Cα RMSD (nm) of the PbINP dimer was plotted as a function of time (ns).  The 
plots  are  of  either  the  dimer  starting  from  the  hydrated  interface  (red  line)  or  the  energy  
minimized average dimer simulated at the elevated temperature of 298 K (green line).  A plot of  
the Cα RMSD (nm) of the PbINP monomer (black line) run at the elevated temperature of 298 K 
was also plotted as a function of time (ns).  D) The number of side-chain hydrogen bonds formed 
during the simulation was plotted as a function of time (ns).  
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Figure  5.8: Dimerization interface of  PbINP.  A) Cross-section end-on view of the energy-
minimized average  PbINP dimeric structure.  The protein is shown in cartoon format, with the  
tyrosine and serine residues that constitute the interface shown in stick format.  The SLTA and 
TQTA active sites of each chain are indicated.  The colouring scheme is the same as in Figure 5.2.  
B) Top-down view of the PbINP dimer.  The N termini of the a and b chains that constitute the  
dimer are indicated.



protein remained stable throughout the trajectory, with no dissociation of individual chains, and  

complete exclusion of water molecules at the dimerization interface.  An MD simulation of the 

monomeric version of PbINP at the same elevated temperature showed a partial unravelling at the 

C terminus of the protein towards the end of the simulation (Figure 5.7C), demonstrating that  

dimerization increases the stability of PbINP.

5.4.4 The ice nucleating surfaces of PbINP are highly conserved

As previously mentioned, when PbINP is modelled as a parallel dimer, the SLTA surface 

of one chain resides on the same side of the dimer as the TQTA surface of the other chain (Figure  

5.8A).  This creates a flat surface on both sides of the dimer, each spanning the entire width of the  

structure.  The amino acid composition of both the TQTA and SLTA surfaces is highly conserved,  

as  is  the  area  in  between them created by the dimerization interface.   More specifically,  the  

solvent-exposed first  and third position of the  TQTA motifs have threonines present  at  these 

positions 87% and 92% of the time respectively.  The solvent-exposed first and third position of 

the SLTA motifs show greater variation, however, serines and threonines are present at the first 

position 71% of the time (48% serine, 23% threonine), while threonine and isoleucine are present 

at the third position 98% of the time (60% threonine, 38% isoleucine).  The rare substitutions at  

these positions are aspartate, valine and leucine.  The dimerization interface is the most highly  

conserved portion of the whole protein, with the intercalated hydroxyl groups of the tyrosine and 

serine residues present 90% and 98% of the time, respectively.    

5.4.5 PbINP orders water molecules via the anchored clathrate mechanism

This high degree of amino acid conservation endows the PbINP dimer with two sides that 

are flat, and relatively hydrophobic, but also contain many hydrogen bond donors and acceptors.  

These characteristics define the IBS's of all AFPs, and as such, raise the possibility that INPs  

function by the AC mechanism of AFP action [156].  The AC mechanism states that the relative 
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hydrophobicity of an AFP's IBS orders water molecules into an ice-like lattice, and this lattice is 

then anchored to the surface of the protein via hydrogen bonds.  

To  investigate  the  water  ordering  potential  of  PbINP,  a  2-ns  MD  simulation  was 

performed on the energy-minimized average dimeric structure at a temperature of 273 K.  The 

TIP5P water model was used as it accurately represents the behaviour of water during an MD 

simulation  [91, 160].  Waters within 10  Å of  PbINP's surface were extracted at 20-ps intervals 

throughout  the  course  of  the  simulation  and  their  crystallographic  structure  factors  were 

calculated followed by a Fourier transform, giving the electron density of all extracted waters. 

Strong electron density with ice-like spacing was present across the entire width of the protein's  

surface (Figure 5.9A).  Waters built into this density aligned down the troughs created by the  

outward projecting residues of the  TQTA and  SLTA motifs,  down the flat areas immediately 

preceding and following these motifs, and across the dimerization interface as well (Figure 5.9B). 

These waters closely match the 4.5 Å x 7.35 Å spacing of waters on the primary prism plane of 

ice, and as such, have revealed a potential orientation of a nascent ice crystal on the surface of the  

INP (Figures 5.9C,D).     

As a positive control, the same simulation was performed on MpAFP_RIV, a hyperactive 

Ca2+-dependent  β-helical AFP produced by the Antarctic bacterium Marinomonas primoryensis. 

MpAFP_RIV was chosen as the positive control because the positions of the AC waters on its IBS 

are known [156].  The simulation  accurately predicted the position of the ice-like waters on the 

IBS  of  the  protein  (Figure  5.10A,B).   Indeed,  aligning  22  manually-built  waters  to  their 

crystallographic counterparts on the IBS of chain B of MpAFP_RIV produced an RMSD of only 

0.51  Å.   Further  proof  of  the  accuracy  of  the  MD simulation  is  evidenced by  the  identical  

coordination of waters present down the trough created by the TQTA motifs of PbINP as 
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Figure  5.9: Anchored clathrate waters on the ice-nucleating sites of  PbINP.  A) PbINP is 
shown in surface mode, with oxygen atoms coloured red, nitrogen atoms blue, and carbon atoms 
green.  Water electron density is shown as black mesh contoured at a sigma level of 6.  The N and 
C termini of each chain of the dimer are indicated.  B) Anchored clathrate waters (red spheres) 
built into the electron density (contoured at 6 sigma) align across the entire surface of PbINP.  C) 
Match of anchored clathrate waters present down the SLTA side of PbINP to the primary prism 
plane of ice.  Ice lattice waters are indicated by small red spheres, while those coloured aqua 
match the positions of waters on the ice nucleating site of the protein.  D)  Same as in C), except 
highlighting the match of anchored clathrate waters aligned down the TQTA site of the  PbINP 
dimer to the primary prism plane of ice.    
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Figure  5.10:  Anchored  clathrate  waters  on  the  IBS  of  MpAFP_RIV.   A) Chain  B  of 
MpAFP_RIV is  shown in  surface  mode,  with  carbons  coloured  light  blue,  oxygens  red,  and 
nitrogens dark blue.  The water electron density (black mesh) is contoured at a sigma level of 10.  
B) The X-ray crystal structure of MpAFP_RIV chain B (carbons coloured white) aligned to chain 
B from the MD simulation (carbons coloured light blue).  Waters identified by crystallography are 
shown as red spheres, while waters built into the electron density (contoured at sigma=10) are  
shown as light blue spheres.  Ca2+ ions are represented as green spheres.     



compared to the waters located down the IBS TxT troughs of the β-helical insect AFPs (TmAFP 

and sbwAFP) as revealed by X-ray crystallography (Figure 5.11).         

5.4.6 Dimerization increases the active surface area of PbINP

The temperature at which an INP nucleates ice is dependent upon its oligomerization state 

[101].  Approximately one INP monomer is capable of nucleating ice at a temperature of -12 ºC,  

while an aggregate of at least 50 INP monomers is required for ice nucleation in the -2 ºC to -3 ºC 

temperature range.  However, due to the lack of an experimentally-determined INP structure, the 

mechanism by which an INP oligomerizes has remained a mystery.  Previously, there have been 

only two attempts to  predict  how an INP might  oligomerize.   Wu  et  al.  [99] speculated that 

overlapping protein-protein interactions between the two flat IBS motifs could generate ‘stairs’ of  

INPs, facilitating ice growth along the discontinuities. Prior to that, however, Kajava & Lindow 

[154] modelled PsINP as an array of interdigitating anti-parallel β-strands that formed a flat ice-

nucleating array upon oligomerization.   While  intriguing,  the  model  was created prior  to  the 

structural determination of several β-helical AFPs [23, 150, 156], and as such, it overlooked the 

potential water-organizing capabilities of the TQTA and SLTA motifs when aligned as parallel β-

strands in a flat β-sheet.  As previously mentioned, Graether & Jia [150]  modelled an INP as a β-

helix, but the potential for oligomerization was not discussed.  In that model, the serine of the 

GYGS motif  pointed  inwards and was  not  solvent  exposed  as  predicted  in  this  study.   This  

orientation  would  prevent  formation  of  the  intercalated  hydrogen-bond  network  between  the 

serine  and  tyrosine  residues  of  the  GYGS  motifs  from  opposing  chains  in  the  dimer. 

Nevertheless, both β-helical models predict a solvent-exposed orientation for the tyrosine residue 

of the GYGS motif, and this argues against INP peptide studies that suggest it points towards the 

interior of the structure [152, 153].  It is likely that short peptides adopt conformations in solution 

that are not representative of the full-length protein.   
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Figure 5.11: Anchored clathrate water comparison.  Waters located down the TQTA trough of 
PbINP (middle  image)  show near  identical  coordination  as  compared  to  the  ice-like  waters 
located down the TxT troughs of TmAFP (PDB 1EZG (chain A)) (right image) and sbwAFP (PDB 
1M8N (chain A)) (left image).  Hydrogen bonds are represented by black hatched lines, while 
oxygens are coloured red, and nitrogens dark blue.  Waters are represented as red spheres.         



As a dimer with two bridged active sites on opposite sides of the structure, the potential ice-

nucleating surface area of  PbINP is dramatically increased (Figure 5.12).  A full-length  PbINP 

dimer would have an active surface area of ca. 25, 600 Å2 (40 Å x 320 Å x 2), a value slightly 

larger than the 20, 100 Å2  minimum surface area required for an ice embryo to continue growing 

at -12 ºC [46] (the temperature at which a single INP molecule is active [101]).  By dimerizing in 

an  offset  manner, PbINP monomers  could  form  extended  oligomeric  structures  that  would 

increase  the  active  surface  area  of  the  complex  without  occluding  it,  therefore  raising  the 

temperature at which ice nucleation occurs.  The size of PbINP (even solely in its dimeric form) is 

significantly larger than any known AFP (Figure 5.12).  This fact, combined with an INP's ability  

to order water molecules via the AC mechanism, further strengthens the idea that size, and not a 

particular protein fold or mechanism of action, is the primary discriminating factor between the 

two families of proteins with diametrically opposite functions.
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Figure  5.12: Size comparison of  PbINP to other known AFPs.  Eight dimers of the  PbINP 
model were aligned end to end to approximate the size of the repetitive central domain of the 
protein (ca. 320 Å in length).  The N and C termini are indicated.  The crystal structures of all  
known AFPs are aligned with their IBSs facing PbINP.  Each protein is rainbow coloured with 
blue representing the N terminus and red representing the C terminus.  All structures are to scale.  
Type I AFP (PDB 1WFA), type II AFP (PDB 2ZIB), type III AFP (PDB 1HG7), MpAFP_RIV – 
Marinomonas primoryensis region IV AFP (PDB 3P4G), sbwAFP – spruce budworm AFP (PDB 
1M8N), sfAFP – snow flea AFP (PDB 2PNE),  TmAFP – Tenebrio molitor AFP (PDB 1EZG). 



6 CHAPTER 6 - GENERAL DISCUSSION

In chapter 2 of this  thesis,  type III  AFP was shown to possess a compound IBS that 

consists of two flat, relatively hydrophobic surfaces inclined at roughly 150º to one another.  This 

allows the protein to bind at least two planes of ice, including the primary prism plane and a 

pyramidal plane.  This was the first demonstration of such a phenomenon, and this discovery was  

facilitated by the use of FIPA analysis, a modification of ice etching [56] developed in our lab.  In 

chapter 3 of this thesis, the tertiary structure of the hyperactive Ca2+-dependent MpAFP_RIV was 

modelled as a novel Ca2+-binding  β-helix capable of binding both the primary prism and basal 

planes of ice.  The structure was predicted using a combination of homology-based and intuition-

guided  modelling,  and  was  validated  using  extensive  site-directed  mutagenesis.   Chapter  4 

describes the X-ray crystal structure of  MpAFP_RIV determined to a resolution of 1.7  Å.  The 

structure  confirmed the model  of  MpAFP_RIV and most  importantly,  provided evidence that 

anchored clathrate waters bind AFPs to ice.  In the last of the experimental chapters (chapter 5), a  

novel  dimeric  β-helical  model  was  proposed  for  the  ice  nucleation  protein  produced  by  the 

bacterium P. borealis.  MD simulations showed the protein capable of ordering water molecules 

into an ice-like lattice via the ACW mechanism, indicating that INPs use the same mechanism of 

action as AFPs.  The significance of these results is discussed in the following sections.

6.1 FIPA analysis as a tool to identify the target ice plane of an AFP

Although type III AFP has been studied for over 25 years, its target ice plane and ice-

bound orientation have been difficult to determine.  One reason for this difficulty is the globular  

nature of the protein.   The majority of known AFPs are repetitive,  most  likely reflecting the  

repetitive nature of their  ligand,  ice.   Often,  the IBS of a repetitive AFP will  present  a clear  

structural match to the ice lattice, and this match provides clues about the AFP's target ice plane 
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and ice-bound orientation.  The technique of ice-etching was developed as a way to identify and 

verify both these phenomena.  

Traditional ice-etching experiments have demonstrated that the alpha-helical type I AFP 

produced by winter flounder and Alaskan plaice bind the {20-21} pyramidal plane of ice in the  

<01-12> direction [56].  Oxygen atoms repeat every 16.7 Å in the <01-12> direction on the {20-

21} plane, and this matches closely the ca. 16.5 Å spacing of amino acid side chains every three  

turns around the helix.  Ice-etching studies have also been performed on various AFGPs, the very 

first  class of AFPs discovered  [17].  The AFGPs consist of a varying number of Ala-Ala-Thr 

tripeptide repeats with the disaccharide β-D-galactosyl-(1→3)-α-N-acetyl-D-galactosamine joined 

via  a  glycosidic  bond to  the  Thr  hydroxyl  [169].   There  are  8 distinct  groupings of  AFGPs 

(AFGPs 1-8), categorized according to their MW's which range from 34 kDa (AFGP1) down to 

2.6 kDa (AFGP8).  No three-dimensional structure of any AFGP has been published, and this is 

attributed to the high degree of torsional flexibility of the protein.  AFGPs 7-8 were shown to bind 

the {10-10} primary prism plane of ice [58], while AFGPs 1-5 were shown to bind the {41-50} 

plane at low concentrations and the {10-10} primary prism plane at higher concentrations  [58]. 

Oxygen atoms repeat every 9 Å (4.5 Å x 2) along the primary prism planes of ice, and in both  

instances, the AFGPs were assumed to align along this direction.  

FIPA analysis  performed  on  the  hyperactive  AFPs  has  consistently  shown  uniform 

fluorescent coverage of the ice hemisphere.  This phenomenon has been documented now for both 

MpAFP_RIV [156] and for the large isoform of sfAFP [26].  FIPA analysis on both TmAFP and 

CfAFP produce the same phenomenon (data not shown).  All the hyperactive AFPs are highly 

repetitive,  and can be aligned to the  ice  lattice in several  ways that  might  help explain their 

resulting uniform fluorescence (discussed below).       
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No such repetition is apparent on the IBS of any type III AFP isoform.  This lack of 

repetition makes it difficult to fully understand and interpret the FIPA analysis that was performed 

on the protein in chapter 2 of this thesis.  Nevertheless, FIPA analysis did reveal that wild-type 

QAE type III  (HPLC12 isoform)  is  capable  of  binding multiple  planes  of  ice,  including  the  

primary prism and a pyramidal plane of ice.  QAE_A16H, a steric IBS mutant of wild-type QAE, 

is capable of binding only the primary prism plane of ice.  SPnfe6, an SP isoform of type III AFP 

that contains a proline and alanine at positions 19 and 20 as opposed to leucine and valine, is  

capable of binding only a pyramidal plane of ice.    

6.2 Anchored clathrate waters elucidate type III AFP's interaction with ice

Since it was demonstrated in chapter four of this thesis that anchored clathrate waters bind 

AFPs to ice, the X-ray crystal structures of each type III AFP isoform studied in chapter 2 of this 

thesis were re-examined for the presence of ordered surface waters on their respective IBSs.  High 

resolution  X-ray  crystal  structures  are  available  for  wild-type  QAE  (PDB  1HG7)  [83], and 

QAE_A16H (PDB 3MSI)  [109].   The  crystal  structure  of  SPnfe6  has  yet  to  be  determined, 

however, a high resolution structure of an SP isoform of type III with the same IBS residues as  

SPnfe6 has been determined (PDB 1OPS) [85].  All type III AFP isoforms and mutants pack 

within their unit cells in a similar manner that occludes their pyramidal plane IBS but leaves their  

primary prism IBS exposed to solvent Figure 6.1.  Close inspection of all three crystal structures 

mentioned above reveals that  both the wild-type QAE and QAE_A16H structures anchor two 

water molecules via hydrogen bonds to the main-chain amide nitrogens at Leu19 and Val20 of  

their structures (Figure 6.2A,B).  Three additional water molecules are bound to the anchored 

waters in the wild-type QAE structure, while one additional water is bound to the anchored waters 

in the QAE_A16H structure.  No waters are present in the equivalent location of the SP isoform  

(Figure 6.2C).  This absence appears to be the result of the proline at position 19 of the protein
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Figure 6.1: Unit cell contents of type III AFP.  Crystal structure of type III AFP (PDB 1HG7) 
showing the solvent exposed portion of its primary prism plane IBS (coloured white) and the 
partially occluded pyramidal plane IBS (coloured blue).  The rest of the protein is coloured red. 
Anchored clathrate waters that  match the primary prism plane of ice are coloured aqua blue. 
Shown in green are  adjacent  molecules  packed against  the  original  chain,  with  oxygens red, 
nitrogens blue.     
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Figure  6.2: Potential ice-binding scenario for type III AFP.  A) Close up view of anchored 
clathrate waters (aqua spheres) on the primary prism plane IBS of QAE type III (PDB 1HG7).  
Black hatched lines represent hydrogen bonds.  Amino acid positions 19 and 20 are indicated.  B) 
Close up view of anchored clathrate waters (yellow spheres) on the primary prism plane IBS of  
QAE_A16H type III (PDB 3MSI).  C) Close-up view of similar area of an SP isoform (PDB 
1OPS).  Pro19 eliminates a main-chain water anchoring point, therefore eliminating the protein's 
ability to bind the primary prism plane.  D) QAE type III bound simultaneously to both the {10-
10}  primary  prism  plane  and  the  {11-21}  secondary  pyramidal  planes  of  ice.   E) View 
perpendicular to A).  F)  QAE_A16H bound solely to the primary prism plane of ice.  G) View 
perpendicular to C).  H) SP isoform bound to the {11-21} secondary pyramidal plane of ice.  I) 
View perpendicular to that of E).  





which  eliminates  the  main-chain  amide  nitrogen's  ability  to  form  hydrogen  bonds  with  the 

solvent.  The ordered surface waters anchored to the primary prism plane IBS of both wild-type  

QAE and QAE_A16H make an excellent match to the primary prism plane of ice.  When wild-

type QAE is docked to ice in this orientation (Figure 6.2D, E), its pyramidal plane IBS (inclined  

at 150º (or 30º) to the primary prism plane IBS) makes an excellent structural match to the {11-

21} secondary pyramidal plane of ice.  QAE_A16H is unable to bind this plane as the bulky His 

residue sterically prevents it from doing so (Figure 6.2F, G).  The opposite is true for the SP 

isoform (Figure 6.2H, I).  It is able to bind the {11-21} secondary pyramidal plane like wild-type 

QAE, however, it cannot bind the primary prism plane of ice because it is unable to anchor water  

molecules in that area of its IBS.  Unfortunately, as previously mentioned, due to the manner in  

which type III AFP packs within the unit cell of its crystal, the presence of any potential ordered 

surface waters on its pyramidal plane IBS is obscured, therefore making a definitive statement  

about this potential target ice plane (the {11-21} secondary pyramidal plane) still  speculative. 

However, as this part of type III's IBS is also flat and relatively hydrophobic with several potential 

hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, there is no reason to suspect it incapable of ordering water  

molecules into an ice-like lattice.  One possible way of observing ordered surface waters in this  

area of the protein would be to link type III AFP to a larger protein (ie: MBP or GST) and then  

crystallize the chimeric construct.  Doing so would most likely alter the way type III AFP packs  

within the unit  cell  of the crystal,  exposing new sections of the protein's  IBS to solvent,  and 

therefore allowing for the identification of additional ordered surface waters that could then be 

mapped to novel ice planes.    

The binding scenario posited for type III AFP would seemingly explain the FIPA analysis 

performed on each isoform and mutant.  The only protein that produces overlapping fluorescent 

patches is wild-type QAE.  Both QAE_A16H and SPnfe6 produce distinct fluorescent patches 
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which are separated by areas with no fluorescence.  If indeed wild-type QAE is binding both the 

primary prism and the {11-21} secondary pyramidal planes of ice, no gaps in the fluorescence 

across the equator of the hemisphere would be expected as these two planes are rotated 30º with  

respect to one another.  Since ice has hexagonal symmetry, every plane of ice is repeated at 60º  

intervals (60º x 6 =360º).  Therefore, the 30º offset of the secondary pyramidal plane places its 

centre right in between the corresponding areas of the primary prism planes of the ice crystal.  

Wild-type QAE should be capable of interacting with both of these planes simultaneously, as the 

two flat segments that define its compound IBS are rotated 30º (or 150º) with respect to one  

another (see Figure 2.10).  

6.3 The biological significance of multiple type III AFP isoforms that target different ice 
planes

The results reported in chapter 2 of this thesis indicate that different naturally occurring  

isoforms of type III AFP adsorb to different planes of ice.  Fully-active QAE isoforms are capable  

of  binding  multiple  planes  of  ice  and  completely  arresting  ice  growth,  while  'defective'  SP 

isoforms bind only a pyramidal plane of ice and can not prevent ice growth at under-cooling  

temperatures.  Do fish need to produce both QAE and SP isoforms in order to be fully protected in 

their natural environment?  Why if QAE isoforms are fully active, would a fish produce 'defective' 

SP isoforms?  It has been shown that very small amounts (1 mol%) of 'fully active' QAE type III  

can completely arrest ice crystal growth in the presence (99 mol%) of a 'defective' SP isoform [73, 

84].  Therefore, as long as a fully-active QAE isoform is expressed by a fish, any SP isoforms in  

the presence of a QAE isoform will be fully active.  If SP isoforms are then essentially fully  

active, they will still be naturally selected for, regardless if they are defective when acting on their  

own.  It is therefore most likely that SP isoforms of type III are not produced in order to bind 

novel planes of ice, but are simply selected for as a result of fully active QAE isoforms also being 
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produced and selected for.  SP isoforms essentially “piggy-back” on the natural selection of fully-

active QAE type III.  Indeed, there are no fish that produce solely SP isoforms of type III AFP.  A 

fully-active QAE isoform is always present within their genomes.  It would seem reasonable to  

suggest that SP isoforms of type III arose via gene duplication of a fully-active QAE isoform. 

AFP gene copy number has been shown to correlate with the concentration of circulating AFP 

within a fish, with high gene dosages producing high levels of AFP [10].  Once the original fully 

active QAE isoform had been duplicated, the new gene could evolve on its own, and regardless of  

whether  substitutions  occurred  that  turned  it  into  an  SP isoform,  the  fish  would  still  have 

effectively increased the amount of active AFP circulating within its body.     

6.4 The potential compound IBS of Type II AFP 

Type II AFP is another moderately active AFP produced by several species of polar fish. 

Like type III, it is globular in nature.  At 15-kDa it is roughly twice the mass of type III AFP.  The 

protein is cystine-rich [170].  Its five disulfide bonds were mapped by homology modelling [171]. 

It  is  homologous  to  the  sugar-binding  domain  of  the  Ca2+-dependent  (C-type)  lectins,  and 

interestingly, from this progenitor, both Ca2+-dependent and independent isoforms of the protein 

have  evolved.   Its  IBS  is  the  most  poorly  understood  of  all  known  AFP's.   Site-directed 

mutagenesis studies indicate that Ca2+-dependent and -independent isoforms use different parts of 

their  surface to  bind different  planes  of  ice  [19,  107,  114].   Might  type II  AFP also have a 

compound IBS?  

The X-ray crystal structure of a Ca2+-independent isoform of type II AFP produced by 

longsnout poacher (Brachyopsis rostratus) has been determined (PDB 2ZIB)  [19].  The authors 

proposed  the  IBS of  the  protein  (hereafter  referred  to  as  lpAFP)  resides  in  a  flat,  relatively 

hydrophobic segment of the structure consisting of two loop regions (Cys86–Lys89 and Asn91–
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Cys97)  and  a  short  β-strand  (Trp109–Leu112)  with  three  additional  unstructured  segments 

(Gly57–Ile58, Ala103– Ala104, and Pro113–His118) (Figure 6.3A).  The authors used three water 

molecules that were hydrogen-bonded directly to the aforementioned flat segment of the protein  

to dock it to the secondary prism plane of ice.  However, these waters are occluded by another  

chain from an adjacent unit cell, making a definitive statement about their involvement in ice 

binding difficult (Figure 6.3B).     

The X-ray crystal  structure  of  a  Ca2+-dependent  isoform of  type II  AFP produced by 

herring (Clupea harengus) has also been determined (PDB 2PY2) [107].  The authors predicted a 

much smaller  IBS for  the  protein  (hereafter  referred  to  as  hAFP)  that  consists  of  only  four 

residues (Asp94, Thr96, Thr98,  Glu99) which reside in a loop region of the protein that  also 

participates in the coordination of a Ca2+  ion (Figure 6.3C).  The authors docked the protein by 

modelling  to  the  primary  prism  plane  of  ice  via  a  series  of  hydrogen  bonds  using  these  

aforementioned residues.   They also predicted the Ca2+ ion to  directly  hydrogen bond to ice, 

partially explaining the protein's Ca2+-dependence.  Similar to the situation for lpAFP, the putative 

IBS of hAFP is partially occluded, however, six chains packed within the unit cell of its crystal.  

Aligning all six chains to one another, a network of water molecules freely-exposed to solvent  

within the unit  cell  was identified immediately adjacent to the originally predicted IBS of the 

protein (Figure 6.3D).  These waters align over a loop created by residues 69-74 of of the protein. 

I  performed FIPA analysis  on lpAFP (Ca2+-independent)  during my time spent  in  the 

laboratory of Dr. Sakae Tsuda on research exchange during the summer of 2010 (Figure 6.4A). 

The fluorescent pattern produced by the protein was that of three distinct overlapping fluorescent 

lobes that covered the entire equatorial area of the hemisphere, with no adsorption to the basal  

plane (Figure 6.4A,B).  This pattern is highly similar to the pattern produced by wild-type QAE 

type III AFP.  However, in this case, each fluorescent lobe is centred about the secondary prism 
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Figure  6.3: Crystal structures and unit cell  contents of Ca2+-independent and -dependent 
isoforms of type II AFP.  A) Crystal structure of the Ca2 +-independent lpAFP (PDB 2ZIB).  The 
protein is shown in surface mode, with carbons coloured white, oxygens red, nitrogens blue, and 
sulfurs orange.  The location of the IBS as predicted by Nishimiya et al. [19] is indicated by the 
black square while the waters used as a guide for docking to the secondary prism plane are shown  
as aqua spheres.  Residues are numbered for orientation.  B) Crystal packing of lpAFP within its 
crystallographic unit cell.  Waters are shown are red spheres.  The black line indicates the location 
of the putative IBS of the protein as predicted by Nishimiya et al. [19].  Two chains from adjacent 
unit cells (green) pack against the IBS of the protein.  C) Crystal structure of the Ca2+-dependent 
hAFP (PDB 2PY2).   Carbons  are  coloured  light  blue.   The  location  of  the  protein's  IBS as 
predicted by liu  et al.  [107] is indicated by the black square, as are the predicted ice-binding 
residues.  D) Crystal packing of hAFP.  Six chains are present within the asymmetric unit of the 
crystal.  All six chains were aligned, however, only chain A is shown.  Waters from all six chains  
in  this  area  of  the  protein  are  shown  as  spheres  of  various  colours.   Hydrogen  bonds  are  
represented as hatched lines.  Residues in this area are as indicated.  The black square indicates  
the location of the putative IBS as originally predicted by liu et al. [107].
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Figure 6.4: FIPA analysis of lpAFP and srAFP.  A) FIPA analysis of Ca2+-independent lpAFP. 
The protein was tagged with TRITC while the hemisphere was mounted with its secondary prism 
plane perpendicular to the ice finger.  B) Same as in A), except with the basal plane of the crystal 
mounted perpendicular to the ice finger.  The hexagonal pattern was produced by a surface etch 
following completion of the hemisphere.  Each fluorescent lobe of the hemisphere aligns with the 
tips of the hexagon, and not the sides.  This alignment is indicative of secondary prism plane  
binding,  while  the  overlapping  nature  of  the  patches  (panel  A)  indicates  multiple  planes  are 
bound.  C) FIPA analysis of Ca2+-independent srAFP.  The protein was tagged with Pacific Blue 
while the hemisphere was mounted with its secondary prism plane perpendicular to the ice finger.  
D) Same as in C), except with the basal plane of the crystal mounted perpendicular to the ice 
finger.  Again, each fluorescent lobe of the hemisphere aligns with the secondary prism planes of 
the crystal, however, the 6 distinct and symmetrical patches (three above the equator and three  
below, panel C) indicate only a pyramidal plane is bound.      



planes of the crystal, and not the primary prism planes.  The FIPA analysis therefore partially 

confirms the docking scenario posited by Nishimiya et al. [19] as the fluorescent lobes are centred 

about the secondary prism planes of the crystal.  However, similar to type III AFP, the overlapping 

lobes  of  fluorescence  indicate  the  protein  adsorbs  to  additional  planes  of  ice  as  well. 

Interestingly, traditional ice-etching performed on another Ca2+-independent isoform of type II 

AFP (produced  by  sea  raven  (srAFP))  indicated  the  protein  adsorbed  solely  to  a  secondary 

pyramidal plane {11-21} of ice [82], however, an image of the etch was not published.  I was able 

to confirm this result by performing FIPA analysis on this protein (Figure 6.4C,D).  The protein 

produced six patches of fluorescence symmetrical  about  the equator of the hemisphere (three 

above and three below) and centred on the secondary prism planes, with no binding to the basal 

planes of the crystal.  

No  FIPA analysis  has  been  performed  on  hAFP (Ca2+-dependent),  and  therefore  the 

plane(s) of ice to which the protein adsorbs remain unconfirmed.  However, the docking scenario  

posited by Liu et al. [107], where solely residues Asp94, Thr96, Thr98, and Glu99 of herring type 

II AFP (hAFP) are predicted to interact with the primary prism plane, is most likely incorrect.  In 

their scenario,  bound waters in this area of the protein are predicted to be released upon ice-

binding, resulting in a gain of entropy.  This scenario is almost certainly incorrect for reasons 

described in chapter four of this thesis.  Also, only three hydrogen bonds were formed between 

the protein and ice; likely an insufficient number to keep the protein irreversibly bound to ice,  

especially when competing for solvation against 55 M water.  

Despite the lack of FIPA analysis performed on any Ca2+-dependent isoform of type II 

AFP, a re-inspection of the crystal structures of both lpAFP (Ca2+-independent) and hAFP (Ca2+-

dependent) has identified a putative compound IBS comprised of two flat, relatively hydrophobic 

surfaces that are inclined at a roughly 120º angle to one another (Figure 6.5A, B).  According to 
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Figure 6.5: Potential compound IBS of type II AFP.  A) Cross-sectional view of the putative 
compound IBS of the Ca2+-dependent hAFP.  The red line indicates the location of the originally 
proposed IBS, while the newly proposed compound IBS is shown using black lines.  Residues in  
the area are as indicated.  The Ca2+ ion is shown as a green sphere.  The loop (r. 106-111) that 
connects β-strands 5 and 6 and that extends from the bottom section of the IBS is coloured green, 
with I108 shown in stick form.  B) Cross-sectional view of the putative compound IBS of the 
Ca2+-independent lpAFP.  The red line indicates the position of the originally proposed IBS while 
the newly proposed compound IBS of the protein is indicated by the two black lines.  The loop 
that connects  β-sheets 5 and 6  (r. 102-108) is coloured  green, with V105 shown in stick form. 
Other residues in the area are as indicated.  ACW indicates the position of the anchored clathrate 
waters on the lower section of the compound IBS used by Nishimiya  et al.  [19] to dock the 
protein the secondary prism plane of ice.  C) Ca2+-dependent hAFP docked to the primary prism 
plane of ice using the anchored clathrate waters that envelop the second loop (r. 69-74) of the 
upper IBS as a docking guide.  Carbons are light blue, oxygens red, nitrogens blue.  Oxygens 
atoms of the ice lattice are shown as red spheres.  Hydrogen bonds are indicated as black hatched 
lines.  Residues in the area are as indicated.  The direction of the c-axis is indicated.     





the views in Figure 6.5, Ca2+-independent isoforms will bind ice using predominantly the bottom 

section of the  IBS, while  Ca2+-dependent  isoforms will  bind ice using predominantly the  top 

section.  The bottom section of the IBS is comprised of the flat surface originally defined by 

Nishimiya et al. [19].  The top section of the IBS is comprised of two loops, with the first loop 

consisting  of  residues  94-100 in  hAFP (91-97 in  lpAFP),  and  the  second loop consisting  of 

residues 69-74 in hAFP (66-71 in lpAFP).  The first loop is the original ice-binding loop proposed 

for the Ca2+-dependent isoform of type II AFP as defined by Liu et al. [107], and it resides at the 

junction between the two halves of the compound IBS.  The second loop is further removed from 

the bottom site and completes the upper section.  These two loops are linked by a disulfide bond 

between cys69 and cys100 in hAFP (66 and 97 in lpAFP).  This disulfide bond is the only one that 

is specific to both Ca2+-dependent and -independent isoforms of type II AFP that is not found in 

any of the C-type lectins [172].  It would appear that this disulfide is key to endowing the protein 

with TH, regardless of isoform.  It locks both loops together, stabilizing the area for ice-binding. 

Both the top and bottom sites of the compound IBS are flat and relatively hydrophobic  

but also contain several hydrogen bond donors and acceptors.  However, Ca2+-dependent isoforms 

are sterically prevented from using the bottom section of the compound IBS due to the protruding  

loop (r. 106-111) that connects β-strands 5 and 6 of the protein (Figure 6.5A).  A similar loop (r.  

102-108) connects β-strands 5 and 6 in the Ca2+-independent structure; however, it points down 

and away from the bottom site  and actually  maintains  flatness  (Figure  6.5B).   The anchored 

clathrate waters that Nishimiya et al. used to dock lpAFP to the secondary prism plane of ice are 

coordinated  by  residues  at  the  start  of  this  loop.   When  this  loop  was  swapped  for  the 

corresponding loop from hAFP, a drastic decrease in antifreeze activity was observed for lpAFP 

[19].  Ca2+-dependent isoforms of type II AFP appear to have compensated for the steric occlusion 

of their lower IBS by increasing the Thr content of their upper IBS.  Indeed, there are four Thr  
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residues (T73, T95, T96, T98) in this upper section, as compared to zero for the Ca 2+-independent 

isoforms.  Interestingly, the six waters that are coordinated by all six chains within the crystal 

structure of Ca2+-dependent hAFP are present in the upper section of the IBS and five of the six  

waters blanket its second loop (r. 69-74) (Figure 6.5C).  These waters make an excellent match to 

the primary prism plane of ice  (Figure 6.5C).   This same area of  Ca2+-independent  lpAFP is 

partially occluded within its crystal structure; however, three waters are present in roughly the 

same position as that observed in hAFP.       

Without an X-ray crystal structure of srAFP, it is difficult to explain the difference in ice-

plane specificity between the Ca2+-independent isoforms lpAFP and srAFP as revealed by FIPA 

analysis.  The  NMR-based structure of srAFP [173] shows a   ca. 3 Å RMSD when aligned to 

lpAFP via its Cα atoms.  However, the two proteins are only 79% similar at the amino-acid level, 

and  show several  key  difference in  IBS residues  that  could potentially  alter  the  flatness  and 

stability  of  srAFP's  compound  IBS  as  compared  to  lpAFP's.   These  include  the  following 

substitutions - P87S (start of 1st loop), I93V (1st loop), V68N (2nd loop), S95A, D96S, V105A. 

To confirm that type II AFP uses a compound IBS, site-directed mutagenesis and FIPA 

analysis will  need to be performed on both Ca2+-dependent  and -independent  isoforms of the 

protein.   Steric  mutations  that  disrupt  the  flatness  of  the  upper  IBS  will  need  to  be  tested;  

especially ones located on the second loop of the Ca2+-dependent isoforms.  It would also be 

interesting to perform a loop swap mutant for hAFP, where the loop that connects β-strands 5 and 

6 from lpAFP is substituted for the corresponding loop in hAFP.  This chimeric protein would  

potentially have both IBSs capable of binding ice.    

6.5 Successfully predicting the structure of an AFP

The model of  MpAFP_RIV reported in chapter 3 of this thesis was remarkably close to 
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experimentally determined structure of the protein.  The Cα RMSD between the 207-aa modelled 

section and its actual X-ray crystal structure was only 1.64 Å.  Successful prediction of an AFP's  

tertiary structure is becoming more feasible, and with advances in MD simulations  [91, 174], 

predicting the location of anchored clathrate waters on the IBS of the modelled protein is now a  

possibility.  AFPs present an unusual modelling situation.  They often contain novel folds that do 

not allow for simple homology modelling.  However, most AFPs are typically highly repetitive 

(especially the hyperactive AFPs), and therefore once the fold of the repetitive unit is elucidated,  

the fold of the entire protein becomes much easier to predict.  The structure of ice, an AFP's 

natural ligand, can be also used as a modelling guide.  Combining these factors with our current  

structure-function knowledge of AFPs (all AFPs will have a flat, relatively hydrophobic IBS that 

occupies a large % of their total surface area) makes the prediction of an AFP's tertiary structure 

increasingly practicable.  Our lab predicted the structure of the snow flea AFP small  isoform  

[175], and once the X-ray crystal structure of the protein was determined [25], the model had an 

RMSD of only 0.98 Å over 60 of the 81 Cα atoms of the protein.  A model of the large isoform of 

snow flea AFP has been published by our lab [26], and based on the success of the small isoform 

model, we see no reason for it to differ much, if at all, from its actual structure.  Several other  

AFPs, in addition to MpAFP_RIV [29], have been modelled with varying degrees of confidence 

[21, 27, 28].  Just recently, our lab modelled the 8.3-kDa large AFP isoform produced by the pale 

beauty geometer moth, Campaea perlata [176].  The protein is predicted to fold as a flat silk-like 

parallel  β-helix who's IBS consists of a 4x5 array of solvent exposed Thr residues.  This is the 

first  predicted AFP to use a Thr array greater  than two residues wide,  and if correct,  further  

highlights the plasticity of the β-helix as an ice-binding fold and adds yet another novel structure 

to the growing repertoire of ice-binding proteins.   

Despite the accuracy of the model of  MpAFP_RIV, there were segments of the protein 
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that  proved difficult  to predict.   The crystal structure of  MpAFP_RIV revealed the protein to 

consist of thirteen Ca2+-binding loops, and not 10.5 as was originally predicted (compare Figure 

4.1B to Figure 3.6A).  A total of 74 aa's reside N-terminal to the first predicted  β-strand of the 

model (VLD), while 41 aa's reside C-terminal to the last predicted β-strand of the model (SIYL). 

Within  these  upstream and downstream sequences  reside  the  N-  and C-terminal  caps  of  the 

protein, whose structures were impossible to predict due to their deviation from the consensus 

sequence of the 19-aa repeats that  define the region.   This additional  sequence upstream and 

downstream of the model therefore makes MpAFP_RIV 322 aa's in length, and not 207 as was 

initially  predicted  in  chapter  2.   However,  in  the  crystal  structure,  no  electron  density  was 

observed for the first six residues of each chain (NVSQSN), while only two of the four showed 

density for the ensuing 13 residues (SFGFWDGTSTQAE).  Interestingly, in both cases, these 

thirteen residues fold down the trough created by the solvent-exposed x residues of the four-

residue xuxu β-strands that immediately follow the xGTGND Ca2+-binding turns of the protein. 

Not until His23 does unambiguous electron density appear for all residues in all chains of the unit 

cell.  Therefore, the actual starting point of  MpAFP_RIV might not necessarily be NVSQS, but 

some point in between this and His23.  The situation at the C-terminus of the protein is similar,  

but less uncertain.  Only one of the four chains in the unit cell showed electron density to the  

ultimate  residue,  and  this  density  revealed  that  the  eight  residues  at  the  end  of  the  protein  

(SPADFADY) fold along the same trough created by the xuxu β-strands that the aforementioned 

N-terminal residues do.  The other three chains are missing electron density for at least the last  

two residues of the protein (DY).  Therefore, the actual start and stop positions of MpAFP_RIV 

might not be NVSQS... and ...DFADY respectively.  However, for the sake of convenience, they 

have been defined as such and, as the protein crystallized, it seems a reasonable assumption to 

make.   Not  until  structures  of  MpAFP_DIII  and  MpAFP_DV (or  combinations  thereof)  are 

determined will the actual sequence that links these domains be elucidated.
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The geometry of the IBS residues of MpAFP_RIV was also not correctly predicted.  As 

the crystal  structure of the protein demonstrated,  the optimal ca.  7.4 Å spacing of side-chain  

oxygen atoms is formed when the side-chain hydroxyl of a Thr from one Ca2+-binding turn aligns 

with the side-chain oxygen of an Asn from the previous Ca2+-binding turn,  not the same turn. 

Indeed, when lines are drawn connecting side-chain oxygen atoms of a Thr and Asx from the 

same Ca2+- binding loop, a parallelogram is formed that makes little sense with respect to an ice 

lattice.  Predicting the offset nature of the IBS residues of MpAFP_RIV was difficult, especially 

considering that TmAFP and CfAFP each form the ca. 7.4 Å spacing by aligning side-chain Thr 

hydroxyls from the same β-strand.  Nevertheless, the model was sufficiently accurate to allow for 

the use of site-directed mutagenesis to probe its structure and confirm the location of its IBS.  

Single  and double  Tyr  substitutions  of  Thr  and/or  Asx residues  on  the  IBS of  MpAFP_RIV 

decreased TH activity to roughly 50% and 25% of wild-type levels respectively.  These levels of  

decrease are less severe as compared to similar substitutions performed on the hyperactive  β-

helical insect AFPs.  Single Thr to Tyr substitutions performed on TmAFP (isoform 4-9) decreased 

activity to 10% of wild type  [127], while single Thr to Leu substitutions performed on  CfAFP 

decreased activity to 10-20% of wild type  [22].  Isoform 4-9 of  TmAFP contains six  β-helical 

loops, while isoform 337 of  CfAFP contains five  β-helical loops.  MpAFP_RIV has the longest 

IBS of any AFP, with thirteen β-helical loops total.  Typically, when mutations are performed to 

probe the location of an AFP's IBS, residues in the middle of the IBS are targeted to maximize the  

steric effects of the mutation.  Substitutions made in the middle of either TmAFP's of CfAFP's IBS 

would leave only 2-3 loops N- and C-terminal to the site of mutation.  In contrast, substitutions 

made to the middle of MpAFP_RIV's IBS would leave roughly 5-7 loops N- and C-terminal to the 

site of mutation.  This would leave a much larger segment of the protein's IBS unaffected by 

mutation as compared to TmAFP or CfAFP (2-3 loops).  Indeed, even the double substitutions that 

produced a 75% decrease in TH activity for MpAFP still left relatively large areas of the IBS of 
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the protein sterically unaffected.  This could account for the smaller decrease in TH activity of  

steric IBS mutants of MpAFP_RIV as compared to the β-helical insect AFPs.  

6.6 Differences in TH and ice crystal morphology between hyperactive and moderately 
active AFPs

It appears to be much harder to knock out the TH activity of a hyperactive AFP compared  

to a moderately active AFP.  For example,  as mentioned above,  even double IBS mutants of 

MpAFP_RIV  retained  ca.  25%  of  wild-type  activity  levels.   Interestingly,  FIPA  analysis 

performed on GFP-tagged versions of various IBS mutants of  MpAFP_RIV show no change in 

the fluorescent pattern when compared to wild type (data not shown).  Also, there is no change in 

the ice crystal morphology produced by any mutant of  MpAFP_RIV (data not shown), with all 

crystals remaining as hexagonal plates that do not grow at under-cooling temperatures.  These 

results suggest that the ice plane specificity of any mutant of  MpAFP_RIV does not change as 

compared  to  wild  type.   One explanation for  this  observation,  described  above,  is  that  large 

sections of any single mutant's IBS would still be competent to bind at least the primary prism and 

basal planes of ice.  This situation contrasts with the results reported in chapter 2 of this thesis,  

where various isoforms and mutants of type III AFP were shown to have no TH activity and to  

produce drastically different ice crystal morphologies.  Since type III AFP is small, globular, and  

has its IBS divided into two parts, mutations can more easily disrupt one area of the IBS and can 

not  be compensated for by an equivalent  area  elsewhere on its  surface.   For example,  if  the  

primary prism plane IBS of the protein is disrupted, it can then only bind a pyramidal plane of ice.  

This is why different ice crystal morphologies are observed with different isoforms and mutants 

of this fish protein.

6.7 The anchored clathrate water mechanism of AFP action

A molecular-level  view  of  an  AFP:ice  interaction  has  long  been  a  goal  within  the 
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antifreeze field.  Due to the nature of ice, it was assumed that crystallizing an AFP bound to its 

natural ligand would be difficult, if not impossible to accomplish.  However, the X-ray crystal  

structure of MpAFP_RIV revealed that an AFP actually forms its own ligand before binding to it.  

This  unexpected  result  has  circumvented  the  crystallization  problem  and  has  provided  an 

unprecedented 3D view of an AFP:ice interaction.  The anchored clathrate waters on the IBS of  

MpAFP_RIV match the spacing of oxygen atoms on both the primary prism and basal planes of  

ice.   This  match  explains  the  protein's  Ca2+-dependent  hyperactivity  in  particular,  and  more 

importantly, has allowed us to propose a mechanism of action for all AFPs in general – namely,  

anchored clathrate waters bind AFPs to ice.

A key  observation  that  led  to  the  development  of  this  general  mechanism  was  the  

clathrate-like cage of water molecules that surrounds the hydrophobic methyl group of each Thr 

on the IBS of  MpAFP_RIV.   The cage demonstrates  that  hydrophobic  moieties  with ice-like 

spacing  on  the  IBS  of  an  AFP can  order  water  molecules  into  an  ice-like  lattice  via  the 

hydrophobic effect.  Each methyl group on the IBS of MpAFP_RIV repeats every ca. 4.5 Å, the 

same spacing of water molecules on both the primary prism and basal planes of ice.  This is partly 

what  makes  the  β-helix  an  inherently  good  ice-binding  scaffold;  each  loop  within  the  helix 

naturally matches the spacing of oxygen atoms in an ice lattice.  Also present in the vicinity of the  

hydrophobic methyl groups are numerous hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, again with ice-

like spacing.  These moieties anchor the clathrate-like cage of waters to the protein itself.  This  

demonstrated that both the hydrophobic effect and hydrogen bonds were required to bind an AFP 

to ice.   Though the anchored clathrate  mechanism was developed by analyzing the  β-helical 

MpAFP_RIV in particular, the mechanism can be applied to any AFP because the forces involved 

in the interaction are now understood.  With this new-found knowledge, a review of the hydration  

pattern of all AFPs with known crystal structures reveals that, with the exception of type I AFP,  
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some ordered surface waters are present on the IBS of every AFP in the PDB.  This is exciting, for  

it lends support to the anchored clathrate mechanism of AFP action.  However, there is a catch.  

6.8 When exposing yourself is actually encouraged...

The X-ray crystal structure of MpAFP_RIV has for the first time revealed the hydration 

pattern on the IBS of an AFP when completely exposed to solvent within the unit cell of a crystal.  

Exposure of MpAFP_RIV's is fortunate as most AFPs tend to pack IBS:IBS with their unit cell. 

This mode of packing is not surprising as the IBS of an AFP is the flattest and usually most  

hydrophobic surface of the protein.  When occluded, the amount of water ordering that can occur 

on the IBS of an AFP is severely limited.  To varying degrees, this is case with every AFP with a 

known crystal structure, and this includes fish AFP types I, II, and III, as well as the hyperactive  

insect AFPs TmAFP, CfAFP, and snow flea AFP (sfAFP).     

Our ability to observe anchored clathrate waters on the IBS of MpAFP_RIV was in large 

part due to the fortuitous manner in which the protein crystallized.  Though the four chains packed 

primarily with their individual IBSs facing each other, they did so in an offset manner, leaving the 

bottom third of Chain A freely exposed to solvent, as well as the entire length of Chain D's IBS  

around the Thr of each xGTGND turn (Figure 6.6).   The offset manner in which the protein 

packed  appears  to  have  been  aided  by  the  nine-residue  loop  (67-  DVLVAANVA -  75)  that  

protrudes from the third 19-aa repeat of each chain.   This loop prevented the four individual  

chains from aligning evenly and packing too closely, therefore producing large solvent channels  

within the crystal.  This factor, combined with the size of the protein (13 loops total, 70 Å in  

length), left large sections of the protein's IBS completely exposed to solvent within the unit cell.  

Unfortunately, no other AFPs have any such elements within their sequences that would allow for 

this phenomenon to occur.  The three other hyperactive AFPs with known crystal structures are
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Figure 6.6: Crystallographic unit cell contents of MpAFP_RIV.  The four chains (A-D) within 
the unit cell of the crystal are as indicated.  Ca2+ ions are coloured green, while anchored clathrate 
waters on the solvent exposed segments of the IBS of chain A and D are shown as aqua spheres.  
The nine-residue loop that protrudes from each chain is coloured red.  Chains coloured green in  
the upper right hand corner are from an adjacent unit cell.



exceptionally compact molecules, with TmAFP being perhaps one of the most regular proteins in 

the entire PDB.  However, close inspection of each of their crystal structures reveals that they too 

are capable of ordering water molecules on their IBSs.  

6.9 Anchored clathrate waters on the IBSs of the hyperactive AFPs 

TmAFP (PDB 1EZG) has 6 ordered surface waters that align down the length of its IBS 

(12 in total as two identical chains are present within the unit cell) (Figure 6.7A).  These waters 

are  present  in  a  single  row between the outward-projecting TxT motifs  of  each IBS and are  

anchored via hydrogen bonds to main-chain carbonyl and side-chain Thr hydroxyl groups of each  

chain.  These waters are separated by an average distance of ca. 4.5 Å, the same distance at which 

oxygens repeat on both the primary prism and basal planes of ice.  

The crystal structures of two isoforms of  CfAFP have been determined  [87, 88].  Both 

isoform 501 (8 loops, PDB 1M8N) and 337 (6 loops, PDB 1L0S) have a single row of waters 

bound down the trough created by the outward projecting Thr residues that constitute their IBS's 

(Figure  6.7B,  C).   They are coordinated in the same manner as those present  on the IBS of  

TmAFP, however, the number of bound waters varies depending upon the isoform.  No more than 

three waters are present on any chain within the unit cell of isoform 337.  Interestingly, based on  

the way the protein packed, the Thr hydroxyl groups from chains A and C appear to substitute for 

water molecules on the IBSs of chains B and D respectively (Figure 6.7C).  This phenomenon is 

also  observed  within  the  crystal  structure  of  MpAFP_RIV.   Side-chain  oxygen  atoms  from 

residues Gln85, Glu104, and Glu123 of chain A substituted for water molecules on the bottom 

third of chain B's IBS.  This phenomenon does not occur with CfAFP isoform 501, where no more 

than six water molecules are observed down both chains A and D.  

The central trough down the IBS of the small isoform of snowflea AFP (PDB 2PNE) is
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Figure 6.7: Ordered surface waters on the IBSs of the hyperactive AFPs.  A) Crystal structure 
of TmAFP (PDB 1EZG) showing ordered surface waters between individual IBS's of each chain  
within the unit cell.   Waters are shown as red spheres.  Carbons are yellow, oxygens are red,  
nitrogens are blue.  B) Crystal structure of  CfAFP isoform 501 (PDB 1M8N) showing ordered 
surface waters bound between individual IBS's of each chain within the unit cell.  The colour  
scheme is the same as in (A), except carbons are coloured blue.  C) Crystal structure of CfAFP 
isoform 337 (PDB 1L0S) showing ordered surface waters bound between individual chains within 
the crystal structure.  Carbons are coloured green.  D) Crystal structure of sfAFP (PDB 2PNE) 
showing the six ordered surface waters present down the central hydrophobic trough of its IBS. 
Carbons are coloured white.  



partially exposed to solvent within its crystal structure (Figure 6.7D).  As previously mentioned, 

sfAFP is folded as a rectangular brick composed of six repetitive poly-proline type II helices [25]. 

The IBS of the protein resides on the large hydrophobic side of the brick and consists of the 

outward projecting hydrophobic residues (typically Ala) found at the third position of the Gly-x-x 

tripeptide repeats [175].  While no side-chain hydrogen bond donors or acceptors are present on 

its IBS, six water molecules are bound in a flat, zig-zag array via hydrogen bonds to solvent-

exposed main-chain oxygens and nitrogens in the trough located between the outward projecting 

hydrophobic residues.  Interestingly, this zig-zag array is also present on the IBSs of both TmAFP 

and CfAFP, however, it is formed by the single row of water molecules in combination with the  

side-chain Thr hydroxyl groups on the IBS to which they are hydrogen bonded.  This flat, zig-zag 

array  of  waters  matches  the  spacing  of  small  subsets  of  waters  observed  on  the  IBS  of 

MpAFP_RIV, which in turn match the spacing of water molecules in the ice lattice. 

6.10 A potential novel target-ice-plane for the hyperactive AFPs

Docking TmAFP, CfAFP, and sfAFP to ice using this zig-zag array identifies a potential 

novel target ice plane that is inclined at a 45º angle between the primary prism and basal planes. 

For both TmAFP and CfAFP, the side-chain hydroxyl groups of each Thr as well as the row of 

water molecules on their IBSs make an excellent 3D match to waters on this plane (Figure 6.8A, 

B).   In  this  orientation,  a  clathrate-like  cage  of  waters  encompasses  the  hydrophobic  methyl  

groups on their IBSs.  A similar situation occurs for sfAFP, with the hydrophobic residues that 

line  the  central  trough  of  its  IBS  encompassed  by  clathrate-like  cages  of  ice  lattice  water 

molecules as well (Figure 6.8C).  Interestingly, all hyperactive AFPs analyzed to date via FIPA 

analysis produce uniformly fluorescent ice hemispheres (see figure 4.5B, C for  MpAFP_RIV). 

This uniform coverage confirms their ability to bind the primary prism and basal planes of ice, but  

also indicates additional planes are likely bound.  It is a distinct possibility that the hyperactive
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Figure 6.8: Hyperactive AFPs docked to the {30-38} plane of ice.  A) TmAFP docked to the 
{30-38} plane of ice based on the match of surface waters and side-chain Thr hydroxyl groups on 
the protein's IBS.  Ice lattice water molecules are shown as red spheres.  Hydrogen bonds in the  
ice lattice are shown as black hatched lines.  Ordered surface waters on the IBS of the protein are 
coloured aqua while the hydrogen bonds that  anchor them to the protein's  IBS are shown as  
yellow hatched lines.  Carbon=green, oxygens=red, nitrogens=blue, sulfurs=orange.  B) CfAFP 
docked to the  {30-38} plane of ice based on the match of surface waters and side-chain Thr  
hydroxyl groups on the protein's IBS.  The colouring scheme is the same as in A, except that  
ordered surface waters on the IBS of the protein are coloured purple, while carbons are coloured  
yellow.  C) sfAFP docked to the  {30-38} plane of ice based solely on the match of the waters 
located down the middle hydrophobic trough of its IBS.  The colouring scheme is the same as in 
A, except that ordered surface waters on the IBS of the protein are coloured yellow, while carbons 
are coloured blue.        



AFPs are also adsorbing to the x plane of ice in addition to the primary prism and basal planes. 

This would result in fluorescence in the areas of the hemisphere in between the primary prism and  

basal planes, leading to relatively uniform surface coverage of the entire crystal.  

6.11 Systematic mismatches between an AFP and the ice lattice

The docking scenarios presented for  TmAFP and  CfAFP in Figure 6.8A,B are the only 

scenarios in which all their Thr hydroxyls, as well as the row of bound waters, match the spacing 

of oxygen atoms in the ice lattice in three-dimensions.  When either protein is docked to the  

primary prism or basal planes of ice solely via their Thr hydroxyls, a systematic misalignment 

occurs between the row of ice-like waters on their IBSs and waters in the ice lattice (Figure 

6.9A,B).  However, as can be seen in Figure 4.4E, when MpAFP_RIV is docked to the basal plane 

of ice via the anchored clathrate waters present on its IBS, the side-chain oxygen atoms of its ice-

binding residues are systematically offset from oxygen atoms in the ice lattice as well.  The same 

situation occurs when  MpAFP_RIV is docked to the primary prism plane of ice.  Therefore, it 

does not appear to be a necessity that both waters and oxygen groups on the IBS of an AFP 

simultaneously  match  the  spacing  of  waters  in  the  ice  lattice.   This  phenomenon  is  further 

exemplified by sfAFP, where a systematic mismatch occurs when the protein is aligned to ice 

using  solely  its  main-chain  carbonyl  oxygens  as  a  guide.   This  occurs  because  they  form a 

repetitive 4.5 Å x 9 Å rectangular array which does not match waters that are spaced every 4.5 Å  

x 7.35 Å on the primary prism plane and 4.5 Å x 7.8 Å on the basal plane of ice (Figure 6.7C, D).  

While  no  FIPA analysis  has  been  performed  on  the  small  isoform of  sfAFP,  FIPA analysis  

performed on the large isoform of protein, which is predicted to fold in a similar manner to the  

small isoform, has shown that it too produces uniform fluorescent coverage of the ice hemisphere 

[26].  Therefore, despite this mismatch, it would seem reasonable to assume that the small isoform 

of sfAFP can bind at least the primary prism and basal planes of ice, and probably the x plane as
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Figure 6.9: Systematic mismatches between hyperactive AFPs and ice.  A) TmAFP docked to 
the primary prism plane of ice based solely upon the match of its IBS Thr hydroxyl groups to 
oxygen atoms in the ice lattice.  Carbons are green, oxygens red.  Ordered surface waters on the 
IBS  of  the  protein  are  coloured  aqua.   Water  molecules  from the  ice  lattice  are  red,  while 
hydrogen bonds are represented as black hatched lines.  The direction of the c-axis indicated.  B) 
TmAFP docked to the basal plane of ice based solely upon the match of its Thr hydroxyl groups to  
oxygen atoms in the ice lattice.  The colouring scheme is the same as in (A), with sulfur atoms 
coloured orange and nitrogen atoms blue.  The direction of the  c-axis is indicated.  C) sfAFP 
docked to the primary prism plane of ice based solely upon the match of its main-chain carbonyls  
to oxygen atoms on that plane.  Carbons are coloured white.  In this orientation, the main-chain 
carbonyl oxygens of the protein that repeat every 9 Å match the position of oxygens that repeat  
every 4.5 Å along the a-axis of the ice lattice.  However, a mismatch occurs into the plane of the 
page as the main-chain carbonyl oxygens of the protein repeat every 4.5 Å which does not match 
the 7.35 Å spacing of ice lattice water molecules along the c-axis.  The direction of the c-axis is 
the same as in figure (A).  D) sfAFP docked to the basal plane of ice based solely upon the match 
of its main-chain carbonyl oxygen groups to oxygen atoms on that plane.  In this orientation, the  
main chain carbonyl oxygens of the protein match the 4.5 Å spacing of water molecules that 
repeat into the plane of the page, however, a mismatch occurs in the direction perpendicular to the 
c-axis, where the 9 Å spacing of main-chain carbonyl oxygens does not match the 7.8 Å spacing  
of oxygen atoms perpendicular to the c-axis.  The direction of the c-axis is the same as in figure 
(B).



outlined above.      

Without a 3D clathrate-like cage of waters surrounding the hydrophobic moieties on each 

of their IBSs, accurately predicting how TmAFP, CfAFP, and sfAFP specifically interact with ice 

remains difficult.  Nevertheless, the presence of waters with ice-like spacing on their IBSs lends 

further credence to the anchored clathrate mechanism of AFP action proposed in this thesis.  The 

creation of chimeric constructs (e.g.:  MBP-AFP fusions) might allow for novel crystallization 

conditions for these proteins, which could result in sections of their IBSs freely exposed to solvent 

within the unit cell.  The crystallization of larger isoforms of these proteins might also produce 

this phenomenon, especially the engineered version of TmAFP with two additional loops [177].  If 

this protein were to crystallize in an offset manner similar to MpAFP_RIV, the additional length 

of its IBS might allow for larger subsections of it to be exposed to solvent within the unit cell.    

All AFP:ice docking scenarios presented thus far are based upon the match of oxygen 

atoms/waters on the IBS of an AFP to waters in an ice lattice.  While highly informative, all are 

nevertheless a match of two static objects that are in reality dynamic in solution.  Water molecules 

become more ordered and ice-like as they approach the surface of bulk ice in solution.  Referred 

to as the quasi-liquid layer, this area of ordered water molecules extends roughly 10-15 Å from 

the surface of bulk ice in solution [178].  Also, for reasons outlined in chapter four of this thesis, 

the ordering of water molecules on the IBS of an AFP should decrease as a function of increasing 

distance from the IBS.  At what distance from the surface of bulk ice in solution is an AFP able to 

recognize and then bind a specific plane of ice?  How precise does the geometry of the interaction  

have to be?  Do all waters coordinated by the IBS of an AFP have to match the spacing of waters  

within the ice lattice, or can systematic mismatches occur that would still allow for irreversible  

adsorption?  Advanced MD simulations of systems simultaneously involving ice, water, and AFPs 

will need to be performed to answer these questions.  Most MD simulations performed to date  
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have typically investigated the interaction of an AFP either in solution or with a particular plane  

of ice in vacuo.  Simulating all three simultaneously will shed light on how an AFP binds ice and 

could potentially reveal the 3D arrangement of waters on the IBSs of other AFPs.  

6.12 Modelling of PbINP as a dimeric β-helix with dual active sites

We are not the first group to predict a β-helical structure for an INP [150], however, we 

are the first to predict that:  1) both the TQTA and SLTA motifs of each 16-aa repeat align as  

parallel β-strands on opposing sides of a β-helical structure and function as sites of ice nucleation, 

2) the GYGS motif of each 16-aa repeat folds as a parallel β-strand and functions as the site of 

dimerization/oligomerization, and 3) both AFPs and INPs will use the same AC mechanism of 

action to perform their opposing functions.  

6.13 Predicting the dimerization/multimerization interface of PbINP

The GYGS motif is the most highly conserved segment within the tandem 16-aa repeats  

that define the repetitive central domain of all bacterial INPs.  This high degree of conservation 

hinted that the motif played an important functional role in ice nucleation, and since both the  

TQTA and SLTA motifs of PbINP were predicted to function as sites of ice nucleation, only the 

GYGS and xxxS motifs remained as potential sites for dimerization/oligomerization.  The GYGS 

motif seemed the logical choice since the x residues of the xxxS motif displayed much lower 

conservation and contained multiple acidic residues.  Both charge repulsion and the entropic costs 

associated with immobilizing the side chains of the Asp and Glu residues that define the xxxS 

motif precluded its consideration as a dimerization interface.  

We were originally unsure of the purpose of the GYGS motif, and initial model building 

made no attempt at predicting how PbINP might dimerize.  However, the absolute conservation 

and solvent-exposed nature of the tyrosine ladder indicated the motif was not unimportant.  Not 
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until we came across the elegant work of Biancalana  et al. [167, 168], who demonstrated that 

engineered tyrosine residues can stack on top of one another to form a dimerization interface,  

were  we  able  to  predict  that  the  tyrosine  residues  of  the  GYGS  motifs  might  drive  the  

dimerization of  PbINP.  The GYGS motif is the most highly conserved element of all bacterial 

INPs because it plays a dual role – it drives the dimerization/oligomerization of the protein while  

simultaneously maintaining the ability to order water molecules into an ice-like lattice so as to 

bridge the TQTA and SLTA motifs of opposing chains in the dimer.  The first Gly of the GYGS 

motif allows for a sharp turn in the structure following the SLTA β-strands, while the Gly at the 

third  position  of  the  motif  is  required  to  allow for  the  tight  packing  between itself  and  the 

aromatic ring of a tyrosine residue from the opposing chain's GYGS motifs.  Any other residue at  

this position would sterically disrupt the flatness of the interface.  The serine at the fourth position 

is  required  to  form the  intercalated  hydrogen bond network  between itself  and  the  hydroxyl  

groups of the tyrosine residues,  and this seals off  the newly formed hydrophobic core of the 

dimerization interface from the solvent.   Dimerization locks the hydroxyl groups of the tyrosine 

and serine residues of the GYGS motifs into place.  This creates a regular array of oxygen atoms  

located between the SLTA and TQTA motifs on each side of the dimeric structure that is capable  

of  anchoring water  molecules  organized partly  by the hydrophobicity  of  the  regularly-spaced 

aromatic rings of the tyrosine residues.

6.14 In vivo oligomerization of bacterial INPs

While we predict that all bacterial INPs will dimerize/oligomerize via their GYGS motifs,  

the actual quaternary structure of these oligomers in vivo remains a mystery.  Bacterial INPs are 

anchored to  the  membrane via  their  N-terminal  domains  [102,  179],  and how this  anchoring 

affects  the  ability  of  INP  monomers  to  interact  is  unknown.   Govindarajan  et  al.  [101] 

demonstrated that extremely large aggregates of INP (up to ca. 19 MDa) are required to nucleate  
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ice at -2 ºC.  An aggregate this large of  PbINP would require anywhere from 50-100 copies of 

PbINP dimerized in an offset manner.  The length of this theoretical structure would be at least 1  

µm, almost as long as the bacterium itself.  This seems an unlikely scenario.  Much work remains 

to define the precise mechanism that allows bacterial INPs to form large aggregate structures on 

the outer surfaces of the bacterium with which they're associated.  

6.15 The universality of the ACW mechanism

Although the function of an INP is directly opposite that of an AFP, it should come as no 

surprise that  PbINP was shown capable of ordering water molecules into an ice-like lattice as 

defined by the principles outlined throughout this thesis.  The entire surface of the protein, which 

consists of the TQTA and SLTA motifs, as well as the dimerization interface that connects them, is  

flat, repetitive, and relatively hydrophobic, but also rich in hydrogen bond donors and acceptors. 

These characteristics define the IBS of every AFP currently known, and in particular that of type 

III AFP as outlined in chapter two of this thesis, MpAFP_RIV as described in chapters three and 

four, PbINP in chapter five, and type II AFP along with TmAFP, CfAFP, and sfAFP in chapter six. 

It would therefore appear that all ice-binding proteins, regardless of structure or ultimate function,  

are united by the Anchored Clathrate Water mechanism of action.  

6.16 Future directions

The structural determination of MpAFP_RIV is providing many exciting opportunities for 

protein engineering.  First and foremost is the conversion of a non-AFP into an AFP.  BLASTp 

searches  of  MpAFP_RIV have  identified  a  3730-aa  putative  adhesin  produced by  the  alpha-

proteobacterium Magnetospirillum magneticum.  This protein contains a domain located towards 

its C terminus (CTD) that is highly similar to MpAFP_RIV (Figure 1, appendix A).  In particular, 

the  CTD  contains  twelve  19-aa  loops  that  follow  the  same  general  consensus  sequence  as 
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MpAFP_RIV.  However, the CTD lacks the requisite Thr residues that should endow the protein 

with TH activity.  Also, the N-terminal cap of the CTD does not align with that of MpAFP_RIV 

and two of  the  putative Ca2+-binding Asp residues  in  the  Ca2+-binding turns  of  the  CTD are 

substituted for Asn residues.  Homology modelling and MD simulations of the CTD with the N-

terminal  cap  of  MpAFP_RIV grafted  onto  the  structure  have  demonstrated  that  the  chimeric 

protein is stable (Figures 2-3, appendix A).  A double Asn to Asp substitution also appeared to 

increase the stability of the protein.  Synthetic clones of the chimeric construct (still lacking the 

requisite Thr for ice-binding) were ordered from Geneart and the protein was successfully over-

expressed in E. coli (Figure 4, appendix A).  Much work remains to be done on this project and it 

is currently an importnat goal of the laboratory.  

MpAFP_RIV is only a 322-aa segment of a 1.5-MDa protein.  What is the structure and 

function of the other domains of MpAFP?  To begin to answer these questions, I have cloned and 

expressed proteins centring on Regions II, III, and V of  MpAFP.  Preliminary research for the 

projects concerning Regions III and V is shown in appendices B and C respectively.  It would 

appear that all of these proteins undergo a conformational change in the presence of Ca 2+ and 

adopt structures rich in β-strands, just like Region IV.

FIPA analysis will need to performed on various isoforms and mutants of type II AFP to  

confirm our hypothesis that it uses a compound IBS.  This will be difficult as type II AFP has not  

been successfully produced in bacteria.  However, identifying a second AFP that uses a compound 

IBS will further legitimize the phenomenon seen in type III AFP.  

Revisiting the crystallization of AFPs as fusion proteins will hopefully expose segments 

of their IBSs to solvent within the unit cell of their crystals.  This will help in elucidating the 

precise manner in which each AFP binds to ice.   While the anchored clathrate mechanism is  
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applicable to every AFP in question, it still can not predict the precise manner in which waters 

will be organized on the IBS of the AFP.  Whether by crystallizing specific isoforms with larger  

IBSs or via the creation of chimeric constructs, the ability to observe waters on the IBS of an AFP 

under cryogenic conditions provides invaluable ice-binding information.  

MD simulations, as performed in chapter 5 of this thesis, need to be conducted on all  

AFPs in order to examine their hydration  in silico.  The technique was remarkably accurate in 

predicting  the position  of  the  AC waters  on  the IBS of  MpAFP_RIV,  and as  such,  provides 

another  useful  methodology  to  interrogate  how  certain  AFPs  are  capable  of  ordering  water 

molecules on their surfaces.  

While it is likely the  β-helical model of  PbINP proposed in chapter 5 of this thesis is 

correct, a tertiary structure of the protein remains to be determined.  If indeed INPs and AFPs  

function  via  the  same  anchored  clathrate  mechanism,  obtaining  a  structure  of  the  protein 

(preferably  via  X-ray  crystallography)  would  help  to  confirm  this  hypothesis.   Obtaining  a 

structure will not be an easy task.  The protein is extremely large, making the determination of the  

entire structure impractical.  Truncated clones of the protein amenable to structural determination 

will have to be designed and tested.      

6.17 Conclusions and Summary of Contributions to AFP Research 

1. Through the use of site-directed mutagenesis and FIPA analysis, type III AFP was shown 

to use a 'compound' IBS that consists of two flat, relatively hydrophobic surfaces inclined 

at 150º to one another.  These two surfaces are responsible for binding the protein to a 

secondary pyramidal and primary prism plane of ice.  This is the first such demonstration 

of a compound IBS, however, as argued for type II AFP, it will not be the last.  
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2. Using  a  combination  of  homology-based  and  intuition-guided  modelling,  the  tertiary 

structure of  MpAFP_RIV was successfully predicted to fold as a novel RTX-like Ca2+-

bound β-helix.  The model was remarkably accurate, with an RMSD of only 1.64 Å when 

aligned to the Cα of the experimentally determined structure  

3. The IBS of MpAFP_RIV was demonstrated to reside in the Ca2+-binding xGTGND turns 

of the protein and consist predominantly of the outward projecting Thr and Asx residues 

that align down the protein's length.  The IBS of  MpAFP_RIV is extremely flat, highly 

repetitive, and relatively hydrophobic; three characteristics that define the IBS of a typical 

AFP.   

4. The X-ray crystal structure of MpAFP_RIV was determined to a resolution of 1.7 Å.  As 

predicted, the protein folds as a novel right-handed Ca2+-bound β-helix, with each loop of 

the helix typically 19-aa in length.  Sandwiched between individual loops of the structure 

are a total of 13 Ca2+ ions that direct the protein's folding and align its IBS. 

5. The IBS of MpAFP_RIV orders surface waters into an ice-like lattice that matches both 

the primary prism and basal planes of ice.  This explains the protein's hyperactivity and 

also points  towards a  general  mechanism of  action  for  all  AFPs – namely,  anchored 

clathrate waters bind AFPs to ice. 

6. A review of AFP crystal structures in the PDB shows that all AFPs, except for type I, have 

anchored clathrate waters on their IBSs.  However, MpAFP_RIV is the only AFP to have 

a clathrate-like cage of waters that completely surrounds the hydrophobic moieties on its  

IBS.  This phenomenon is not observed with any other AFP as most pack IBS to IBS 

within the unit cell of their crystal, therefore occluding their IBSs.  Nevertheless, small 

segments of anchored clathrate waters on the IBSs of the known hyperactive AFPs have 
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identified a potential novel target ice plane for these proteins, while anchored clathrate  

waters on the IBSs of both type II and type III AFP have provided clues about how their  

compound IBSs might interact with ice.  

7. The anchored clathrate mechanism of AFP action states that the relative hydrophobicity of 

an AFP's IBS orders water molecules via the hydrophobic effect into an ice-like lattice 

that is anchored to the protein via hydrogen bonds.  These anchored waters then allow an 

AFP to bind ice by matching a specific plane(s) of ice.  This mechanism is applicable to 

any AFP regardless  of  activity  level.   Hyperactive  AFPs will  be  able  to  order  water  

molecules that allow them to adsorb to multiple planes of ice, one of which is the basal 

plane, while moderately active AFPs will  be capable of ordering water molecules that  

enable them to adsorb to multiple planes of ice, just not the basal plane.

8. The INP produced by the bacterium P. borealis was predicted to fold as a novel dimeric β-

helix with bridged 'active' sites on both sides of the structure.  MD simulations showed 

the protein capable of ordering waters into an ice-like lattice via the ACW mechanism, 

and as such, demonstrated that both AFPs and INPs use the same mechanism of action to 

exert their diametrically opposing functions.    
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APPENDIX A:  ENGINEERING AN AFP USING THE CLOSEST HOMOLOGUE OF 
MPAFP_RIV AS A SCAFFOLD

An ongoing goal in the Davies lab is to turn a non-AFP into an AFP.  The top BLASTp hit 

to MpAFP_RIV is a 3730 aa putative adhesin (NCBI ref. seq YP_421364) produced by the Gram-

negative alpha-proteobacteria Magnetospirillum magneticum.  Located towards its C terminus (r. 

2862-3129) is a region (termed C-Terminal Domain (CTD)) with the same consensus sequence as  

MpAFP_RIV (Figure I).  However, CTD lacks the Thr residues necessary for ice binding.  Also, 

the N terminus of CTD does not align to the N terminus of  MpAFP_RIV, leaving us uncertain 

about the N-terminal capping mechanism of CTD.  We therefore decided to graft the N terminal  

cap of MpAFP_RIV onto the CTD, creating a chimeric protein (Figure 2).  

To test the stability of the CTD_chimera model,  a solvated 10-ns molecular-dynamics 

(MD) simulation was performed and compared to MpAFP_RIV (Figure 3).  The overall fold of 

the  protein  was  maintained,  however,  two  Ca2+ ions  escaped  from  the  structure  during  the 

simulation.  Asn residues are present at positions 74 and 112 of CTD_chimera (shaded red, Figure  

2), and these two positions require Asp residues to properly coordinate Ca2+ ions.  The NH2 group 

of each Asn residue is unable to bridge Ca2+ ions between each turn of the protein.  Another 

CTD_chimera model  was therefore created with a double N74D/N112D substitution,  and this 

model was stable throughout a 10-ns MD simulation.  The overall fold was maintained and no  

Ca2+ ions were lost from the protein (Figure 3).  Since this model was stable, we had GENEART 

synthesize  a  gene  encoding  CTD_chimera_N74D/N112D.   The  gene  was  ligated  into  the 

NdeI/XhoI cut sites of the pET28a vector, placing an N-terminal hexa-histidine tag on the protein.  

The protein was 311 aa's long (290 aa's from CTD_chimera_N74D/N112D, 21 aa's from the N-

terminal his tag) and had a theoretical MW of .  The protein was expressed in E. coli BL21 DE3* 

and purified in the same manner as MpAFP_DIV (Figure 4).               
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Figure 1: Amino acid sequence of MpAFP_RIV (left) and CTD (right) from M. magneticum. 
Ice-binding site (IBS) residues of MpAFP_RIV are boxed and coloured orange.  The N-terminal 
cap of  MpAFP_RIV grafted onto CTD is underlined in orange and bolded.  The potential IBS 
residues of the AFLD are boxed and coloured green.  The 20 twenty residues coloured grey at the  
N terminus do not align to the N terminus of  MpAFP_RIV.  CTD residues underlined in green 
were removed to accommodate the N terminal cap of  MpAFP_RIV.  Asn residues boxed in red 
(N74/N112) were mutated to Asp to increase the regularity of the putative IBS of CTD. 
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Figure 2: Homology-based model of CTD chimera with N-terminal cap of MpAFP_RIV.  A) 
The  model  of  CTD chimera  is  shown  in  cartoon  representation  with  the  N-terminal  cap  of  
MpAFP_RIV coloured orange and the CTD coloured green.  Ca2+ ions are represented as green 
spheres.  B) Close-up view of  N-terminal cap of CTD chimera.  The aromatic residues His3, 
Phe5, Tyr8, and Phe13 partition the hydrophobic core of CTD from the solvent, while Asp14,  
Ser16,  and  Asn18  lock  the  first  Ca2+ ion  into  place.   C) Interface  of  N-terminal  cap  of 
MpAFP_RIV and CTD.  No obvious steric clashes are present.   Oxygen=red,  Nitrogen=blue,  
carbon=orange (MpAFP_RIV) or green (CTD).          
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Figure  3:  MD  simulations  of  MpAFP_RIV  (green),  CTD_chimera  (blue),  and 
CTD_chimera_N74D/N112D (purple).  Solvated 10-ns MD simulations were performed for all 
three proteins and the average structure of each simulation was calculated and energy-minimized.  
Ca2+ ions are represented as red spheres.      
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Figure 5: Expression, purification, and characterization of CTD chimera.  A)  SDS-PAGE of 
fractions  containing  CTD  chimera.   Sup=E.  Coli supernatant,  FT=Ni-NTA  flow-through, 
1,2,3=elution fractions from Ni-NTA.  B) Superdex 200 chromatographs of CTD chimera in the 
presence of 2 mM Ca2+ (green) or 2 mM EDTA (red).  The void volume of the column is 8 mls. 

Figure 4: Expression, purification, and characterization of CTD chimera.  A)  SDS-PAGE of 
fractions  containing  CTD  chimera.   Sup=E.  Coli supernatant,  FT=Ni-NTA  flow-through, 
1,2,3=elution fractions from Ni-NTA.  B) Superdex 200 chromatographs of CTD chimera in the 
presence of 2 mM Ca2+ (green) or 2 mM EDTA (red).  The void volume of the column is 8 mls. 



APPENDIX B  - EXPRESSION, PURIFICATION, AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 
FULL LENGTH AND A TRYPSIN-RESISTANT FRAGMENT OF MPAFP_RIII

MpAFP_RIII  (NCBI  accession  #  ABL74378,  r.  #  222-996)  was  PCR  amplified  and 

ligated into the NdeI/XhoI cut sites of the pET28a vector.  This created a 796-aa-long protein (775 

residues of DIII + 21 residues of N-terminal his tag), with a theoretical MW of 83.97 kDa (Figure 

1).  The protein was over-expressed in E. coli BL21 DE3* (Figure 2A).  Bacteria were lysed in 

buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 300 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2, and 100 µM PMSF.  The 

protein was soluble and migrated roughly according to its theoretical MW of 84 kDa as deemed 

by 10% (w:v) SDS-PAGE.   Ni-NTA chromatography was performed on the supernatant in buffer 

N (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 500 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 5 mM imidazole) and the protein was 

eluted in buffer N + 400 mM imidazole.  This resulted in the significant enrichment of the protein 

(Figure 2A).  Far-UV CD analysis indicated the protein was a random coil in the presence of 2  

mM EDTA, while it adopted a structure rich in  β-sheet in the presence of 2 mM Ca2+  (data not 

shown).   Strangely,  the  protein  always  disappeared  when  purification  via  gel  permeation 

chromatography was attempted.   Partial  proteolysis was then performed to identify a  smaller  

fragment of the protein more amenable to structural characterization (Figure 2B).  The protein  

was  dialyzed  against  50  mM Tris-HCl  (pH8),  150  mM NaCl,  and  100  µM EDTA and  was 

adjusted to 1 mg/ml.  Ca2+ was added to a final concentration of 2 mM, and a 1:100 ratio of  

trypsin:MpAFP_RIII was used.  The digest was performed at room temperature and aliquots were 

removed at t = 0', 2', 5' 10', 30', 1h, 3.5h, 18h.  A no Ca 2+ control was performed and allowed to 

digest for 18 h.  After 18 h in the presence of Ca2+, three distinct bands were visible via SDS-

PAGE - one at ca. 75 kDa, another at ca. 42 kDa, and the last at ca. 24 kDa.  No bands were 

present after 18 h in the absence of Ca2+.  The digest was then scaled up and allowed to proceed 

for 18 h in the presence of 2 mM Ca2+ after which it was applied to a Superdex 200 10-300 GL gel 
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permeation column (data not shown).   Only the ca. 42 kDa fragment was recovered from the 

column (Figure  2C).   N-terminal  sequencing  of  the  protein  was  performed,  and the  first  six 

residues  identified  were  VQSIGT.   This  sequence  begins  at  position  77  of  the  full  length 

MpAFP_RIII, and it is immediately preceded by a Lys (Figure 1).  Based on the estimated size of 

the protein via SDS-PAGE (ca. 42 kDa), the C terminus of the fragment was most likely 417  

residues  downstream  at  Lys494.   This  fragment  was  PCR  amplified  and  ligated  into  the  

NdeI/XhoI cut sites of the pET28a vector.  This created a 438-aa-long protein (417 residues of 

DIII + 21 residues of N-terminal his tag), with a theoretical MW of 46.35 kDa.  The protein was  

expressed  and  purified  in  the  same  manner  as  the  full  length  MpAFP_RIII.   The  protein’s 

estimated MW via SDS-PAGE was ca. 50 kDa, indicating the correct C terminus for the protein 

was determined.  The folding of the protein was assessed using a Superdex 200 10-300 GL gel 

permeation column equilibrated in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 250 mM NaCl (Buffer A).  In the 

presence of buffer A + 5 mM EDTA, the majority of protein eluted at an apparent MW of 110  

kDa, 2.4-fold larger than its actual MW.  In the presence of buffer A + 2 mM Ca2+, the protein 

eluted at the void volume and continued to elute over a wide range of volumes, indicating the 

protein was non-specifically aggregated.  Neither buffer A + 2% Tween-20 or 2 M NaCl were able 

to  significantly  improve  the  folding  of  the  protein,  as  the  elution  profiles  produced by  both 

conditions were very broad and began at the void volume of the column.       
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Figure  2:  Superdex  200  gel  permeation  chromatographs  of  a  recombinantly-expressed 
trypsin-resistant fragment (r. 77-494) of MpAFP_RIII.  The absorbance (mAu) is plotted as a 
function  of  elution volume (mls).   The void  volume of  the  column is  8  mls.   The  different  
conditions tested are as indicated.  Figure 1: Amino acid sequence of MpAFP_RIII and trypsin-resistant fragment 77-494.  The 
entire amino acid sequence of MpAFP_RIII is shown.  Sequences underlined in bold represent the 
start  (V77)  and stop  (A494)  sites  of  the  trypsin-resistant  fragment  of  MpAFP_RIII  that  was 
successfully cloned and over-expressed in E. Coli BL21 DE3*.       
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Figure 2: Expression and purification of full-length and trypsin-resistant MpAFP_RIII.  A) 
Expression of full length  MpAFP_RIII.  PM=protein markers, S=E. coli supernatant, P=E. coli 
pellet, FT=flow-thru from Ni-NTA chromatography, 1-3=elutions from Ni-NTA chromatography. 
Numbers down the left-hand side represent the MW (kDa) of the protein standards.  B) Partial 
proteolysis of Ni-NTA purified  MpAFP_RIII using trypsin.  The time of digestion is indicated 
across the top of the gel.  The control (18h digestion, 2 mM EDTA) is indicated.  C) SDS-PAGE 
of Superdex 200 gel permeation chromatography purified trypsin-resistant fragment (r. 77-494) of 
MpAFP_RIII.  D) Expression and purification of recombinant trypsin-resistant fragment (r. 77-
494) of MpAFP_RIII.  WCL=whole cell lysate of E. coli prior to sonication of cells.              
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Figure  3:  Superdex  200  gel  permeation  chromatographs  of  recombinantly-expressed 
trypsin-resistant fragment (r. 77-494) of MpAFP_RIII.  The absorbance (mAu) is plotted as a 
function  of  elution volume (mls).   The void  volume of  the  column is  8  mls.   The  different  
conditions tested are as indicated.  



APPENDIX C – EXPRESSION, PURIFICATION, AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 
MPAFP_RV

A clone of  MpAFP_RV (NCBI accession # ABL74378, r. # 1319-1567) (Figure 1) was 

synthesized by GENEART and was ligated into the NdeI/XhoI cut sites of the pET28a vector,  

placing an N-terminal hexa-histidine tag on the protein.  This produced a 270-aa long protein (249 

residues  of  Region  V  and  an  additional  21  residues  from  the  N-terminal  His  tag),  with  a  

theoretical M.W. of 27.8 kDa.  The protein was expressed in  E. coli BL21 DE3*, and the cells 

were pelleted and lysed in buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 150 mM NaCl, and 2 mM 

CaCl2, 100 µM PMSF (Figure 2).  Ni-NTA chromatography was performed on the supernatant in 

buffer N (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 500 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 5 mM imidazole) and the protein 

was eluted in buffer N + 400 mM imidazole.  This resulted in the significant enrichment of the  

protein, which migrated with a M.W. of ca. 30 kDa as estimated via SDS-PAGE.  A 600 µl aliquot  

of elution 2 was chromatographed on a calibrated 10/300 Superdex200 gel permeation column 

equilibrated in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 200 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2 (Figure 2B, green line).  Two 

peaks were observed in the chromatogram , the first corresponding to the void volume (8 mls), the 

second corresponding to an apparent M.W. of ca. 480 kDa (11mls).  A second 600 µl aliquot of  

elution 2 was brought to a final concentration of 2 mM EDTA and chromatographed (Figure 2B,  

red line).   Again, two peaks were observed, one at the void (8 mls), the second corresponding to  

an apparent M.W. of ca. 660 kDa (10 mls).  A 1ml aliquot of  elution 2 was then dialzyed against 

50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 200 mM NaCl, and 2 mM EDTA over night to remove excess Ca2+ and 

was then chromatographed on the S200 column (data not shown).  This again resulted in the same 

two peaks as previously observed in the presence of EDTA, however, the intensity of the peak 

corresponding to the void volume almost doubled at the expense of the peak at 11 mls.       
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Figure 1: Amino acid sequence of MpAFP_RV.  The gene was synthesized by GENEART and 
ligated into the pET28a vector.  The sequence of the His-tag has been omitted for clarity.  
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Figure  2: Expression,  purification,  and characterization of  MpAFP_RV.  A) Recombinant 
MpAFP_RV was successfully over-expressed in E. coli as an N-terminal 6-His-tagged protein. 
S=E.  Coli supernatant,  P=E.  Coli pellet,  FT=Flow-thru  from  Ni-NTA  chromatography,  1-
3=elutions from Ni-NTA chromatography.  Numbers down the left-hand side represent the M.W. 
(kDa) of the protein standards.  B) Superdex 200 gel-permeation chromatographs of MpAFP_RV 
in the presence of either 2 mM EDTA (green line) or 2mM Ca2+ (red line). 



APPENDIX D – BINDING OF A HYPOTHETICAL AFP TO A SINGLE-ICE-
CRYSTAL HEMISPHERE

In order to provide more detail about the single-ice-crystal hemisphere experiments reported in this 

thesis, hemispheres have been drawn for a hypothetical AFP that adsorbs solely to the primary prism plane  

of ice.  This is done in an attempt to show where on the hemispheres the primary prism and basal planes of 

ice reside.  

Binding of  a hypothetical  AFP to a single-ice-crystal  hemisphere.   A)  Hemisphere mounted with a 
primary prism plane oriented perpendicular to the ice finger (coloured brown).  The c-axis is coming out the 
plane of the paper, and therefore the basal plane is parallel to the plane of the page.  The fluorescently-
tagged  protein  has  affinity  towards  solely  the  primary  prism  plane  of  ice,  which  produces  green 
fluorescence in those areas (parallel to the sides of the hexagonal unit cell), while the basal plane of the  
crystal (indicated by the spotted area) is not bound.  Only one basal plane can be observed in this view, as  
the second one is located behing the one shown.  B) View of the same hemisphere from A), except rotated 
90º into the plane of the page.  The c-axis runs N-S in relation to the page, and therefore the basal planes 
(spotted) are located at the poles of the hemisphere.  The unit cell of the ice crystal is shown in the middle  
fluorescent patch, with a primary prism plane parallel to the plane of the page.  C) Hemisphere mounted 
with a basal plane oriented perpendicular to the ice finger.  The c-axis runs N-S in relation to the page, and 
therefore the basal planes (spotted) are located at the poles of the hemisphere.  The unit cell of the ice 
crystal  is  shown,  with a  primary  prism plane parallel  to  the  plane  of  the page.  D) View of the same 
hemisphere from C), except rotated 90º into the plane of the page.  Each patch is centred about the sides of 
the hexagonal unit cell of the crystal, and therefore align with the primary prism planes.  The c-axis runs 
normal to the plane of the page and therefore, the basal planes of the crystal are parallel with the plane of 
the page.        
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